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hay short, it behooves each farmer to prepare for I tiously, but it is well to have the ground for them 
a coming deficiency of coarse feed, which he can in good tilth, though this may take more time 
do by sowing corn and millet; both of these will than the transplanting. If the failures are in de-

Monetary Affairs.
Farmers should avoid debt as much as possible.

Purchase for cash, and pay at the time of receipt 
of goods. There is a loss to both the purchaser 
and seller by the credit system. But sometimes 
farmers and others are not able to p ry cash—thus 
the credit system.

Reverses, accidents or failures may cause 
trouble, and money must be had. The note shaver 
is exacting and often extortionate; the banks can
not lend on landed security. The loan societies 
are a better means for farmers to obtain money, if 
they are punctual in payments; if not, they are 
also expensive and ruinous to farmers. We by no 
means advise farmers to borrow as a general 
thing, especially at such rates as are now being 
paid for money in Canada. But sometimes it is 
found necessary. The Agricultural Investment
Society of this city we believe to be as good an sowing them early in the month, but the last fort- . . , ._____
institution as any in Canada for farmers to pro- night of the month is considered by most farmers ^ lm el,cn cncc 0 16 r( er 18 a so ng ,
cure money at or to deposit surplus money in. as the best for sowing turnip seed. “From the do not deem it proper to send our funds to the
The securities are good. For both borrower and 15th to the 28th we sow our turnips, if circum- Statea '> ^ 16 grates gom o >e < enve
, , . , ® . f t ... ,, . ,, , n the Order will be the diffusion of knowledgelender we consider this a safe and sure institu- stances permit, is the remark of a very success- I V11C w „T _ ... .

ful farmer. Some even defer the sowing to the a™nS lts members. We do not expect that any
first days of July. Even though they have been 8reat or Permanent a,lvWlta8e9 are to l’6,,116"™1

from dealing in small store goods, especially in the
I vicinities'of towns or cities; on this point some of 
I the members differ with us, and others think we 

opposed to the Order for holding these views. 
We know temporary advantages may be gained, 
but it is doubtful if combinations for such purposes 
have been found successful; there will bo losses as 

The cash system is to bo com-

tached spots, a digging fork is a good implementanswer to sow as late as the 20th of July ; we
have heard of their answering even later. White | to loosen the soil, and a good workman can pre

pare the waste places in a very short time.turnips and rape will also make feed rapidly.
We hear the crops in the northern parts of On

tario are better than in the southern and western Patrons of Husbandry.
Since the introduction of this Order in thoportions of it. In Manitoba toe prospects are not 

good, the grasshoppers being very destructive; the I western part of Canada, it has rapidly increased 
farmers had ceased sowing, as they saw no pro- in membership. The principles laid down in the 
spect of a return until the grasshoppers should | constitution and the objects aimed at by the Order

commendable, and, if properly carried out, 
must tend to the advancement of knowledge, tho 
acquisition of wealth, and the promotion of happi 

amongst its members.
A combination of farmers for the protection of 

’ I their rights and interests is but propel, as all other 
classes have their societies, clubs or directors.

leave them. They expect to raise some late crops { are 
after the grasshoppers leave.

IRoot Crops—Filling up Vacant Places. ness

June is the principal time for sowing turnips, 
mangolds and ruta bagas. Some farmers prefer

Ition for loaning and depositing money.
We do not advise farmers to hoard up their 

cash and leave their land undrained, unplanted or 
uncultivated. See that your farms are made as 
fertile as possible by drainage, by planting belts of 
trees and by proper cultivation, before you invest 
much cash in any society. Should you after this 
have a surplus, and wish for higher rates of inter
est than the banks can give, or wish for money on 
better terms than you can get it from the banks, 
then you can apply to this society or perhaps some 
other similar society.

At the present time the demand for cash at all 
monetary places in Canada is greater than usual. 
We again advise you to avoid debt as much as pos
sible. A society can refuse bad loans when per
haps an individual might not; in fact,it is generally 
better to do your business through some good 
agent, and avoid loss.

The Agricultural Investment Society of this 
city has now moved to their new and handsome 
offices near the market square, and have made 
such a good purchase of the block as to enable 
them to be rent free, thus giving them a decided 
advantage. There are other similar institutions in 
Canada, nearly all of which are good.

sowed in June, there are few who have not some 
sowing still to be done, be it much or little. There 
will often be partial failures—blank places to be 
filled up. Sometimes there may have been seed 
either old or badly saved, hence a failure ; or the 
turnip fly may have laid waste a portion of your 
turnip field; or a drouth during the sowing, and 
continuing week after week, may have prevented 
all vegetation. Whatever may be the cause of the 
failure, a remedy must be applied. It will never 
do to let the land lie partially waste, giving little 
returns for manure and labor expended on it. The

are

well as profits, 
mended; farmers lose much by the credit system, 
and should confine themselves to cash transactions &much as possible.

In purchasing implements, trees and seeds, a 
saving may be made, but reliable men must bo 
dealt with and orders must be sent in early. Many 
of the (.ranges, we understand, are already pur
chasing some necessaries largely, and appear well 
satisfied with what they are doing.

We have received some communications from 
members of the Order, writing strongly on its con
stitution and principles, but as wo published the 
constitution, it would only be a repetition to pub- 

. lish them. We have published any good reports 
but only suitable for fall or early winter feed. Qr egaay8 that we have received, which have been 
White Stone turnips may be sown still later than given through the Orange, and should be pleased 
the Norfolk or (.lobe, and though smaller than I )iave any rCally good suggestions on subjects and 
either, they will be found of no little value when plaQS o( ailvallcing the profits of our farms, or 
you house your stock, to add to their dry fodder. special improvements. The principles of the Or- 
Besides late turnips, you may till up vacant places der are introduced; good results are what we wish 
with cabbage if you can procure the plants. Than to publiBh, whether they may come from tho Mas- 
cabbage there is no better food in the fall and win- | ter of the Dominion Order, a patron, or any other 
ter for milch cows. It promotes their health and

as

vacant places should be filled up—sown again.
Transplanting turnips is of little use in so dry 

climate as that of Canada. If too late to sow
Swedes, sow the Yellow Aberdeen, a very good 
turnip variety, though for stock feeding inferior to 
Swedes. Dale’s Hybrid we found a very good va
riety for such a purpose, better for keeping than 
the Aberdeens. Later still you may sow the lied 
Norfolk and White Glolie, both good producers,

e

c The Weather an<l flic Crops.
Since last issue the crop prospects for ’75 have 

not improved. The fall wheat was badly killed 
by late spring frosts, and some more has been in
jured by th,e June frost, which damaged it as it 
began to shoot out.

In this section of country, at least, wo shall not 
have over half a crop, in some parts even less. 
Hay will not be over half a crop. This has been 
the coldest and driest spring we have yet ex
perienced. Not only is the grass and fall wheat 
shortened, but spring wheat, oats and barley have 
suffered very materially for the lack of moisture, 
and in some sections by frost; thus this portion 
of the farm productions must be very much short
ened in some sections.

The June production of cheese and butter will 
be less than usual in June. During this month 
we may reasonably expect an unusually rapid 
growth; also during midsummer and the fall. In 
those sections where the winter wheat is bad and
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person.
No subject that we have had to treat on since 

we commenced publishing this journal has given 
us so much anxiety and care as the Grange move
ment. We feel somewhat responsible for its in
troduction and for its success. We feel it a duty 

. in expressing our mind freely, though we have been 
Turnip plants do not bear transplanting well, cundem„cd and censured by advocates of

even if they take root and grow; they will never | the oauge Oood can bo achievod and honor gained
course

causes them to give more milk than any other feed, 
at a time when such feed is greatly needed, 
thousand-headed cabbage and the large varieties, 
such as Flat Dutch and Drumhead, 1 have had a 
greater quantity of feed from, of the best quality, 
than from any other crop.
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be a good crop. Not so, however, with mangolds. , , tMg 0r(ltr> if moderation and a proper 
Any vacancies in this crop can be well filled by I ,ureued »
transplanting from rows that have more plants than g00(1 of the 0rder it might, perhaps, bo
are needed, and if you have mangold plants to we]1 not ty ita „preart too rapidly. Care must 
spare, you may with them fill up some of the ^ ukcn to avoi(1 8Uch gtt.p8 as have been found 
blank spaces in the turnip field. injurious in the States. Each Grange should have

The work of transplanting, whether mangolds or | its funds properly secured from danger of loss.
some Granges admit members too easily.

and

t to

is no 
il not 
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no ill 
easily
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cabbage plants, may be got through very expedi- I Perhaps
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A practical Englishand eradication of weeds, 
agriculturist says : “ By means of this horse hoe I 
“make a clean deep fallow among the growing 
“crops, and oblige the plants to send down their 
“ roots into the ground subsoil, thus rendering it 
“more open, and reserving the surface for the 
“ completion of the latter growth. We make én- 
“ tire strangers of all noxious weeds, admit the 

I “ameliorating influence of the atmosphere, the 
warmth and the moist, refreshing mid- 

It is the unobstructed growth of

is aware of the fact 
being an advantage t 
the soil is pulverized 
be improved by hoei 
people hold a différé 
I speak from experie 
crops from potatoes 
must always be take 
feeding organs of tin 
have earth drawn to

,-hich it had been applied, 
Fromgrowth of the plants to w 

and carefully noted the results in the yield, 
such farmers we have had the opportunity of learn
ing the results of their experience in this matter, 
and their authority is corroborative of my own 

Mr. F., a well-known agriculturist ot 
field of wheat a 

much heavier

Is!Salt of any Vaine as a Fertilizer ?
In another column will be found an article under 

the above heading, from the pen of one of our 
regular contributors, Mr. Julyan, ot Sarawak.
It is a a question of great importance to agricul
turists, and as such has engaged the attention of 
agricultural writers in every country where the 
tillage of the soil has been considered as a science 
and not merely as a business to occupy the hands 
only, and not the minds of 
inquiries from subscribers on the subject from time 
to time.

Much has been written and many arguments ad
vanced for and against the efficacy of salt as a fer
tilizer, and many as well as Mr. J. entertain grave 
doubts en the subject. We might easily increase 
the list of authorities cited by him against its fer
tilizing efficacy, for many have answered the query 
in the negative.
least as high standing hold opinions directly

experience.
Dover Township, applied to a 
dressing of salt, and the crop 
than his other wheat crops 
lity, and the grain was superioi. 
of the most practical, observant members of the 
Middlesex Agricultural Society, has had i e re
sults from .the use of salt as a fertilizer. With 

heat to which the salt had been applied
stiffer,

was
land of equal qua-on

“sunnyMr. H. A., one
“night dews.
“ weeds, favored by dense vegetation, that so ex- 
“hausts the soil, while the absence of light and 
“air causes the earth to be poor and sour.”

drills is a natural conse-

We have hadmen.
Oil

The query “ Wha 
from a selected artic 
Calves,” in the last 
those who are unacq 
ply the needed infer 
experience in rearing 
them when matured 
doubt familiar with 
article of commerce, 
same seed as linseed 
it, and, in some dist 
Oil meal is oil cake j 
feeding purposes; li: 
alias lint, ground, a 
young stock, and a 
beast.

After the oil so w 
been extracted from 
sold for feeding pur] 
and is called oil cak< 
use, is broken into f 
It is considered by s 
other food for fatten 
the markets of Live 
of commerce in Eng 
position oil cake oe 

For all the

both the w
was less liable to be lodged, the straw was 
and the grain of a superior quality. Mr. 1 ■ 
who had many years’ experience in England, fount 
salt a good fertilizer, and his opinion is that here 
its value would be greater than there, this province 
being so remote from the sea. The members of 
Forest City Grange have been considering t e 
bringing from the salt district of Huron salt for 
agricultural purposes.

We have compressed our 
ject within as narrow a space as possible; we desire 
to be brief and succinct. Judging from sue 

have selected from a host, and 
we can have

The hoeing between 
quence of the sowing or planting of crops in drills; 
hoeing being an essential element to drill culture, 
and wherever drill husbandry has been the rule in 

the horse hoe has been nearly coeval with 
Hand hoeing was found too tedious, too

expensive to be long practised, 
acre of grain crops will be two days’ work for 
good farm laborer,-and then the work is not so 
thorough as it is when done by a good horse hoe 
A good laborer, with the aid of a boy, ahorse, and 
a good, light, steel horse hoe, such as are now used 
in England, can hoe from seven to nine acres a 
day, and that in a thorough, workmanlike style,
at the expense of about fifty cents per

drilling of wheat, and the

farming, 
the drill.But if other authorities of at Hand-hoeing ancon-

a
trary, what then ?

For hundreds of years have the farmers of Eng
land considered salt a fertiliser, 
strong testimony in the affirmative.
Hugh Platt speaks of salt as a fertilizer, 
early testimony this from an English agriculturist !
At a later period—one hundred and fifty years ago 
_Dr. Brownrigg maintained that the whole king
dom might be enriched by the application of

salt to the soil. From the time of Dr. Brown
rigg to the present day salt has been recommended 

fertilizer.
It were easy to multiply authorities, but 

must .online our remarks within circumscribed
limits. We would, however, not be doping justice ^ q{ value for the destruction of ver
to the subject were we to omit the enumeration of „ ^ intend to make the subject of
the uses of salt by Mr. C. W. Johnson, in the & future number of the Advocate.
Farmers’ Cyclopiedia. An abridged statement of

remarks on this sub-This is itself a
In 1C5S Sir 

Pretty

authorities as we
from the experience of good farmers, 
no doubt that salt is of value as a fertilizer. It is 
true its application to land has sometimes resulted 

Sanguine men have made 
their farms, indiscriminately.

is not of suf-

acre.
THE ORIGIN OF THEcom-

IIORHE HOE.
in disappointment, 
large trials of it
An instance of such disappointment

the testimony borne to

mon introducedIn 1ST 1 the drilling of wheat was 
into England by a gentleman farmer of Berkshire, 
and every succeeding season has given additional 

Mr. Jethro Trull, to

on
as a

we ficient force to overthrow proof of its advantages.
is indebted for its introduction, 

in the improvement ofspared no tun or expense
the drill, and to him is due also the credit of the 
invention of the horse hoe—both implements that

been deteriorated by one crop to bear another wit .nstanceg thc y;eia ;s fifty bushels, sometimes still 
advantage. . , average yield in Canada is ten

2. It destroys vermin and kills weeds, thus lower than in England. In the United
converting them into manure. the average is under thirteen bushels. This too highly appreciated.

3. It is a direct constituent or food of some 'vffprp_„„ mav fie in part attributed to the climate, of which a leading
plants, and it has been ascertained that if salt be U 1 , . _ . q'0 the soil it is not attributable, effect may be very great.
applied to a soil, the vegetables afterwards grow- ’’J* then^is the cause of this short-coming of farmer its immediate advantage is appare .
ing on that land will contain an increase,1 proper- V hat> ’ * wheat fields of America ? I n stirring of the soil in the driest weather
tion of salt. tXd the farmeries at thorough cultivation, give to the growing plants somewhat of the re

4. Salt acts on vegetable substances as a stimu- g • the farmer’s great aim is to go over a freshment of a gentle summer shower. The ne y
lant. It was proved by actual experiment that a Hi Ai _ aml that at little expense. stirred earth attracts a refreshing moisture from
large proportion of salt dissolved in water caused great ig cercais,not weeds; in the the atmosphere. We know not the law of nature
plants placed in it to die, though at first they I Jn the former t^ ^ o(xupy the m0Bt by which this great good ,s effected, but that such
seemed to flourish more than in simple water, and and thrive on the plant-food of the is the result of our labor—this we know And
that those placed in a solution of only moderate L ’ the soil, even if hard or stiff, is made mellow y
strength continued to live after those in the simple S , j oe all(; cultivator—we said in yie operation, and the plant food by this means is,
water had died. . . ofÏe Advocate. This is a rule 1)eing set free from the stubborn clods more readily

5. Salt preserves vegetables from injury by a a therc when the principles of absorbed by the tender rootlets. Ano 6r, an
sudden transitions in the temperature of the at- wit understood Lnd acted on. A'member uot the least advantage is the entire destruction

Thus salted soils do not freeze so | f?™ng “ Farmers’ Club (E.) says : “Some of weeds. They used to exclude the health-giving
° 1L ‘ time had come when they a]r and heat from the young plants, which, now

their fields after they that the hoeing has killed the weeds, have e 
entire possession of the soil.

So well convinced by the experience of many 
years are English farmers of the advantages of 
hoeing, that they consider every thorough hoeing 
to add to their wheat crop one bushel per acre,

from the free ad-

articlean

merce. 
foreign countries th 

When commeneii 
quart of the meal ii 
the evening is as mi 
and after some tim, 
creased, but not to 
We have fed it dus' 
and also, after havi 
with bran mashes.

to effect.
The advantages of hoeing between crops in their

cannot be•fy growth, well known as they are,
In the climate of Canada, 

characteristic is drought, the 
To every observant 

The

eai

ter way.
There is no other 

ing cattle. It imp; 
mellow feeling to tl 
value; and, much i 
cake is more tendei 
better quality thaï 
food. Well do the 
loin appreciate the 
on oil cake.

seems to

Oil cake is alst 
Ft retailhorses, 

properties of the s 
to promote and pr< 
casionally with th, 
and is a preventati 
in any measure tat 
not strengthen oi 
work. Its propert 
up the condition, 
young stock.

The richness of

mosphere.
readily as those without salt; salt preserves crops 
of turnips, &c., from injury by the frost.

0. Salt renders earth more capable of absorb-

“ people thought thc 
“ ought to be able to go

. t I “ had been hoeing, and not see a
ing the moisture of the atmosphere, a propelty of I not see why it should not be the case,
gieat importance, since those sods which absorb I ^ ^ ^ done wellthemen ought not to
moisture freely from the atmosphere are always & weeA behindj and if they did they ought
most valuable to the cultivator. << not to be paid.” When shall we "here wage such

We entirely agree with Mr. Johnson in Ins plain miliati warfare with weeds !
statement of facts so patent to all observant agn- - jjorse hoe
culturiste, and in the proofs adduced by him. But cultivation whether the crop be
it is well to enquire what has been the experience - or îo g ^ agricultural implement has
of practical farmers on this subject; not that the roots 0 ‘ ’ g he farracr than the
writers whose testimonies we have adduced are proved of greater hag ,)een ao im-

«a**»-*,-

over
weed upon them,

putting on of ties! 
the cattle so fed. 
farmers lay a muc 
other farm-yard 
the richer the foo, 
able the manure a 

Linseed might i 
used here than it 
wise.

and the grain of better quality 
mission of the air and light and heat to the grow
ing and maturing crop.

Hoeiim should be early-as early as possible; the 
sooner it is done the better. It gives an early 
stimulus to the growth, supplies available plant 
food early, and prevents the growth of weeds; 
whereas a late hoeing might disturb and injure the 

Every farmer and farm laborer In my <tender rootlets.

*
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14. Fair Maid of Atha, Col. Holloway,
Alexis, 111.......................................

15. Belle of Atha, A. L. Stebbins, Fort
Huron, Mich.................................

16. Lady of Atha, A. L. .Stebbins, Port
Huron, Mich..................................

17. Flower of Atha and calf, A. L. Steb
bins, Port Huron, Mich................

18. Lady Bloom, A. L. Stebbins, Port
Huron, Mich......................... .

16. Duchess of Greenwood,George Miller, 
Markham, Ont .............................

20. Duchess of Baby, J. R. Craig, Burn-
hamtliorpe, Out.............................

21. Mary Hill, W. G. Pettit, Wellington-
square, Ont........................ ...........

22. Countess and calf, M. Darlington,
Westchester, Pa............................

28. Katharine, S. T. Spangler, Winthrop, 
Iowa...............................................

24. Lady Barnes, C. S. Smith, Acton, Ont.
25. Careless Stli, J. R. Craig, Burnham-

thorpe, Ont........................... .
20. Baroness Conyers, S. M. Meredith A 

Son, Cambridge City, Ind............
27. Kirklevington Princess 2nd, Avery A

Murphy, Port Huron, Mich..........
28. Kirklevington Duchess 8th, J. II.

Craig, Burnhamthorpo, ( hit.......
29. Duchess of Oakland, withdrawn... .
50. 9th Duchess of Oakland, Benj. Sum

ner, Woodstock, Conn..................
51. Casquet, S. T. Spangler, Winthrop,

Iowa................................................
32. Red Rose, S. T. Spangler, Winthrop,

Iowa................................................
S3. Mellisa, withdrawn.............................
34. Jessie Douglas, T. L. McKeem, Easton,

English 
s hoe I 
■owing 
i their 
ring it 
ir the 
ike én- 
lit the 
ire, the 
ig mid- 
iwth of 
t so ex- 
ht and

calves had always, in addition to milk, a portion of 
linseed. It was prepared by pouring boiling water 
on it, then covering it up close and letting it re
main so for some time, 
promoting the good health and rapid growth of 
the young stock.

is aware of the fact that late hoeing, instead of
When 825

being an advantage to a crop, is injurious, 
the soil is pulverized, potatoes and cabbages will 
be improved by hoeing it up to the roots. Some 
people hold a different opinion on this subject, but 

I have had the heaviest

425
It was most valuable for

675

525I speak from experience, 
crops from potatoes twice earthed up, 
must always be taken not to disturb the roots the

Beets should not

but care
400The Créât Short-horn Sale of 1HÎ5.

The combined sale of Messrs. Miller, Beattie
the Agricultural 

Messrs.

feeding organs of the plants, 
have earth drawn to them, nor should turnips.

350
and Cochran took place on 
Grounds at Toronto, on June the 16th.
M illcr and Beattie had imported a fine lot of ani
mals, to which Mr. Cochran added six froya his 
herd. The weather was fine and the attendance 
was numerous, consisting of the principal breeders 
of Canada and the States. I he animals, of course,

3,100
Oil Meal for Stock. 275

The query “ What is Oil Meal ? ” has arisen 
from a selected article on 
Calves,” in the last number of the Advocate. To 
those who are unacquainted with oil meal we sup
ply the needed information. They who have had 
experience in rearing young stock, or in fattening 
them when matured in the home country, are no 
doubt familiar with it as a condiment and an 
article of commerce. Though prepared from the 

seed as linseed meal, it differs materially from

250Oil Meal as a Food for
1 conse- 
n drills; 
culture,
; rule in 
val with 
ious, too 
oeing an 
rk for a 
s not so 
>rse hoe. 
orse, and 
now used 
îe acres a 
ike style,

175
555in fine trim; many were of the best procur

able quality.
Col. Muir, of Kentucky, officiated as auctioneer 

in the place of Mr. Page, whose nerve was not 
equal to the occasion. On his first appearance and 
address wc heard the remark that it was not neces
sary to send to the States to procure such an auc
tioneer, but the Col. waxed warm in his work, and 
despite his quaint and peculiar expression—“ Will 
you go it ?—will you go it ? ” and his calls for new 
bids and decided American intonation, he succeeded

were
2,300

1,650

4,650 

. 4,025same
it, and, in some districts at least, is less know'll. 
Oil meal is oil cake ground, and is used solely for 
feeding purposes; linseed meal is the seed of llax 
alias lint, ground, and is used mostly as a food for 
young stock, and also medicinally fur man and

650

575
well, and we believe gave satisfaction in regard to 
his duty both to buyer and seller.

The horses were first sold.

180beast.
After the oil so well known in wood painting has 

been extracted from the llax seed, the refuse is 
sold for feeding purposes. It is in cakes or blocks, 
and is called oil cake. The cake, to prepare it for 
use, is broken into fragments and ground into meal. 
It is considered by stock feeders superior to any 

Those conversant w'ith

re.
The highest price 

was paid by Mr. John Miller—#1,400 for a very 
fine dark bay 3-year old Clydesdale marc ; other 
Clyde mares sold for $650, $325 and $200; throe 
Clyde stallions brought $800, $325 and $200. 
imported Cotswold rams averaged #75 ; twenty 
imported improved Berksliires sold at prices 
ranging from $50 to #170. 
importers were losers on their horses, sheep and 
hogs, but the cattle made up for the losses and 
left a good margin.

The following is a list of the prices :
BEATTIE AND MILLER’S SlIOltT-DORNS.

AND THE
825Pa

35. Don Angelinc 7th T. L. McKeem,
Easton, Pa......................................

36. Frantic Queen 2»d, E. T. Noel, Nash
ville, Tenu.....................................

itroduced 
Berkshire, 
additional 
Trull, to 

roduction, 
vement of 
idit of the 
nents that 
Iritain and 
vith food, 
been pos- 

mplements

200

500Six
The majority of farmers will be, like ourselves, 

somewhat bewildered when they hear of eighteen
calf 7 months

other food for fattening, 
the markets of Liverpool or the other great marts

important We understand the thousand dollars being paid for
The interest on the money at ten per cent.,

of commerce in England, know what 
position oil cake occupies in the country s com
merce. For all the linseed of the British Isles and 
foreign countries there is ample demand.

When commencing feeding with oil cake, 
quart of the meal in the morning 
the evening is as much as should be given to a cow, 
and after some time this quantity is gradually in
creased, but not to exceed three quarts per day. 
We have fed it dusted on turnips and on mangolds, 
and also, after having soaked some hours, mixed 

The latter we found the bet-

an
old.
the present bank"rates, would be #1,800 per annum. 
The risk of loss of the animal, the time to wait 
before a calf could be raised, the chance of the 
heifer breeding or the calf living, or this particular 
beast or class of beasts maintaining their present 
name arc all questions that must arise and bo 
sidered by the thoughtful, 
in the breed.
450 lbs. ; the color, light roan, 
sale it would not bring over #15.

one
and the same in MESSRS.

Coirs and Heifers.
1. Frantic 27th, E. T. Noel, Nashville,

Tenu...............................................
2. Surmise Duchess 10th, Wm. Major &

Son, Whitevale, Odt....................
3. Surmise Duchess 5th, J. R. Page, Sen-

nett, N. Y.........
4. Chaplet and bull calf, S. M. Meredith

& Son, Cambridge City, Ind.------
5. Statira, S. M. Meredith & Son, Cam

bridge City, Ind.............. .......
6. Young Bracelet, A. L. Stebbins, Port

Huron, Mich.................................
7. Princess Maud, Avery & Murphy,

Port Huron, Mich........................
The Hon. M. H. Çochran’s stock was intro

duced at this stage of the proceedings :

con-
The whole value is# 560ips in their 

cannot be 
of Canada, 
rouglit, the 

observant 
irent. The 
ir seems to 
t of the re- 
The newly 

listure from 
w of nature 
ut that such 

And

This animal would weigh about 
In a common farm

2,400

.... 2,700
with bran mashes.

^Notwithstanding the high price paid, many of 
the best breeders considered this animal cheap, and 
that she would pay even at that price, 
petition for her appeared» great, and the bidding 
spirited. There are wealthy gentleman in Eng
land, America and Australia who possess great 
wealth and strive to own the best.

875ter way.
There is no other food so highly valued for fatten

ing cattle. It imparts an 
mellow feeling to the touch that have their market 
value; and, much more, the beef fattened on oil 
cake is more tender and juicy, and altogether of a 
better quality than that fattened 
food. Well do the lovers of the good English sir
loin appreciate the superiority of the beef finished 
on oil cake.

Oil cake is also given in small quantities to 
It retains somewhat of the medicinal

700 The coui-oiliness to the hair and
900

3,000
any otheron

now.
! mellow by 
iis means is, 
more readily 
nother, and

4'aiition.Coirs and Heifers.

1. Airdrie Duchess 5th, Avery & Mur
phy, Port Huron, Mich................

2. Fourth Louan of Slausondale, Col.
B. B. Groom, Winchester, Ky,, . . 2,850

3. Mattie Lee 4th, T. L. McKeem,
Easton, Pa.....................................

The dullness of times in the States has driven 
of the smartest talking agents into Canada ;#18,000 some

some of them can talk so well that they often per
suade people to purchase articles they de not want.

of the useful things

horses.
properties of the seed before crushing. It is used

Given oe-i destruction 
realth-giving 
, which, now 
Is, have the

to promote and preserve their health, 
casionally with their soft food, it aids digestion 
and is a preventative of constipation, 
in any measure take the place of oats, 
not strengthen or invigorate horses to do their 
work. Its property is to promote health and build 
up the condition. As such it is very valuable to 
young stock.

The richness of oil cake is not limited to the 
putting on of flesh—it enriches the manure from 
the cattle so fed.

Wc do not deprecate many 
brought from the States, but the traveling through 
the country of a pack of fellows selling patent 
rights of articles is what many get deceived in. 
Giving a note tor a patent may be well for manu
facturers, but farmers too often regret such steps..

550
It does not 
as it would Bulls.

1. 5th Duke of Hillhurst, Messrs. Noel,
Cockerell k Gibson, of Tennessee. 8,300

2. Ranger Prince, J. M. Peterson, Mon
mouth, 111.....................................

3. Louis le Grand, Jacob Lamer,
Vaughan, Ont..............................

ice of many 
Avantages of 
rough hoeing 
lel per acre, 
the free ad- 

; to the grow-

950
The statement was made at the recent meeting 

in Boston of the Milk '"Producer s Association, 
Hnt twentv years tlio annual production per 
cow m^Sww England was 200 calions, and that now 
it is more than double this quantity.

200

2,200Princess of llaby, J. R. Rage 
9. 1), light, S. T. Spangler, Winthrop,

Iowa................................................
Princess of Oxford 4th, J. R. Rage. .. 3,000

11. Prineessof Denmark 2nd, S. M. Mere
dith & Son, Cambridge City, Ind..

12. Tea Rose and heifer calf, A. L. Steb
bins, Port Huron, Mich............

Mountain Rose 3rd, S. M. Meredith 
& Son, Cambridge City, Ind.......

8.So well is this known that
farmers lay a much higher value on it than on 
other farm-yard manure, 
the richer the food of the animal, the more valu
able the manure as a fertilizer.

Linseed might with advantage be more generally 
used here than it is, either as oil cake or other- 

In my experience of stock feeding, the

750
■s possible ; the 

ves an early 
railable plant 
th of weeds; 

ind injure the 
1 farm laborer

It is well known that 10.

Leander Wetherell, of the Boston Cultivator, 
, ‘,,, oatience with false pretence in dairy pro
ducts He would keep artificial coloring matter 
out of milk, butter an t cheese, " desiring none 
but what is put into the cow s stomach.

1,000 ;

550ri ?
13. 525wise.
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. Master, Allen Trull, Oshawa; Sec’y, Danie1 The June Frost and Shade Trees.199. Oshawa 

Lich, Oshawa.
200. Burlington. Master, B. H, Kean, Burlington ; Secy 

O. F. Springer, Burlington.
201 Clarke. Master, W. H. Wilson, Northport ; Sec’y, S. 

J. Cotter, Northport.
202. Laurel, 

sett, Laurel.
203. Union.

Barr, Clad stone.
Melville. Master, Henry Scott, Orangeville; Sec’y, J. 

A. Mitchell, Orangeville.

patrons of $)itsbantiry. A Be;In the early part of June, we had a practical les- 
the utility of shade trees. On the nights of I am consistant] 

when a boy, and a 
the Sweet William 
miraculous change 
now have the A ur 
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like Ranunculuses 
can be produced; 
England the past ‘ 
form off this plant 
Grouped together 
effective than sing] 
nary border. The 
the flowers of a brj 
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June, a succession 
September. It is 
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bestowed upon it 
magnifiais-, but it 
Sweet William.

son on
the 13th, 14th, and 15th, this neighbçrhood,Forest City Grange.

At the last meeting of Forest City Grange, the 
Master, Mr. H. Bruce, introduced a subject in 
which he asks for co-operation, namely, the check
ing of the wanton destruction of our insectivorous 
birds. He showed that many of our choicest birds 
are now destroyed by wanton boys ; also that 
merous persons holding a license from the Govern
ment, are making a business of shooting any quan
tity of these valuable and most handsome birds, 
merely for their skins, which command a high 
figure in foreign countries.

We hope all friends of the farmer will aid Mr. 
Bruce in stopping tire destruction of our beautiful 
and useful friends, as we all want more fruit, more 
grain, more music and more beauty around our 
homes, and less insects. If one or two persons are 
taken up and fined for the destruction of our 
feathered friends, we should soon have more birds 
and better crops.

visited by a pretty sharp frost. Many of theMaster, Thomas West, Laurel; Sec’y, H. Lip. was
earlier vegetables were injured, some killed. 
Early potatoes, beans, tomatoes, and corn suffered. 
The frost was not limited to this immediate 
neighborhood, nor even to our own Dominion, but 
here we can testify from personal observation of 
the value of shade trees, during such a visita
tion. Wherever the garden or field was exposed 
to the influence of the frost, early crops were se-

Mastcr, G. W, Francis, Belmont; Sec’y, Will.

*204.

nil-

flotcs on the Sarbrn am) Jann.
Original and Selected.

riously injured or destroyed, while those having 
good shade on the north were safe. The garden ofOur Illustrations—The Leaf.

The Leaf-The Blossom-The Fruit-All beauti- the writer was shaded by a grove of evergreens on
As we the north, and consequently plants that wouldful, all rich in blessings bestowed on us.

pass by the lowly leaf, how seldom do we stop to j otherwise be injured or perhaps killed, escaped all
injury, except one little corner that was not so well 
sheltered as the rest. Moral—Plant shrub trees.

Value of Evergreen Trees among Fruit 
Trees.

The Destruct 
Causi

It is said, by Dr 
Phylloxera, or gr 
more than any thi 
of small birds of t 
that a regular disc 
heard at certain s 
who can hire or b 
the crusade, and t 
made of birds of a 
the birds themsel’ 
it is suggested th: 
are attacked by bi 
ed condition am 
parasites.

The greatest destruction, we believe, is done by 
the inhabitants of cities, towns and villages. They

A well grown evergreen tree gives off continually 
and oxodium of warmth and moisture that reaches 
a distance of its area in bight; and when the tree 

advocate shelter belts, surrounding a
have more leisure, and go into the country in all 
directions where a feather is heard of that they 

Who will be the first to move to
planters
tract of orchard of fifty or more acres, when the 
influence of such belt can only reach a distance of 
the hight of the tree in said belt, they do that 
which will prove of little value. To ameliorate 
climate, to assist in prevention of injury against 
extreme climatic cold in winter and of the frosting

want to get.
abate this evil complained of ? Remember the law 
inflicts a tine for their destruction. There may be
an occasional instance of farmers’ sons destroying

, , , • , .. . - BALM LEAF.* < .
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birds for the purpose of traffic. Mr. Bruce also 
spoke of

design and skill superior to any
man; and in the perishable part that had passed American
away from observation those innumerable little | Scientific Amen . 

The potato beetles are more numerous than ever. I pores by which the leaf sipped as they fell the
welcome dew and refreshing showers. 1 he leaf

THF. POTATO BEETLE.

The Best Currant.The best way to destroy this pest is by using Paris 
green, which should be used very carefully, as it is 
a virulent poison, one grain being sufficient to kill 

The best method of using it is by mixing 
it at the rate of one pound of green to fifty or sixty 

Apply it when the dew is on the

I undertook to raise currants for market several 
I was determined to showyears, ago and of course 

my customers what-tine-sized fruit I could produce. 
Accordingly the greater portion of my plantation 
was composed of Cherry, La Versaillaise, and other 
new mammoth kinds. To finish up my ground 1 
filled in the remainder of the space with the ordi
nary Red Dutch. Well, in due time 1 had as fine
sized fruit as one generally finds on a market stall, 
but the funny part of the story is, my despised 
Red Dutch was very nearly as fine as the others, 
and as to the yield the former beat all the others 
out of countenance. So that my little fimshmg-up 
natch brought me in as much income as all the 
others. I know some of our small fruit-growers 
contend that there is more money in the Cherry 
and its large friends, but on my soil, and in 
my location, and with my system of culture (which 
is exceedingly liberal), I say the old Red Dutch 
cannot be beaten.

fa

x /ÏM'ilr y 'Ml
a man.

of plaster.
plant, or after rain, taking an oyster can perforated 
at the bottom, with a lath attached about three 
feet long. By walking along the rows and slightly 
tapping the lath or stick, enough of the powder 
will be left on the plants and a greater saving of 
the material effected than by the usual and

' A. ;•

VvCx

more
dangerous way of applying it with the hands. c

APPLE LEAF.

Granges Organized Since Last Issue. 1noVoi
183. Amaranth. Master, Wm. Woodsworth, Bowling Green; I or’bright hues. How beneficial is this de-

355^ ..v «• rasnsr-.. xr “ibSissiwa
Igil. Dover. Master, John Wright, Chatham ; See’)-, IV m. I very best preserver of our sight. And in the gieen 

Stringer, Chatham. | (naves there is no dull sameness to fatigue the
The variety of form and size is truly incon- 

From the dark, rich ivy that clothed

1
The Rev. W. 1 
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Two Marvelous Flowers.
The Horticulturist gives an account of two novel

ties among flowers, which it is, almost tempted to 
treat as fables until tlicir verity is established by 
personal inspection. The following is the descrip- 
tion of them :

“One is a black lib/ in Santa Clara, California, 
with three large blossoms, each nine inches longj 
and perfectly black outside of the green petals. 
The other is to be seen at Constantinople and des
cribed by an eye-witness as belonging to the narcis
sus genus of bulbs. The flower represents a per
fect humming-bird. The breast of a bright em
blem green, a complete copy of this bird, and the 
throat, head, beak and eyes are a perfect imitation. 
The hinder part of the body, and the two out- 
strethed wings, are mf a bright rose color one 
might almost say flesh colored. 1 hese wondrous 
bulbs should have been sent to the Vienna exhibi
tion. They will be in abundance by the time ot 
our Centennial Celebration in 1870. And yet they 
can hardly be grater curiosities than the strange 
and mysterious ‘Sancta Spiritu’ flower from South 
America, with its life-like representation of doves.

Master, Joseph Little, Cheltenham;1S7. Cheltenham.
Sec’y. Colin Campbell, Cheltenham.

188. Battle Hill. Master, J. Watterworth, Glencoe; Sce’y, 
L. Annett, Glencoe.

189. Equessing. Master, George C. Thompson, George
town; Sec’y, Wesley Reid, Georgetown.

eyes, 
eeivable.

Robert Brown, St. Mary’s ;190. Cherry Grove. Master,
Sec’y, John Cameron, St. Mary’s.

191. Cheapside. Master, Robert Buckley, Cheapsido; Sec’y, 
Jacob Sherk, Cheapside

192. Hillsdale. Master, Edward Archer, Hillsdale ; Sec’y, 
John Johnston, Simcoe.

Master, Eli Jarvis, Nilcstown ;193. ffilestown Victoria.
Sec’y, Walter H, Edwards, Nilcstown.

Master, R. J. Waterford, Coleraine ; Sec’y194. Wilson.
Isaac Davies, Coleraine.

Master, Robert Hamilton, Cromarty;195. Cromarty.
Sce’y, James Gillespie, Cromarty

190. Camillm. Master, James Decatur, Camillia ; Sec’y, I ROSE LEAF.
D. McNanghton, Camillia. „ I the old walls, I have often tried if I could hud. two

197. FingaL Master, David Barlier, Fingal; Sec’y, A. Me- I }eaves alike, but of the thousands of leaves that
Diarmiml, Fingal. I w si(le |,y SHle on the same plant, all were dif-

198. Erin. Master, John Berry, Erin ; Sec’y, Alexander | , £r0]U eacp (>ther in form or size, or in both.
Smith, Erin. * v
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only indications of age being the white hairs about 
his head, which had been touched by the frosts of 
many winters. It is to be regretted that his pic
ture could not have been preserved, so that the 
rising generation could learn from it a lesson of the 
preserving qualities of good care and careful usage.

for nature suggests the utmost possible freedom of 
action of head, body and limbs, in order that the 
animal may attain the highest rate of speed; and 
reason certainly forbids the supposition that by the 
bits, and not the breast collor, the horse is ty draw 
the weight attached to it. In speeding my horses 
I seldom grasp the lines with both hands whcnjthe 
road is straight and free from obstructions. r~ 
lines are rarely steadily taut, but held in easy 
pliancy, and used chiefly to shift the bit in the 
horse’s mouth, and by this method my horses break 
less and go much faster.

A Beautiful Flower.
I am consistantly faithful to the flowers I loved 

when a boy, and among them I delight to class 
the Sweet William. Since that time, however, a 
miraculous change has occurred in this plant. We 

have the Auricula eyed with their beautiful 
spotted centres; the very double forms, looking 
like Ranunculuses, and as brilliant as floral tints 
can be produced; but in my wanderings through 
England the past Summer 1 chanced upon a dwarf 
form off this plant that pleased me more than any. 
Grouped together in a bed, they proved far 
effective than single plants scattered over an ordi
nary border. The hight was about 12 inches, and 
the flowers of a brilliant deep crimson, very double 
and fragrant. Beginning to bloom some time in 
June, a succession is kept up until the latter part of 
September. It is entirely hardy, and is readily 
increased by divisions of the root in Autumn, or 
by means of seeds which always come true. It 
originated in the extensive collection of herbaceous 
plants owned by Thos. S. Ware,of Tottenham, who 
bestowed upon it the title of Dianthus bar hat us 
magnifiais; but it is also known as Ware’s Double 
Sweet William.

y

now
The Site binary,

A. C. ATW0OD • EDITOR.

more 11Managing Second and Third Swarms.
Mules vs. Horses.

While horse breeders are sounding the praises of 
thoroughbreds, trotters, Percherons, Clydesdales, 
and all the host of strain and breeds, claiming un
told good qualities for the one and the other, we 
seldom or never hear a single note in favor of that 
useful animal, the mule. On the road, amid the 
hum of cities, in the very bowels of the earth, 
these patient, persevering, long-lived “hewers of 
wood and drawers of water ” are plodding through 
their daily drudgery unhonored and unsung. We 
once overheard a farmer say, with quaint exp 
sion: “ The best horse for a farm is a mule; ” 
we subscribe ourself a champion of his faith. Do 
you want an animal which will serve you faithfully 
without growl or bark—one which will keep fat on 
short commons, never need the veterinary, always 
be ready for work ? Do you want a great big burly 
brute that will catch a coal wagon on his shoulders 
and tow it up a hill, or a little sprightly follow to 
plow corn, or to do chores, or make himself gener
ally useful ?—If you do, get a mule. He will re
quire less care, will cost less money, will do more 
work, will eat less corn, will live longer, and pay 
you better than any horse we know of—on the 
farm. Now it will be said that mules move slowly, 
that they are tricky, that they are frequently 
baulky. Some mules have none of these traits, and 
some have them all, but their good qualities, tak
ing them all in all, very far surpass their bad ones. 
Who ever saw a spavined mule, or a curbed mule, 
or a dead mule that had not been killed by acci
dent? A man may live a lifetime, he may have 
gone through the wars, where horses laid down and 
died by the score from bad treatment and starva
tion, but I venture to say he can count upon his 
fingers the number of mules lie ever saw yield up 
the ghost under any ordinary pressure.

We sing our pivan to the mule only as regards 
his usefulness on the farm. We do not claim that 
he is a trotter, though we remember to have seen 
some very lively steppers—nor that lie would be a 
success on the running turf. He certainly is not 
an object of beauty, and would make but a pool- 
show in a gilded coach or a lady’s pine ton. He is 
intended for use, not for ornament. His place is 
where the laborer toils through the long day,plant
ing and cultivating and gathering and garnering 
the produce of the fields. 11c cats no corn he docs 
not earn ! He is an animal of “ business," and goes 
right along, slowly but surely, looking neither to 
the one side nor the other. We confess to a liking 
for the mule.

There’s something honest about him; lie sails 
under no false colors; he puts on no airs, and lie is 
just a little better at ten or fifteen years of age 
than lie is at five or six. His principal growth 
from year to year is in dignity, wisdom and ears, 
lie never forgets anything he learns. He soon 
learns all about a corn row; the darkies can ride 
him at night without his seeming to suffer from it, 
and if every horse on the farm lias the epizootic, 
you will find that the mule if you have one—is as 
calmly prepared for every emergency as ever. 
Yes, when it comes to business, 1 like a mule.— 
IIIusl rated Journal oj' Agriculture.

June is usually the swarming month, though 
sometimes bees do not swarm till July, and the old 
adage says—“ a swarm of bees in July is not worth 
ally.” This is not altogether true, lor if late 
second and third swarms are managed properly at 
swarming time, they can be made as valuable as a 
first swarm; for example, instead of sticking every 
handful of bees that come off as an after swarm 
into a separate box to work down a few small 
combs and gather a few pounds of honey, which 
they eat and then die, run a number of them in 
together at swarming time, and by that means 
make up one good stock; if it gets late in the sea
son, and a second swarm comes off say on Mon
day and another second or third swarm comes off 
on any other day of the week, just shake some of 
them into the hive the swarm is in, just the same 
as if the hive were empty; no danger but they will 
agree if done within a week after the first swarm 
is put in, and if two swarms do not make it largo 
enough, add another third or second swarm, until 
they are strong enough. Do not trouble yourself 
as to what will become of the extra queens ; the 
bees will manage that part, as you will see by look
ing in front of the hive next morning. Of course 
you will not have so many swarms in the fall by 
following this method, but what you have will be 
good.

i

res
cindg Fruit The Destruction of Small Birds the 

Cause of Phylloxera.
It is said, by Dr. Turvel, that the rapid spread of 

Phylloxera, or grapevine lice, in France is due 
more than any thing else to the rapid extermination 
of small birds of the country. It is well known 
that a regular discharge of guns all over France is 
heard at certain seasons of the year, every person 
who can hire or borrow a musket, entering into 
the crusade, and that an indiscriminate slaughter is 
made of birds of all kinds and character. Even if 
the birds themselves cannot reach the vine louse,
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it is suggested that other kinds of insects, which 
are attacked by birds, leave the vines in a weaken
ed condition and more liable to destruction by 
parasites. If you have a number of stocks all in box hives, 

some of them arc swarming themselves to death 
and others will not swarm at all, and still are full 
of bees. I will tell you what to do. Some day 
after you have had a second or a third swarm come 
off and hive, blow a little smoke on the stock that 
has not swarmed ; turn it top end down and place 
an empty hive on top; then with a hammer rap on 
the lower hive for say twenty minutes ; by that 
time all the bees, queen and all, are driven up in
to the empty hive. Place them now on a stand, 
and let them begin afresh as a new swarm, and be
ing a large number of bees, they will soon become 
a strong stock and better than if they remained in 
the old hive, for it puts energy into bees as well as 
men sometimes to have to begin life again.

1 can speak from experience on this point, for it 
was the best thing that ever happened to me wheu 
in ’57 1 lost seven thousand dollars—all 1 was worth 
—and had to begin again. 1 never would have 
known how to make money had it not been for 
that.

To lutloov Gardeners.
A correspondent of the Farmer says: 

kept in an sittigroom where frequen sweeping has to 
be done should be covered until the dust has settled, 
as dust upon the foliage injures the plant by re
tarding its growth and bloom,, as leaves are to plant 
life what lungs are to animal life.

Where scale or red spider have accumulated, as they 
will in a warm, dry atmosphere, or in dark situations, 
whale oil soap suds showered over the leaves and 
sponged off on the under side, or turning the bot
tom up and dipping the whole down into the de
coction, will remove the pests. Where plants are 
crowded into too small space, they will generate 
the aphis or green fly, and the thrip and mealy 
bug. Smoking or washing the plants plenty of 
fresh air and all the sunshine possible. But few 
plants will grow in the shade, and this class is 
mostly confined to the begonia family and a few 
varieties of vines; among them are the smilax and 
common ivy.

Plants
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But to return, you now take your small swarm 
and tumble them out of the hive you temporarily 
olaced them in, and move them into the old hive 
from which the lazy bees had been ejected; though 
they are few in number yet they enter a furnished 
house, the combs are full of brood, and they will 
soon become a fine stock.

,
^he Dorse. t

How to Drive.
The Rev. W. H. H. Murray, in his work entitled 

“ The Perfect Horse,” shows that a man may be a 
horseman as well as a minister, and that lie under
stands equines far better than many whose busi
ness it is to breed and work good specimens of the 
noble and useful race. For instance, read this 
brief but sensible dissertation on driving the horse 
—which is a sermon that should be heeded, in both 
town and country, by all who use decent horses, or 
any not akin to mules.

The true way is to let the liorsedrivc; himself,the 
driver doing little but directing him, and giving 
him that confidence which a horse alone gets in The Morgan horse, purchased thirty-one years 
himself when lie feels that a guide and friend is ago by the late Cyrus lived, of Lexington, died 
back of him. The most vicious and inexcusable February 19th, at the great age of forty-tlrreu 
style of driving is that which so many drivers years. Ill his younger days, lie had some peculiar 
adopt, viz. : Wrapping the lines around either traits, and many anecdotes have been told of him. 
hand and pulling the horse backward with all their His bump of caution seemed well developed, for he 
might and main, so that the horse, in point of fact, never could be induced, by iorce or reasoning, to 
pulls the weight back of him with his mouth and cross a bridge where his feet had never trod 
not with his breast and shoulders. This they do before, until his driver got out and walked over 
under the impression that such a dead pull is need- the bridge, to assure him of its safety, 
ed in order to “ steady ” the horse. The fact is, younger days, lie was considered quite fast, and 
with rare exceptions, there never should be any in his old age made quite a respectable appearance, 
pull upon the horse at all. A steady pressure is During the last year of his life, he was seldom in 
allowable; probably advisable; but anything be-I the harness, but was allowed to “repose on his 
yond this has no justification in nature or reason; 1 laurels.” He was quite a good-looking horse, the

Champion Reaper and Mower Ktlll ll 
Grand Success.

The Pcterhoro Jfcfiieir, June 11th, says :
We noticed on the Fair Ground, last week, the 

celebrated Champion machine, the same as was 
shipped through our town to Wm. J. Hall, Keene, 
and from all appearances, and what farmers and 
mechanics and others tell \is, we believe it to be the 
leading and best machine of the day. The 
“ Champion ” men being nearly all strangers 
amongst us, except Mr. Hall, they showed to the 
immense crowd they had around all day the 
strength and durability of their machines, the 
strength of their rakes being unsurpassed. . They 
don’t seem to fear anything; they drove over the 
roughest ground of any machine present ; they 
sailed over obstructions which none of the others 
attempted to, carried their points, ahd explained 
their machines to the farmers ; and all the agents 
that could find fault did all they could, but the 
“ Champion ” men seemed to carry the day all 
through. Any one needing a reaper or mower 
this season would do well to sec the Champion and 
give it a trial before purchasing, as Mr. Hall in- 

they give a guarantee with every machine.
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one inchSeeding witll or Without Grain. thtckto cover°27iBfeet?in other words, we shall 
You have often invited practical farmers to write have nearly one twenty-eighth of an inch all over

How to Keep the Soil Productive. ^great mmy^relolutions to do so and so often 1 T=ig may bc called applying manure on the

, $tJ£r£. “3tsiCsuT»s. srssarfc**FrriBiirb »HS irto ssu to sut, **&^ne&tfîSSç!t mUt" vX would romain “productive. The turn to write out my experience. kth what information has been heretofore ob

Esirfi"sttaTSsSwtii™‘ jzz&æsis&stoX ssasbb?“l»k.>~«
More eîovÏrthouMl^sown n<1 Tlie°dairy business ^ning it about seven or eight inches deep as flat Karmcrs ar(. in the habit of applying from live to 

would greatly tend to keep the soil productive aa p0S8ible; then manure with about fortyUo.uls ot twdve tiluea a8 much manure to the acre as Mr 
The grass necessary to support the dairy would barn.yard manure to the acre, mlx * Ï | Gulley did, and seldom receive as much benefit
give the land rest. The fear that the dairy bust- with the soil with cultivator and harrow, and. {rom ^he first crop. l)o we manure too heavy . Is 
ness was being carried too far-that too many when well pulverized, mark the rows tin ce cct the ll0me0pathic the true system in manuring ?- 
were going into it, was groundless. I here were and six inches apart each way, al‘d blai t to cor , Mkhi'jan Farmer.
ten pounds of cheese consumed now where there taki pa:ns to sink the lulls so that when thecorn 
was only one formerly. The soil mus be kept up. ig covbercd the lulls will be no higher than the rest 
Our manufacturing and mercantile interests de- of the pround. The first time hoemg run the cul-
pended for their prosperity upon a productive tivator between the rows both ' e™àil yLe of The selection of seed corn is a matter of great 
■%,. Hunt Mlnw.,1 ,Hh . Z&&.T&L SfjU-IJ-} »g>g* ^

older States grain can only be raised by special , tako away. After the corn is hoed, I s-ow t c ^ ^ ^ becn disposed of, and they must
Illinois and the other Viewer htat.es geed by commencing on one side and sowing > inferior quality of seed, and a light crop of

0ur back and forth until the piece is hmshed have “ £ »ig rcsult. In New England a
two hands follow me with rakes and rake in the ' tLeal more care is exercised in the selection of 
seed as fast as sown. °ecd corn, aud in spite of its inferior soil and cli-

This mav look, to one that has never tried it, mat a mncb larger average per acre is obtained 
like a great undertaking, but two men with rakes than ig ,im(iUced on the fertile prairies of the 
will rake the ground over as fast as one can sow Wegt witll all the natural advantages which 
the grass seed. It is better to sow the seed as soon Wegtern farlncrs possess, they ought to lead the 
as possible after the corn te hoed, while the ground worl(1 in thc production of this important crop 
is light if possible, before the ram falls on the The indiscriminate mixture of white, yellow,gourd 
ground to make it hard. If I have large pieces . aud Mint varieties, which is common, not only
] sow and rake it about as fast as it is hoed, not ^en(js ^f) dccrcase thc yield (some varieties being 
waiting to finish hoeing the whole held before sow- ^ lllcti)vc than others), but also to keep down 
ine the seed. 1 have sown the seed before com- thc trice. Some years ago a circular was issued 
mencing to cultiva' c thc corn thc second time, but ^ ^ fanllers 0f Kansas and Missouri, by a Kansas 
1 do not think I get the seed into the ground as Board |)f Tra(lc, calling their attention to the fact 
evenly as in thc way 1 have described. that the corn grown in that section was badly

Uv managing this way the seed is got into the mixcd, assuring them that if uniformity con t e 
rrvmmd about the time nature designed or a little secured, and only one variety produced, the price 
nirlicr the last of June or thc first of July. WOUl<l be advanced several cents per bushel, and 

‘ ’ take into consideration that the fodder requesting them to he more careful in selecting
that is well cured is worth seed for future crops. Taking the statistics ot io/g 

stock than an acre as a basis, 1 find that an increase of price of three 
cents a bushel, on all thc corn grown in the single 
State of Missouri, would amount to the immense 
sum of *3,172,231. And there can be no doubt 
that the selection of the best variety and keeping 
it free from mixture with other kinds would in
crease the real value far more, and the selling price 
as much as three cents a bushel. On a single 
bushel this is a small sum, hut on thc product of a 
large Western farm it is something. “Like pro
duces like.” This is a law of nature recognized 
everywhere. “ Whatsoever a man soweth that 
shall he also reap,” is an inspired doctrine which 
applies alike to thc natural and the moral world. 
If a man takes no pains in the selection of the seed 
he ought not to .complain if it is not to his liking. 
If he had planted yellow com, lie would have a 

of the same kind, hut if he persists m mixing 
and colors in the seed, he will certainly
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manuring.
were fast following in the same direction, 
wood lands were being rapidly exhausted, 
wood was cut oil', and comparatively little grain 

If the wood was per-

The

was raised on the land. . ,,
mitted to grow again, in twenty-five years it would 
yield a better prolit than all the grain that is raised 
on the land during that time. The result of 
wholesale cutting off our wood was to dry up the 
streams upon which the soil largely depended for 
fertility. It was a common thing to hnd rivers 
which were once deep now shallow, and to find 
streams entirely dried up. It was our duty to 
keep the soil productive ; to make two spears of 
grass grow where there was but one formerly ; to 
beautify tlic earth, so that our posterity might 
bless, net censure us. The man who through ig
norance, carelessness or idleness permits the land 
of which he has charge to run, was an actual dam
age to the world. The land should be kept pro
ductive. Crops should bo raised which were 
needed at home markets, and exchanged tor pro
per fertilizers. , ,, ,

We should raise more grass and small grains and 
feed these to hogs and cattle. /s much stock 
should be kept as can he fed, so that as much man
ure as possible can ho made. A deadly war should 
he made on thistles, weeds and burrs. _ It did not 
pay to raise these on land worth *7o per aero.
Still he knew of farmers who were doing this un
reasonable thing. Everything which has been
part of an animal should bo put into the soil attei TllC Qlivst mil.
it is voided. Slops and soapsuds winch were so ucstiün is one that should interest
repulsive when carelessly permitted to stand in 1’ 'Wiener and fruit culturiat in the
pools around a house, made exeellen or ‘ L*>' 1 Articles like that of Mr. (ieddes on the
Lid should he thus used Mr Hunt closed by ask- state. Artie les ^ j eonsitier very valu
ing his hearers to remember that the soil vyas not benefits of gro (;V ,g a’rticle on manure, etc.,
to be plundered, but that it \< as a au y a ^ ^ much J practical value to all that
Wpmfl Burrill, of the Illinois Industrial Univer- wish to enrich their land, 
sity followed with an interesting paper, and illus
trated much of what lie said with printed cuts 
The Professor said that the essential requisites ot 
plant growth were, first, food; second, light; third 
moisture, and fourth, heat. The food was mineral 
and vegetable. N o really agricultural plant would 
gain anything in the dark, and it had been demon
strated that ordinary white light was the bust toi 
thc growth of plants. Moisture of course was a 
necessity. It must bo. remembered that there 
a difference between moisture and water. One was 
fixed water, and the other was flowing water 1 he 
former contained thc elements of growth m a 
lixed condition. Different plants required a differ
ent amount of heat. Some would grow m fi eez.mg 
water and some in boiling water, but our strictly 
agricultural plants had no such wide range. Most 
of them required high temperature. Now the soil 
supplied the food and moisture, nud regulated the 
heat, and while it could do these things properly it 
was productive, and when it failed to do tin m it 
became non-productive. II extern Aural.

Attention is being drawn in England to the value 
of the mule. At a recent show thc prize mule 
stood seventeen hands, and was proved to be much 
stronger than a horse. Another annua exhibited, 
and which was only twelve and a half hands high
had been driven the previous week —0 miles
forty-two hours, and entered London on the own
ing of the second day at a pace of ten miles an 
hour, with no marks of fatigue.

this

When we
from an acre of corn

to feed to cows or young
of grass is at the first cutting, and that one hun
dred lmShels of ears of corn, or fifty bushels of 
libelled corn to thc acre, is no more than an aver
age crop let us ask ourselves had we better sow 
imr ground to grass alone, or plant to corn or some 
other green crop 'i -Cor. New Kwjkuid 1< armer.

more

There is one statement, however, contained in 
the hitter that 1 think ought to he investigated. 
In thc third column of his article as published in 
the Farmer, we find thc following statement: 
“On the farm was a pile of manure one year old, 
left from a cow-stable, that we were directed to 
put on this field (a field of 21 acres of very poor 
land l LThe pile would have made about -0 or 
such' loads as we buy for a dollar. This manure 
was spread on 12 acres of that poor land and tlic 
result was wonderful. « hi thc land not manured 
the yield was 20 bushels of oats per acre (a poor 
vicld for even poor land. ) On thc 12 acres man
ured there was a yield of 40 bushels per acre, of 

grain (a good yield for good ground), 
increase of one hundred and fifty per

crop
all kinds
find them as badly mixed m the crop, 
farmers come to thc conclusion that they cannot 

seed corn, and are careful to 
and good, they will 

on thc road
afford to use pool- 
plant only that which is pure
find that they have taken a long step
to success in the culture of this crop. Good seed, 
line tilth, liberal use of fertilizers, these are the 
elements of successful corn culture.was

Soin<‘ Exyvriviive with Corn 1'odder.
As we farmers have to resort to various expedi

ents to provide a sufficient amount of rough feed 
for on,-1 stock, especially when winter lingers so 
loll" in the lap of spring, 1 thought perhaps i 
mi'dit he interesting, if not instructive, to some; of 

brother farmers to hear how a neighbor sue-

the same
This was an
cent, nearly.” Let us examine this subject care
fully, for there was a grand result from apparently 
very small means.

Suppose thc loads of manure averaged a 
cord each, and two loads to the acre, that-would 
require 24 loads for the 12 acres manured, anil 
w ould bc one cord per acre.

V cord contains 12S cubic feet, and 
land contains 43,5(10 square feet; divide the num
ber of cubic feet in a cord and we shall hud that 

cubic foot of manure will have to cover 34(>.j 
feet of surface. Reduce the manure to a surface 

inch thick, and we shall find that we have a 
Divide thc number of

my ^
half First, then, let me say as to fodder eo n. In 18/ b 

May 12th, after plowing the ground m the usual 
manner for a crop of corn, I proceeded “ 
off in rows two feet eight inches apart, into which 
! drilled coni 1 hand, having nothing menu speedy, 
L thickly as thought it would grow to a go. | 
height without producing any ears. 1 ^ ^'did
with a common two-liorsc corn plow, which m... When of a proper size it was

with a double-shovel, which was all
There was no room toi

an acre of

one
the work well.

one
surface of IpTSG feet.

feet in an acre by this, aud wc shall wild
plowed once 
the cultivation needed.

j s(j\iare
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The farmer must seed 10 acres down every year, 
and then he will have 10 acres of sod to plow. He 
should put his sod in with pens, his pea stubble in 
with wheat, the wheat stubble with oats, which 
should bo well manured and afterwards put in with 
wheat, the stubble of which will require the rest of 
his manure. He must also put in at least two acres 
of potatoes, which will be worth $50 per acre, be
sides turnips, carrots and other green crops for the 

This field can afterwards be 
This will 

There will bo

weeds, although it had previously been a very foql senting two and one half or less per cent of 
patch.' The last week in August it was cut and value.
shocked in the usual manner, in moderate-sized But there is another source of value iu the ap- 
sliocks, and well tied at the top with long grass, plication of ashes to land. They supply not only 
In November it was tied in bundles of a size con- the inorganic matter necessary to plants, but they
venient to handle, and placed in the barn on top act chemically as insolvents upon other salts 
of the hay. Two and one-half acres of this drilled already in the soil; or they act in neutralizing 
corn produced thirty-four loads of fodder; and they acids, 
were large loads, one man placing and packing On the farm, ashes act most notably upon the 
while the other passed up the bundles; this was legumes, as clover, peas, beans, etc., and promote 
continued until the hay-rack, 14 feet long, with the growth of red clover where this planths indigen- 
lïigh stakes fore and aft, was tilled full, as high as ous. Mechanically, they render sandy soils 
a man could put it up. 1 have been sorry it was 1 compact and heavy clays more friable. Besides, 
not ‘ carefully weighed, as I have never seen so in Horticulture, they promote the growth of vege- 
laroo a yield of so very excellent fodder raised in tables, and notably are of exceeding value to 
any other way. The ground was not richer than fruit trees in assisting to form large crops of fair 
the general farm land of the neighborhoods I he fruit.
same patch was twice put to fodder since; once Therefore, besides the opinion given in a general 
caught by a sudden frost, followed by wet weather, way, we would prefer where fruit trees 
which prevented its being properly saved. I will cerned, unless the soil is undeniably poor, the ap- 
liere say that it was planted too late—about June plication of one part of ashes rather than 100 parts
10th_to be sure of being out of the way of the of manure; and for this reason:—The manure
frost. Last year it was cut early and fed green, to would stimulate the trees to form wood, while the 
help the dry pastures. It will be again set apart ashes would assist the trees in the production of 
for a fodder crop this year, and planted (drilled) as fruit. If the soil is really poor then use ashes in 
soon as the weather is suitable, it having been fur- connection with manure.— IL. I!lirai. 
nislied with its first coat of manure. 1 shall ex
pect to get some fodder. As to quality of crop of 
1871, 1 would further say that I have never fed 
anything of that kind (rough feed) that was more 
highly prized by stock than that was. I had at 
the same time as good timothy hay as 1 ever saw', 
which would be left untouched as long as the fod
der could be got. It was fed liberally, in racks, 
and w'as eaten up clean.—Putnam, in National 
Lira Stock Journal.
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use of the cattle.
planted with barley and seeded down, 
give a regular rotation of crops.
10 acres of peas, ‘20 of wheat, 10 of oats, 10 of bar- 
lev and 10 of roots, &e. 1 will now endeavor to
give you an estimate of the yield and value of 
these crops. I’eas at 3Q bushels would aggregate 
300 bushels, 100 to be used for seed and to fat 
the hogs on, leaving 200 bushels to sell at 60 cents; 
'20 acres of wheat at 25 bushels per acre would give 
100 bushels for seed and bread, leaving 400 bushels 
to sell at $1 per bushel ; 10 acres of oats at 40 
bushels per acre would produce 400 bushels, of 
which, after allowing 200 bushels for the horses and 
for seed, 200 bushels could be sold at 35 cents ; 300 
bushels of barley, the product of 10 acres at 30 
bushels per acre would give 20 bushels for seed and 
leave 280 bushels to sell at 75 cents. Then we 
have two acres of potatoes worth $50 per 
Now let us see how much we have made from the
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Implement Progress in Britain.

Great Britain made the largest and finest display 
in 1873 at Vienna of agricultural machines. In 
those worked by steam she surpassed all other 
tions. For instance, there were shown by England 
one steam plow, twenty-seven single and ten double- 
furrow iron plows, four single-furrow wooden 
plows, twenty-three drills, fourteen horse-rakes 
and hay makers, and nineteen reapers and 
of steam engines, six traction, forty portable, 
eight fixed and ten vertical; thirty-six steam 
threshing machines, and six moved by horsepower; 
and seventy-one food preparing machines. In 
plows and drills Germany and Austria came out 
stronger. M. de Tisserand, the president of the 
jury of this class, speaks most favorably of the 
British machinery and implements; and the other 
foreign members concur with him in the high 
opinion and approval expressed as to the progress 
made by England since 1807. His preliminary 
remarks are so sensible that they deserve record 
here: “Progress is the consequence of want; and 
agriculture, like all other industries, modifies her 
old customs only when driven to do so by imper
ious necessity. Agriculture has often been re
proached with progressing less rapidly than other 
industries, but on this subject much can be said to 
show that this reproach is unmerited. To start 
with, the cultivator of the soil, besides being de
pendent on the elements, is merely an auxiliary of 
Nature, and in the production of a quarter of 
wheat, or a stone of meat, his labor is a minute 
fraction, as compared with the work which Nature 
puts forward in his aid. As regards all other in
dustries, the work of man is everything. Once 
that a manufacturer has conceived a pound of raw 
cotton into thread, he is enabled with the aid of 
his machinery to do, liow-a-days, work in one day 
which would have employed 100 or 200, or even 
more men. Moreover, such necessities arc far 
more keenly felt in other industries than that of 
agriculture, although the latter occupies at least 
two-thirds, or perhaps three-fourths, of the popu
lation of the globe. Its capital is immense, and it 
naturally is not susceptible of rapid modification 
and changes. Hence the slow growth of agricultu
ral progress.''

farm:—
Five head of cattle at $30 per head
One horse at $100...............................
Four hogs weighing 250 lbs. each at $7 per

cwt..............................................................
200 bushels of peas at 60 cents per bushel 
400 bushels of wheat at $1.00 per bushel..
200 bushels of oats at 35 cents per bushel. ... 70
280 bushels of barley at 75 cents per bushel. . 200 
Two acres of potatoes at $50 per acre...............

$150
100na-

70
. 120
. 400

mowers ;
Ashes vs. Barn-Yavard manure. 100

Unleached ashes contain, besides large quanti
ties of potash, lime and carbolic acid, notable 
amounts of silica, alumina, oxide of iron and mag- 
necia, soda, sulphuric and phosphoric acids, and 
chlorine. When leached the potash is the princi
pal substance eliminated, and, if the wood from 
which the ashes have been made is burned at a 
low heat the principal part of the potash will be 
leached out.

When wood is burned in large fire places, or in 
large heaps, under a strong heat, the product 
tains large qualities of soda and potash in the form 
of insoluble silicates, which are gradually set free, 
and hence the long continued effects of ordinary 
leached ashes on land from the slow transforma
tion and giving out of potash, soda and other 
pounds. And thence, also, the variable value of 
leached ashes. But, when one or two tons arc ap- 

the effects are shown for ten or fif-

II$1210Total,
I will now give you my way of cultivating the 

For peas, plow about seven inches deep in 
the spring ; for wheat, plow in the fall ten inches 
deep and then cultivate in the spring ; for oats 
plow eight inches in the fall and then cultivate in 
the spring. The land used for the root crop should 
be plowed twelve inches deep in the fall, and, after 
the turnips are taken up, plow teu inches deep, 
and again in the spring, and seed down with 
barley.

land.

con-

Kolil llabi.
In an article on the cultivation of this very 

profitable forage plant, by Mr. G. Street, read be
fore the Bedfordshire Agricultural Society, lie says: 
If we knew what sort of season to expect, it would 
lie well to grow turnips in wet seasons and kohl 
rabi in dry ones, as heavier crops might be secured 
than if the same root were grown continuously. 
The rabi has the advantage of being more certain 
than the turnip, and a good crop may be grown 
any year. It is more adapted to light than to 
heavy soils, and will do better in a hot, dry sum
mer than in a wet one, as in the latter it is apt to 
grow too much top, without a sufficient develop
ment of bulb. It is very nutritions, and will pro- 
duee considerably more meat than turnips, weight 
for weight. All kinds of stock do well on it, and 
I have noticed that when getting anything up for 
showing, whether lunges, beasts or sheep, my 
always prefer it to turnips or wurr.els.

com

plied per acre, 
teen years, and even longer in many cases.

The soluble portions of one ton of wood ashes, 
according to Bishop Watson may be represented 
by sixty pounds of crystallized carbonate of soda, 
twenty pounds of sulphate of soila, and twenty 
pounds of common salt.

According to experiments made in England, at 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, with prepared barn-yard 
manure, the analysis made previous to application 
showed sixty-five parts, twenty-five consisted of 
carbonaceous matter, of course inert except as a 

of carbonic acid. This leaves about ten persource
cent, of inorganic matter; only 0. 6 of nitrogenous 
or fertilizing matter was contained, and about three 
per cent, of other fertilizing substances of consider
able value.

If manure, prepared as it is in England contains 
only the quantity of valuable matter we have shown, 
manure as it is generally made in the \\ est, with 
its ammonia and other volatile matters thrown off 
by fermentation, its soluble portions washed and 
carried away by every rain that falls, would con
tain but a trace of valuable substances of the origi
nal dung—probably not more than one or two per 
cent.

Now', since leached ashes are found particularly 
to be of nearly equal value, as manure, to unleach
ed ashes, it would follow chat a ton of ashes would 
be equal to from forty to sixty tons of ordinary 
barn-yard manure. Wby.' The average quantity 
of ashes from 100 parts dry oak, beech, birch, etc., 
is 2.57. Of 100 parts ’ of such ashe s, 13.57
soluble, or will be given immediately to the action 
of water; 86.50 are insoluble or such as are left as 
the refuse of ash works. These 86.42 parts may be 
taken as being of the same worth as the ten per 
cent, found valuable in the analysis of the 
heretofore mentioned. Therefore, a ton of leached 
ashes representing 100 parts, ought to be of equal
value with ten tons of manure, representing ten , , , ,
percent, of valuable compounds, or of forty or part for hay and the list hi pa-tuic. 

tons as commonly made in the West, repre- cave 60 acres for the ciop.

men

Sulphate of Iron and Vegetation.
M. Gris has made experiments on the influence 

of sulphate of iron on vegetation, and comes to 
these conclusions- that the salt is a stimulating, 

The following essay on the above subject w as do manure; that it presents no danger when intelli- 
livered by M r.^Appleton El coat, at a late meeting gently applied; that its action is evident upon the 
of the Tiickersmith Farmers’ ( lub :— coloring principles of/caves; that from its cheap-

few cents’ worth is sufficient to treat hun
dreds of plants; that it might be applied to cultiva
tion on a large scale, and especially to the cultiva
tion of fruit. 11 is manner of applying the sulphate 

A solution of two drachms to one

How to II:ikr a Farm l»a>.

Fodder.
us expedi- 
rongli feed 
lingers so 
perhaps it 
to some of 
ghbor suc-

n. In 1871,
, the usual 
to mark it 
into which 
ore speedy, 
w to a good 
is 1 covered 
which did 
size it was 
Inch was all 
to room for

111 order to create a starting point w e must have 
a farm of say 00 acres of clearing. To stock this 
the farmer should have five cows and their offspring, 
which will give him five head of cattle to sell at 
3 wars old every year, bringing say $30 each. He
w ill also require ............arcs and one colt one year
,1,1 and another two years old, and by raising a colt, 
every year he will alw ays have one three years old 
for disposal, which should be woitli $100. 11
also fat half a dozen hogs till they weigh about 250 
lbs. each, two of w hich it w ill be necessary to keep 
for bis own use, while the other four can lie sold at 

In addition to this it is also (desirable 
. poultry. The butter and eggs will 

roceries and tin- children in

ness a

is as follows.
quart of water is made, and with this the plants, 
previously placed in the shade, are watered. It i« 
presumed that the earth surrounding the plant is 
moist; if this is not the ease, a more dilute solu
tion must be used. The solution may he applied 
daily for five or six days ; about two and a-half 

sufficient for each watering of an ordi-

are
e eau

ounces are 
nary sized plant.$7 per cw t. 

to have soim 
keep the house in g 
clot lit s To keep this stock w ill require 30 acres,

This will

manure
It is estimated, says (Johnum * llural H thaï 

300,000 head of hungry cattle could not have eaten 
as much corn in three days as the grasshoppers 
consumed at Atchinson, Kansas, in thsce hours.

more
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solid matter and two and one half pounds of nitro- gen, the same amount from horses, five lbs; swine, 
Ben While the same amount from another horse six pounds; sheep, seven pounds; of mineral sub- 
that was fed on hay alone only six and one half stances, cows, twenty-four one-fourths; horses, 
pounds of nitrogen. A cow fed on good hay and thirty pounds; swine, thirty pounds; sheep sixty 
grain produced in 100 pounds of urine, ten pounds pounds; potash and soda, cows, one pound; horses, 
of solids, while fed on hay alone, only six and one- three pounds; swine, five pounds; sheep, three 
half pounds. Manure made from green feed does pounds; solution phosphoric acid, cows two and 
not contain only about one-half as much fertilizing one-fourth pounds; horses, three and one-half 
element as if made on hay and grain. The bulk pounds; swine, four and one-lialf pounds; sheep, 
will be greater but the value less. Manure made six pounds; would advise to mix the different 
from growing animals is worth less than that from kinds of manures, forking them over occasionally 
mature cows Also if the animal is hard worked to prevent them from burning, 
and exposed to the cold and storms, the manure is 
far less valuable than from animals at rest in a 
comfortable barn.

The excrements of the different kinds of farm
the manure from 

more 
The more

The Conservatory of the Centennial 
Exhibition.

Last month we had the pleasure of laying before 
our readers an engraving of the Agricultural Hall 
of the Centennial Exhibition. To-day we present 
to you an engraving of the Conservatory. This 
department will doubtless possess attractions sec
ond to none other. The view of exotic plants and 
fruits and flowers would of itself well repay the 
journey from the Dominion to the Quaker City. 
The many families of the cactus tribe, the richest 
feature in the scenery of the Antilles, will form no 
mean part of the exhibition. And then, no doubt, 
lemons and pomegranates and oranges will hang 
from the branches on which their blossoms opened 
to the cooing of the sunbeams, amid their dark, 
ever-green leaves. Central and South America 
will display their vegetable riches; while the gor
geous products of the lands of the Ganges and the 
Nile will bloom as they do in their native soil; and 
the grape and fig of Palestine will lie seen growing, 
for the time, on the banks of the Delaware.

Superphosphate on Wheat.
A correspondent writing from Monroe County,N. 

Y.,to the Country Gentleman on the effects of super
phosphate drilled upon his wheat, says: “Last 
fall I drilled wheat on a summer fallow during a 
very dry time, putting 150 to 200 pounds of super
phosphate, as usual. No rain occurred for several 
days, and the wheat was slow in coming above the 
surface. Two or three strips, where I had pur
posely omitted the superphosphate, came up five

stock vary widely in value, as 
neat stock contains the least nitrogen and 
water than that of any other stock, 
nitrogen contained in manure the more rapid its 
decomposition; hence it is sooner absorbed as plant 
food. Hence manure is richer in nitrogen than 

i that of neat cattle and contains less water, con- 
! sequently it decomposes more rapidly, and its

TUB GONMF.H VATOKY OK TUB UKXTK.XXIAL EXHIBITION.

or six days before the balance of the field, 
of my neighbors thought I had killed the wheat, 
as the unfertilized portion appeared bright and 
green, while all around was bare. In a few days 
however, the manured wheat came up as well as 
the other; but Tpr two weeks the unmanured 
wheat was the Brightest and greenest. Then a 
soaking rain fell, and within ten days the situation 
was reversed. The rain dissolved the superphos
phate, and immediately it shot ahead of the other, 
showing to a line where the manure came, all the 
fall. This spring the difference in favor of the 
superphosphate is greater than ever. The strip 
where the fertilizer was not distributed was badly 
browned in winter, while the manured part has 
been bright and green all the time. The effect is 
much more uniform than stable manure, as it is 
impossible to spread manure by hand as evenly as 
a good drill will distribute a fertilizer. It is neces
sary, however, that there should be rain sufficient 
to dissolve the superphosphate, or it will do no

that it

Somefertilizing elements are soon taken up by vegeta- 
, , . , : tion. It acts immediately, hence its great value

In an essay read before the r ranklin r armer s £or aq (.ujck growing crops. The value of manure 
Club of Springfield, Mass.,E. H. Judd, the author, ! maqe from swine varies more than that of any

other stock. If swine arc fed on slops and potatoes 
and apples, the manure is of little value, compared 
with those fed on grain, or from the offal from the 
slaughterhouses. The excrements of sheep contain 
the most nitrogen. I think manure made from this 
stock worth nearly twice as much per cord as that 
made from cows. An English farmer experiment
ing with different kinds of manure made from cows, 
horses, sheep and swine, applied them on equal 
plots of land of nearly the same state of fertility 
and sowed also one plot of same size without any 
fertilizer, with the following results :

The Worth of Manure.

says:
There is a very marked difference in the value of 

the same kind of fertilizer. Manure that I have 
purchased from stables in the villages and applied 
in like quantities, on soils alike in the last few 
years have varied widely in their results. Manure 
made where the feed has been hay and grain 
alone, is worth nearly as much again as that made 
from hay and roots. The more nutritious and 
liberal the food, the greater the value of the

Manures made from feed containing but a
ma

nure.
small amount of nitrogen arc comparatively feeble 
in their fertilizing elements. Experiments prove 
that the urines of animals fed on grains and good 
hay, contain half as much more solid substance, 
and nearly' two and a-half times as much nitrogen 
as that from animals fed on poor hay and roots, 
and nearly as great difference in the solid excre
ments. One hundred pounds of urine of the horse 
fed on cut hay and corn meal moistened with a 
little water, was found to contain 21 pounds of

lbs.
15!)riot without fertility...........................

Plot with manure from cows................................... Hi?
Plot with manure from horses................................22G
Plot with manure from swine................................233
Plot with manure from sheep..................................244

He also had analyzed the excrements of the above 
named produced from winter feed: 100 lbs of the 
droppings of cows contained three pounds of nitro-

good to the first crop. It is possible even 
might in a very dry season do it a positive injury. 
1 have drilled superphosphate with barley again 
this spring, and, as heavy rains came after seeding,

k
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I expect good results. The cost is between four 
and four and a half dollars per acre, and it usually 
makes twice or more than twice that amount of 
difference in the crop.”

Deep Plowing in Sussex.
(P. P., in London Agr. Gazette.)

Touching that rash assertion that farmers, as a 
rule, plow only the depth of a wine glass, it would 
be as well for us all to use a 2-foot rule before we 
speak, if circumstances and our subject will admit 
of our applying such a test, and if not, why then it 
would be well to bear in mind this verse :

“ Though modem practice sometimes differs quite,
Tis just as well to think before you write. "

Some time ago a gentleman who had neglected 
all these precautions, discovered a parsnip whose 
root penetrated the solid clay, as he informed you, to 
a depth of 13 feet G inches from the surface. If the roots 
of plants possessed any such power of feeding upon 
raw earth, there would be no need for deep tillage; 
but roots can only follow air and water, and they 
can not get down far unless there is aii outlet below, 
as on porous or rocky(ground, or near an excavation; 
down whose sides they will run, near the surface, 
30 feet in length, or in the case of land drained 
deeply. The matter was set right and the mistake 
corrected by Mr. Wilkins, and not by the gentleman 
who would rather shut his mind up than have his 
fixed ideas disturbed, whereas a lover of truth in 
the abstract must keep his mind continuity open. 
Now about the wine glass and family bible furrow, 
they are riot the rule in Sussex. The time to 
ascertain the depth of tillage is in autumn, when 
the stubbles are broken up, and in spring when the 
furrows arc again moved. The farmers between 
the Downs and Forest Ridge invari
ably break up their fallows deep.
They aim at 9 inches, and they usu
ally attain about 8 inches, according 
to the evidence of my pocket rale.
Eight inches is a tall wine glass quite 
a Guildhall and Gog Magogian wine 
glass — perhaps that is the kind of 
wine glass the gentleman had in his 
mind, while I was thinking of the 4 or 
5 inch glass with which I am moderate
ly familiar. Buttlxen he meant to say 
the usual depth of tillage is only four 
or five inches. As regards Sussex he 
is wrong. I was walking in June 
with a scientific and capi.al farmer of 
the district just mentioned, and as I 
am always anxious to gather infor
mation to forward to you, 1 mention
ed the above assertion to my friend, 
and asked if he considered it correct 
so far as this district is concerned.

Soiling Stock. The half which had only received a single plow- 
yielded per acre thirteen bushels and eighteen 

pounds ; the half that received three breakings 
yielded per acre twenty-three bushels and forty 
pounds, which made a difference of more than ten 
bushels per acre. At one dollar per bushel this 
would pay for the extra plowing, and leave a net 
extra profit of six dollars per acre besides.

We have been shown by Mr, W, Harris, of Mt, 
Elgin, the model of a revolving fence, which appears 
to us to be a very useful plan for soiling stock. We 
give below a cut of this invention. The slats are 
six-inch boards, the drop pressure two-inch scant
ling, the whole construction being cheap and ap
parently efficient. It is so constructed as to allow 
the stock to eat green feed, green corn and clover in 
and under the fence, not allowing them to get oit 
the feed with their feet, or get over or through the 
fence; also, as soon as the feed is eaten clean, the 
fonce can be tilted over in the feed, allowing a fresh 
feed whenever needed. All good farmers claim a 
much greater profit when the soiling system is in
troduced—some say 10 per cent., but others claim 
40 per cent.

The Health of Farmers.
Iwo or three years since, the Secretary of the 

Massachusetts Board of Health in the forth Report 
furnishes a table extending over a period of nearly 
thirty years, by which is shown that the average 
age of farmers is far in advance of any other calling, 
trade or profession, the former being a little over 
sixty-five at death, while those last mentioned, 
rarely reach fifty-three years at death. It is shown 
too, that generally speaking, farmers enjoy better 
health than other persons, and if the statements 
are reliable, and there seems no reason to doubt 
them, it must bring us to the conclusion, that a i 
farmer’s occupation is, of all others, the most con
ducive to good health and long life. It must be> 
borne in mind, however, that farmers and their ' 
wives may, like other people, wear themselves out . 
by exhaustive labor. They may over-work them- - 
selves, and thus shorten their days, or they may; 
sell the best of everything raised upon the farm,, 
and live upon the coarsest and most indigestible; 
food, and by such means entail upon themselves a1, 
variety of evils. Now, it is well known, that 
a rule, first eggs, the earliest vegetables, and the» 
choicest poultry, are sent off to market frequently,, 
without any being reserved for the use of the family,, 

who perhaps are compelled to make * 
dinner off salt pork or something else 
that in certain seasons may do very- 
well, but at other times again, if we 
arc to believe the testimony of medi
cal men, does much injury, 
iner and his family,need just as much 
as other folks, the best their farms 
afford, and it is neither economy nor 
good sense to sell the best and make 
use of the worst.
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Advantages of the Turnip C’rop.
Turnips in Britain have superseded the old- 

fashioned fallow, and for this reason are often 
called a fallow crop. What an immense gain 
there must be in permitting no land to be idle. 
Experience lias shown that it is highly advan
tageous to raise alternately a deep-rooted plant like 
the turnip, and a surface-rooted crop like wheat 
and other grains. The deep-rooted plants draw up 
from the Tower strata of the poil valuable nutri
ment, arid leave a portion of it on the surface, 
where it can readily be reached by the shallow- 
rooted plants. Moreover the broad tulip leaf 
attracts and absorbs moisture and fertilizing ma
terial from the atmosphere, which it returns to the 
land along with the nutriment obtained from the 
sub-soil, in the form of manure. The clean and

as;
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Money in the 
stocking neither gives health nor 
happines, a little of it is very good, 
in fact indispensable but it should 
never be accumulated at the expense 
of health and a sound constitution.— 
A pork diet and saberatus bread will 
not do much to help either, but the 
table which presents an abundance of 
vegetables, fruits in their season,good 
well made bread, and plenty of fresh 
meat, will do much to keep the Doc
tor out of the house,as well as furnish 
bone and sinew for the labor of every 
day, and materially aid in extending 

life to ripe old age. - Colonial Farmer.
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No, ” said my friend; “ libre is a 

field, forexample, that fairly represents 
the custom of the country. This is

of Mr. Spudman’s work. Let us measure it. ” high culture necessary to this trop, rids the soil of 
We did so, and found it better than a foot, for that weeds, and leaves it well mellowed, rich, and in 
kind of land; that is, it was nearly 9 inches. ,1 f the best possible condition for a grain crop. Tur- 
thegentleman could have seen the clods that covered nips furnish a welcome, wholesome, nourishing, 
the surface, he would probably have smelt steam green food for stock at a time of year when 
and been delighted. But it was done by horses— j there is nothing else of the kind to lie had. Grow 
three of them in each plow, and across the old ( ing stock will do better on straw and turnips, than 

old fashioned farmer, who on hay alone. The manurial value of the straw is
greatly increased thus, while its decomposition is 
hastened by the peetic acid of tile turnip, lienee 
to mix turnips and straw is an excellent method of 
feeding. It is not the least advantage of this crop, 
that it may lie attended to after the hurry of the 
spring's work is over. Our season is a hurried and 
short one. Sweed turnips do well put in in the 
middle or latter part of June, and the white varie
ties in July.—Canada Fanner.

L 55^
REVOLVING FEEDING FENCE.

some

n Absurdities.
Frosted grass does not tend to dry up cows. 

Apples in moderate quantities have no such ten
dency, but, on the contrary, may be foil to advan
tage —especially sweet apples. Potatoes are said 
to dry up cows also—nothing is more absurd, for 
they are an eminently milk producing food—anil 
when small potatoes are not boiled and fed to pigs, 
the cows ought to have them. Pumpkins are well 
known as excellent milk feed, the seeds, however, 
are diuretic in their tendency and very likely to 
reduce the quantity of milk.—Rural New Yorker.

i
furrow, in June, by an 
boasts no superiority over his neighbors, and is 

brilliant except in the nose, which shines 
with gin, for Spudman makes no more scruple of 
taking a dram, than the gentleman does of making 
a statement which he is unable to support. But 
he plows the regulation depth always, a nearly 9- 
inch furrow being the custom of the country 

In conclusion, let me

never

ilil. Some 
the wheat, 
bright and 
i few days 
as well as 
unmanured 
t. Then a 
le situation

making fallows, 
say that 1 am as anxious as Mr. Mechi himself 
for steam cultivation, deep cultivation, tenant right, 
and all else necessary to secure the doubled produce 
that has been spoken of ; but the country will 
deserve or obtain these good things till it takes 
the pains to understand the state of pur Agriculture, 
its defects, aud its requirements; nor can it serve 
a good end to distribute error.

in

(Canadian Butter.
I'll,wing Twirl1 ftr Wlical. «*££5 55 “Ln.'i

A correspondent of the Cincinnati, Ohio, Cara tie product of Canadian dairies m the extract follow- 
writes : ing : — “Some misunderstanding prevails in regard

to English market reports and circular8, confusing 
if any one will weak his ground deeply and American and Canadian butter. In some instance» 

thoroughly two or three times during the spring Canadian is reported as American, at prices which 
A new potato disease has made its appearance in an<^ summer the extra amount of wheat per acre have not been quoted or realized for American, 

Algeria within the last two years, and has totally ! w^j Pay ^ur plowing, and leave a handsome profit and none has been obtainable for export of a 
destroyed two-thirds of the crops and threatens to 1 besides. 1 have tested this practice several times, quality to compare with the finest Canadian, On 
do even a larger amount of injury. Potatoes at- with the most satisfactory results. In 1 S(>9 1 had the 14th November American was quoted at 120s. 
tacked by the pest are utterly worthless for any a °f sixteen acres ol like fertility. I expected to 1.40s. and Canadian prime to choice 145». to 140s, 
purpose whatever. No animal will eat them, attjd to plant half of the field m corn, hut for some rea- pCr Cwt. Only certain grades of English and Irish
on opening the tubers it is found that they are ®on * <‘1“ !l°^- , 1 *,1L‘ half that had been plowed ; 1,utter are quoted higher.”
honeycombed in the centre, and tilled with a black- ^<>r (r<,rn’ a“leI ™le £rJ,llll,l bad been broken, the ___
ish material that gives forth a very offensive o.lnr. weeds grew more rapnlty. Consequently I broke it . r . . , 4
The grub which works the mischief is ui.kow.i in Again on t ie 20th of June On the 21st of Sep? I A marve ims deposit of borax, several feet in
Europe, and the name has been given it of Bryo- tember following I plowed the entire field, and ; depth has been ound in the bed of an ancient lake
tropha lanesolla sowed the wheat, ilie result was as follows :— , m southern Cahiorma.
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! and charged, it might afterward be safely conveyed 
to the factory in the ordinary cans, its liability to 
suffer injury during the transit being reduced to a 
minimum.

not get into a stew, but gives all her “ mind ” to 
secreting milk. It is kind treatment that makes 
the cow of the poor Irish woman give such a mess 
of milk. The cow is considered a member of the 
family, and, in return, the dumlj beast does her 
best Jo support the family. We have known some 
of these petted cows, when bought at a high price 

account of their milking qualities, and stabled 
and fed luxuriously, to degenerate into ordinary 
milkers. The new owners, instead of a gentle tap 
and a pleasant “ so, mully,” gave the cows a kick, 
and spoke sharply to them, of course, causing a 

feeling in the animals, and preventing the 
secretion of milk.

Jfttffc attti $airy. <*1

To Make the Dairy Pay.
BY ALEXANDER HYDE.

eachAerating and cooling should accompany 
other. Neither is sufficiently effective without the 
other. Cooling kills none of the germs that pro
duce putrefaction in milk, for the moment the tem
perature is again raised to a favorable height they 
at once reassert their vigor and activity like vege
tation in May. But it retards their progress, and 
this is of importance. On the other hand, air ab
sorbs and conveys away all the unpleasant odors, 
and kills all the decay-germs it touches. And the 
prompt removal of these from milk is of much mo
ment to the flavor of the cheese which is made from 
it. It is therefore of the utmost importance, es- 
pêcially in flat and low-lying districts, that all 
farmers should be specially careful to lerate their 
milk as soon as it is taken from the cow. That, 
while the milk remains at the farm is of greater 
importance than cooling. This is sufficiently done 
in the factory, if the supply of water is adequate.

The “ agitators ” used in cheese factories to pro
file surface of the

1
i The production of milk is, and must continue to 

be, the leading branch of farming in New England 
and most of the Northern States. Nothing can 
rival the dairy for profit, unless it is sheep hus
bandry in some favored localities, where dry, up
land pasturage abounds and there is a good market 
for mutton. There are three dairymen to 
shepherd in the country, and the capital invested 
in the dairy business is quadruple that in sheep 
husbandry.

The first and fundamental condition is a good 
herd of cows. We know of dairies in which the 
cows average their owners gross returns varying 
from $100 to $180. These we call good paying 
dairies. There are others in which the average 
runs as low per cow as $40. This is not a paying 
business, and generally the prime cause of profit 
and loss is the quality of the cows. Mrs. Parting
ton says there is as much difference in cows as in 
other folks, and she is right. A herd of cows is 
like a hive of bees, there may be so many drones 
that the working bees cannot support the swarm, 
and in this case the dairyman must do as the queen 
bee does, order the destruction of the non-produ- 

A cow that will not produce a paying 
amount of milk should be speedily turned 
the butcher.

For dairy purposes, it is not very Sfnatcrial 
whether the herd be composed of natives or grades 
or thoroughbreds ; but it is material that the cows 
should be adapted to the branch of the dairy busi
ness which is pursued. If butter is the objective 
point, then the quality of the milk should be more 
regarded than the quantity. There is no doubt 
that the Jerseys produce the most oleaginous milk.
In well authenticated cases, Jersey milk has been 
known to yield thirty-five per cent, of cream, and 
five quarts of this milk have made a pound of but- 
ter. The average per cent, of cream from common 
cows is probably not over twelve, and the average 
amount of milk required to make a pound of butter 
is not far from twelve quarts. For all the practi
cal purposes of the butter-maker, grade Jerseys 
quite as good as the full bloods, and there is now 
and then a native cow which equals the best Jer
sey in her butter production. Such natives are 
few, and when we secure one we are by no means 

of a calf from her of like character.
If the chief end of the dairy is making cheese, or 

sending milk to market, then it would be folly to 
keep Jersey cows, for casein does not abound in 
their milk, and it is too creamy to be afforded at 
the ordinary price. The Holsteins give a large 
amount of milk, and they are therefore good for 
dairymen who send their product to market. Hol
stein milk is also rich in cream, and makes a very 
respectable cheese, though not as creamy as Ayr
shire, which seems to combine oil and casein in the 
best proportions for all sorts of dairy purposes.
For consumption in the family we prefer Ayrshire 
milk to Jersey, as the latter is too creamy for little 
folks to eat, not furnishing them with sufficient 
material for growing musedes and bones. It is 
worthy of passing note that Jersey skim-milk is 
blue enough, as the emulsion of the cream is rapid 
and thorough, and what is left is pretty much all 
water, but in the case of Ayrshire milk the cream 
rises more slowly, and only partially at the best, 
and the skim-milk makes pigs thrive nicely. If we
desired a herd of cows fitted for all dairy purposes Thc |>ajry Factory ill llot WvillllVV.
—milk, butter, cheese, mid feeding to young am- It is o[ greatcr importance than people are gen- ’Aie disposition manifested by thc great
mais—we should select Ayrshir . orally aware of that milk, before being dispatched jority ,lf cheese-makers and factory owners to as-

After the herd is selected, the next thing is to ^ ^ cbeese factory, should be treated with care (.clq.pn just what peculiar qualities of make the
take good care of it. In the hands of some dairy- ^ inte]li ,cn(.C) as milk is peculiarly susceptible , ers wjtp whom they come in contact most de
men the best herd will run down m a short time. ; . from careless and improper treatment, sir(. an,l to amend their processes to reach this dc-
A man must have a love for Ins business to succeed Thc principles of decay and decomposition are pre- s;rai,le result. This is well. It is an attempt to
as a dairyman. He must be much with his cows, t a)1(1 avt;ve j„ the milk when it leaves the a,iapt the product to the consumer’s wishes. It is
treat them as friends, study their dispositions aim ,s U)W an,i im,ler these conditions it is par- ,m uncertain effort, but it is in the right direction,
habits; in short, must feel a sort ot paternal pride | tieularl during hot weather, to suffer ma- It is a wisll t„ do something which will enlarge the
in and solicitude for them. It is said ot the late : 4 edition by being put in closely lidded s of the consumers, and this winning of the
Mr. Hammond, the famous Merino sheep herder ot ami u.itcd in farm carts for a mile nr two, g;lm,,tivc demand is the business principle which is
Vermont, that he was with his sheep day and m instances, very rough and uneven t|lc sccret „f success in the manufacture of any
night, and looked upon them with the same com- ^ suvh ag are generally found in dairying dis- s.)ecjaiity. The attempt is rude and often unsatis-
placcncy that a father feels for his children. \\ ho- | factory, because the buyer, whose opinion is asked,
ever has this sort of feeling towards his cows will j ‘ iiejln, drawn from the cow, may be disqualified to speak; first, because he is not
be sure to treat them well, and may be equa y ' “ siev’d ” into uAarmcr’s cheese kettle, th/principal operator, and does not fully and exactly
sure that they will return Ins kindness with bn» - nut■ J ^ Xise wide, open top would know the wants of the trade; second, because he is
ming pails of nnlk. More depends upon thnrlriml , « f acccss „f fresh air to play on the „ot skilled in thc manufacture, and can not shed
feeling between the cow and her owner than s gen- ad m. t f tl f ^ ^ which would also at the correct light upon the way of doing a thing, or the

■ orally supposed. A cow knows whenshe ^ pette. I, sui f. ^ free csv. ()f the animal heat particular point which is a fault, even if he knows
iwtieeTif her mïïeiy she tàkel hfè easily, docs and thc gasses with which the milk is impregnated I what is desirable. Cheese makers often have oç-
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The right food and plenty of it arc essential to a 
profitable dairy. Every manufacturer knows he 
must have good stock or he cannot make good 

Shoddy never made good broadcloth, and 
A cow is a machine by which to manu

facture grass, hay, bran, etc., into milk, and both 
the quality and quantity of the milk depend upon 
the raw material as well as the machine. Some 
German experimenter has recently promulgated the 
theory that the quality of milk depends upon the 

the quantity upon the feed; but every farmer 
It stands neither to rca- 

lbservation that coin meal nor oil-cake do 
not produce a richer milk than late cut hay.

We would not, however, recommend pressing 
cows, especially young ones, with much meal. It 
not only drives tho^machine too fast and wears it 
out too soon, but renders it liable to get out of 
order. A cow fed mainly on corn meal, or cotton
seed, or oil-cake, or any such heat-producing food, 
is subject to garget and other inflammatory diseases, 
and in the long run produces less milk than one fed 
with hay, roots and bran. It is a great tempta
tion to feed rich, carbonaceous food, it makes the 
animal look so sleek; but the dairyman should 
steadily resist the temptation. If lie is wise, he 
will not encourage the tendency in his animals to 
put on fat, but will develop the milk-secreting 
glands. The tendency to fat or milk is partly an 
inheritance, but thc nature of the food has much 
to do with its development. The beef-grower 
wants fat, and he should feed meal and other fat
forming food ; but the dairyman wants milk, and 
succulent grass, roots and bran arc better adapted 
for his purpose.

Another important question with milk -producers 
is, What shall we do with our product; make it 
into butter and cheese, or sell it in its raw state? 
We heard this subject recently discussed in a farm
ers’ club of men of large experience, and the facts 
adduced went to show that butter-making is thc 

st profitable branch of the dairy business.
One great advantage in butter-making is, that it 

does not draw upon the resources of the farm, as 
does selling milk or making cheese. The butter 
sold is mostly composed of carbon, a cheap article, 
abounding in the air and in most soils. The skim 
milk still retains most of the nitrogen and inor
ganic constituents of the milk, and as this is fed to 
pigs or calves, little fertilizing material is taken off, 
whereas in selling milk, all goes, and in making 
cheese the nitrogenous compounds arc exhausted.

In making butter the profit is doubled and some
times quadrupled by making a prime article. Poor 
butter nobody wants, but thc gilt-edged brings al
most any price the maker has a conscience to 
charge. The quality of butter is much 
ly scrutinized than formerly. Very few families 
' willing to take up with what is called store

goods, 
never will.i

vent the cream collecting 
milk, perform thc further important office of iterat
ing and deodorizing the milk, though, in my opin
ion, to a less extent than ought to be done until 
farmers have acquired the habit of ærating it at 
home. For this purpose there arc several simple 
plans, the adoption of which would be of great 
benefit to the character and tone of the cheese. 
These precautions are, of course, only necessary 
during hot or electrical'Aveather; but it is during 
the hot months that the finest grades of cheese are, 
or ought to be, made.

oncow,
knows better than this.
son nor<

cers. over to

Cheese—Tlic Infliienee of the Market.
The dairy business is two fold. The first divi 

sion begins in the pasture and closes when the 
cheese is boxed. The second division begins when 
the cheese is lifted into the wagon and ends upon 
the dinner table. Division first is manufacture ; 
division second is trade. Of the relations of these 
departments to each other it is unnecessary to 
speak at length, although the inquiry is very inter
esting and profitable. It can not be doubted, how
ever, that too little attention is given by dairymen 
generally to the second division. Thc influence of 
thc product upon the market is better understood 
than the influence of thc market upon thc product, 
and yet the light which is reflected from the mar
ket ought to illuminate every part and process of 
thc factory. Our dairymen know very well the 
deadening effect produced upon the market by a 
poor product, and the increased consumption and 
demand which follow the introduction of a fine 

They know the influence of an overstock 
scarcity. These are some of thc most easily 

discerned indications of the influence of the factory 
upon thc market. But reverse the process, seek 
for thc lines of influence of thc market upon the 
factory, and they are not so generally appreciated 
and understood. They are m their nature more 
subtle and more difficult to define, and yet success 
lies in discovering them. Teachers can easily trace 
the influence of a scholar’s good or bad recitations 
upon their figures in their book of scholarship; but 
they cannot so easily determine liow far the high 
marks of one scholar stimulates the remainder of 
the class to Cx,cel him. And yet no one doubts the 
strength of this influence toward better work 
throughout the school. Not otherwise is thc effect 
which the sale of cheese reflects upon thc manufam 
turcr. First, there is what is generally recognized 
the influence of the market in determining the .
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65 tons of this green fodder per acre, double that 
beet would produce; he nourishes 30 cows with 
the conserve, and they eat it with avidity, despite 
its alcoholic odor and,slightly acid taste; the cows 
yield from 25 to 30 quarts of milk daily, rnd their 
calves had the silkiest of skins, the eyes brilliant, 
no better test than this to demonstrate the value of 
food given to their mother. About 60 pounds 
per day, per head, is the average consumption of 
the conserved food. The commission testifies to 
the results obtained by M. Goffart. Valuable in 
dry climat s, but thinks very much remains yet to 
be accomplished as to the best plans for preserving 
autumn green forage for spring feeding.— Western 
Fann Journal.

casion to laugh at buyers’ suggestions, or, what is 
worse, they are misled by them. A man in a fac
tory had his cheese severely criticised by a buyer, 
and he asked what change he ought to make in his 
making. The buyer said: “Put in a curd mill at 
once. ” A few weeks passed and the buyer re
turned. This time he professed to like the cheese 
much better, and remarked the tine effect produced by 
grinding of the curd. The maker smiled, but said 
nothing. The buyer might as well have said, put 
in a grist mill, for there had not been a curd mill 
in the factory during his absence. It is easy to see 
the effect of such an incident. It leads makers to 
distrust all buyers’ comments, and though this is 
the inevitable result, it is unfortunate, because 
most valuable suggestions can sometimes be gained 
from visiting buyers. By the method which now 
exists for the reflex influence of the trade to effect 
the manufacture this influence is not permitted to 
do the best work. It is easy to say what the best 
work of this kind would be, but not so easy to say 
how it can be done. For instance, the influence of 
the trade is toward the sending of a uniform pro
duct from the factories. There has been improve
ment, but the trade has as yet only begun its in
fluence in this direction. There are various kinds 
of cheese desirable in the market. There is white 
cheese, and cheese of light and deep color. There 
is cheese of different degrees of firmness. There 
are cheeses of certain weights and forms for certain 
trades. When the trade exerts its full influence 
upon the manufacture, there will be recognized 
certain well-defined classes of the product, and 
there will be a recognized standard in each class. 
Take the matter of color for example. The under
standing in this particular is very definite. A 
buyer will say: “Your cheese would be better 
with a little more color.” The maker increases the 
quantity. The buyer returns and bores the new 
make. He says: “What are yon going to do with 
this cheese, it is red enough to paint a barn with.” 
This is the trouble, a “little more” is a hundred 
times more apt to be too much than just enough. 
There is no standard. If the maker keeps on 
changing, his curing room will be like Joseph’s 
coat, and then no dealer can use it profitably. 
Why cannot a congress of dealers agree upon two 
or three well defined grades of color, and, perhaps, 
issue to the factories slips of proper material, dyed 
with the proper shade, and marked with the dis
tinctive mark of the grade. When a maker hits 
upon a certain grade of color recognized by the 
trade, he can then know that he is all right, if he 
is careful in giving uniform strength to his coloring 
matter. The matter of shape and weight could 
certainly be easily arranged in classes and the sizes 
for the different demands, and in time the cheese 
would take this form, for it would be just as easy 
for the manufacturer of dairy apparatus to make 
and sell “standard hoops,” as for each to make a 
size of his own. The question of firmness is a more 
intricate matter; but could not standards be de
vised if proper application were given to the ques
tion. These are the ultimate results toward which 
all tendencies toward uniformity in the product are 
now working. The trade acknowledges itself em
barrassed by the lack of uniformity, and the diffi
culty of securing uniform lines of the product. Let 
them tell us what uniformity would be most desir
able. Let them give us a basis upon which to rest 
the uniformity. The New York Butter and Cheese 
Exchange is constantly winning wider recognition 
because of its efforts to ground the produce trade 
upon a more systematic commercial basis. Why 
not now sweep away the uncertainty which exists 
to the word of mouth method of communicating 
trade wants, and give us well defined classes and 
standards which the trade really desires in the 
manufacture?— Utica Herald.

from wool as much more. Success, however, re
quires farms adapted to sheep, a knowledge of the 
business, an education for it, and a love for the 
animals. With such conditions for starting, the 
next step is in the direction of securing sheep with 
good constitutions. He gave the points to be ob
served in selecting sheep for breeding. Good, flat 
legs, full chest, wool full length on the face clear 
up the edge where it stops, round, but not pot 
belly, and wool instead of grease to make up the 
pounds of the clip, are among the good qualities of 
fine wooled sheep. Breeding ewes must have con
siderable exercise in the open air, and it is well to 
have the water at some distance from the feeding 
pens, to encourage exercise. Sheep should not be 
washed if the wool can be sold without washing, 
as water is not a natural element for slice]) to live 
in, and they are always injured more or less by 
the operation. It takes too long for the wool to 
dry, and colds and catarrh are the usual result. 
Never hurry at shearing; treat the animals kindly 
and never cut the skin, as wool never grows again 
on cut spots. A master of his business will take 
the fleece off whole, close to the skin, without 
drawing blood; none other should be employed. 
The lambing season is a critical one for both 
mother and lamb, and they should be watched 
closely and treated with the best care. < 'astration 
and excising tails are necessary operations, but 
they must be performed neatly and quickly, and 
with the least possible loss of blood, and before 
the lambs arc over five days old. Young animals 
have no blood to spare. A sponge dipped in a 
solution of persulphate of iron, applied to the artery 
of the tail after cutting, will prevent bleeding. 
Ticks may be destroyed on lambs by dipping them 
in tobhaco water, but care must be exercised that 
their heads do not get under the liquid. To jire 
rent foot rot, keey sheep on high, dry pastures in 
summer, and in dry clay yards in winter. It is 
as important to cut hay early for sheep as'for other 
animals; late cut hay causes a bad condition of the 
system. Boots are excellent for keeping the 
bowls regular and a small feed w-ould be beneficial 
every day in winter.

i

Saltpetre in the Hog-pen.
1 presume that many of the readers of the 

Farmer are not aware of the presence of saltpetre 
in their hog-pens, or its effect on the health and 
life of their bogs. It is a deadly poison to swine, 
and a hog that has once got a taste of it will dig 
for and cat it until it kills him, and thaty will not 
be long, either, if he is left in a pen wlitfre he can 
get at it. I have seen hogs refuse to eat corn and 
root for the nitre. Add to this the fact that most 
farmers keep their hogs in their barn cellars, which 
arc perfect nitre-leds- that is, they contain all the 
conditions for the formation of nitrate of potash 
oi saltpe re—a valuable fertilizer, but dangerous 
food for pigs.

The ammonia, and especially the liquid portion 
from horses and hogs, contains nitrogen, which, in 
warm weather, rapidly decomposes and turns to 
ammonia, which unites with the oxygen of the air 
and forms nitiic acid. All soil contains more or 
less potash, and this nitric acid, leaching into the 
soil in the bottom of the pen, or the dirt that has 
been carted in, unites with the potash and forms 
nitrate of potash. There is no danger of their 
getting it as long as the pen is wet, but when it 
becomes dry, the saltpetre will crystallize in the 
dirt, and if the pigs get at it there will bo sudden 
and mysterious death in the pen, and the owner 
will wonder what ailed his pigs, they weighing 
well, and the next lie knew they were dead.

But how shall we avoid the danger? First, by 
never putting pigs in an old pen after the manure 
is got out, until the bottom is well covered with 
fresh dirt; then keep it well supplied with loam in 
dry as well as wet weather, remembering that it is 
in dry dirt only that it can crystallize, and while 
it is wet they cannot get at it.—Cor. N. E. Farmer.
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Working; Barron l ows.

An fixpcrienced Kentucky breeder, Mr. Vanmeter, 
writes to the Lire Stork Record,giving the results of 
his treatment of cows that had been deemed to be 
hopelessly barren. This specitic as a remedy for 
barrenness is—work. At the famous New York 
Mills herd sale he purchased, for an old song—*100 

the Duchess of Thorndale, then deemed hopeless
ly barren, as she had not produced a calf for three 
years. His mode of management is simply to pro
duce the flesh without producing inflammation. 
.Starving the animal he thinks injurious, and 
adopts the plan of giving severe exercise with only 
moderate feeding. In most cases he works the 
supposed barren cow under yoke. In the case of 
the third Duchess of Thorndale, he had her led or 
ridden four miles daily, and fed on a limited quan
tity -of hay and fodder. She is now in calf. 
Shorthorn cows arc quite liable to prove, or be
come barren, probably because of their tendency 
to accumulate fat, and if the remedy given above 
prove effectual, and it certainly looks reasonable, 
it will increase the popularity of that breed.

E
Milk as well as Beef. -Ill a recent discussion 

at a meeting of English breeders on the manage
ment of Shorthorn cattle, the chairman said :—• 
“ One great fault in Shorthorn feeding had been 
that they had looked too much to beef and too 
little to milk. He had been grieved to see a 
Shorthorn heifer unable to bring up her calf and 
to require an inferior animal to l>e used. Mr. 
Thomas Bates and other breeders used to boast 
about the milk as well as the beef-producing qua
lities of their animals, but this was not so now. 
The object of the early Shorthorns was not to have 
fashionable herds, but animals in the best condi
tion ; the miners and well paid artizans would not 
buy those great lumps of fat, but as prime mutton 
and beef as could be had. What the farmer now 
wanted was the class of stock lit to bring into the 
market as early as possible, ami which would bring 
the greatest prolit. What was wanted was to pro
duce two-year eld bullocks as prime as they for
merly were at four years.” Our own breeders 
would do well to give heed to the above observa
tions; for too many of them, especially at the 
West, have latterly greatly neglected the milking 
qualities of their Shorthorns, paying almost ex
clusive attention to them for beef. Wo have re
peatedly seen the first prizes at our cattle shows 
awarded to cows that hail but two or three ser
viceable teats, and to others whose udders and 
teats were so small that they could not produce 
half milk enough to keep up a calf, 
thus with the early Shorthorns they were almost 
universally great milkers.
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Preserving Green Food for Sloek.h
if The Central Agricultural Society, of France, 

has, by its practical and scientific commission, 
made an exhaustive report on the process for con
serving green maize for stock feeding, during 
winter and spring, in covered trenches. The farm 
selected was that of M. Goffart, the agriculturist, 
who has adopted the plan since 1852, and who has 
also made it lirst known in France in 1870. There 
is nothing positively new in the idea, 
immemorial, vine leaves have been preserved in a 
green state, in the district of Lyons, and Which 

on of the famous Mt. Dore
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^ From a lecture by Dr. C. F. Kingsbury, in the _
K^Wd Fa™"r- cheer1'." cifler-making countries, the apple pulp

The hour having arrived for closing the discus- js sjmj]arly conserved; in various parts of ( Germany, 
sion upon grass, Dr. Charles F. Kingsbury, of Lyme, several vegetables are preserved in a green state 
proceeded to deliver one of the best lectures of the for f0l]der, being generally seasoned with a quanti- 
course, upon the breeding and care of sheep. He ty of celery ; the same respecting beet pulp. M. 
said if one would be successful with sheep or with <;0fif;irt's soil is peculiarly suited for maize; he pre- 
any other stock, he must love his animals, audit fcrs the South American varieties, the Varaguay 
was very evident to his hearers that the Doctor especially, the stems of which often reach twelve 
not only loves his sheep, but that they also love fe(it jn ],eight. The maize is sown after rye, cut 
him. He thinks sheep farming in New Hampshire green ; the latter receiving the manure, lie cuts 
has paid better for the past twenty years, than any the maize before pitting it, and mixes cut straw 
other branch of farming. At a low estimate, 100 am] chaff with the mass. this induces regularity- 
ewes will, every year, yield a net income of *183, jtl fermentation, and best excludes the air. The 
shearing 600 pounds of wool, and producing eighty iarger the trench the better the mass is preserved; 
lambs. The cost of keeping should be about *297, those who do not chop the maize, sow it thickly 
and the income from lambs should be *240, and to have j;ne gtems. M. Goffart obtains as high as
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A pure bred merino ram, owned by a Mr. Gib- 
of Tasmania, and reared by him there, was

my
tis sue,

sold in Melbourne a short time ago for the sum of 
(ISO guineas. While the ram was in Mr.. Gibson’s 
possession, the amount of money raised by the 
animal's male progeny alone was estimated at up
wards of 5,000 guineas. Merino rams and their 
breeding of merino sheep seem to be almost as 
profitable in Australia as gold digging.
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■ should follow him with a knife, but,struck us as embodying the very essence of all that 

could be said about budded roses; it was : “ They 
treacherous and troublesome nuisance, and

crushing we
in cutting out the borers, too great care cannot be 
taken to wound the tree just as little as possible. 
This heroic method is sure, and requires very little 
time, and no person who takes pride in his orchard, 
or looks to it as a source of profit, can afford to ne
glect this September examination, nor the previous 
application of soap to which it is supplementary.
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are a
must be incessantly watched, stealing more of the 
amateur’s time and care than they are fairly en- 
titled to.” They are the worst of suckers, and he 
who grows them will be well sucked in. In the 
hands of a professional gardener budded roses may 
do, but for the amateur, have them on their own
roots by all means. . „ , . . _ _

In the fruit garden constant watchfulness must About Mil Idling Frillt Trees,
be exercised for insect pests. On the plum trees All successful and intelligent pomologists recom- 
the curculio must be looked out for and destroyed; mend the practice of covering the ground round 

the currant hushes hellebore or carbolate of about fruit trees with straw, coarse manure, sedge, 
lime must be freely used to destroy the worm; the tan bark, sawdust, or any sort of material that will 
gooseberry bushes must be mulched with fine grass smother every weed and grass, and keep the soil 

other suitable article to prevent as much mojat and mellow. It requires only a thin layer 
as possible the spread of mildew. On the apple cf straw to accomplish the desired purpose. Still, 
trees the caterpillars must be looked after and de- one has only a few hundred fruit trees to be 
stroyed. . mulched, it will take such a large quantity of mul-

Talking about caterpillars, any one having a ching material that few persons are willing to incur 
small orchard would save himself a great deal of the expense incident to collecting and spreading 
trouble the following season by going over his tlfe needed supply. A farmer in New Jersey, who 
treos in the fall and cutting off the twigs around has a large pear orchard in full bearing, keeps all 
which he finds the band of eggs fastened by the ground about the trees covered so completely 
these butterflies. with sedge, that not a weed nor any grass appears.

In the vegetable garden late cabbage and celery When pears fall from the trees, they arc received 
are about the only two principal things to attend without being bruised on this soft bed. He likes 
to now. Let those who are fond of celery bear in the practice of mulching fruit trees, but says it 
mind that to have it good it must be grown quick- costs a great deal to collect sedge and spread it. 
ly, consequently it wants generous feeding in the j have a few hundred fruit trees of the most 
way of manure, and any amount of the principal desirable varities; the ground around which is 
ingredient in hydropathic treatment. Hoe thor- mulched as fast as suitable material can be collected, 
oughly and deep; never let the weeds get a start, When all kinds of mulching in my neighborhood 
but hoe before they appear, and you will not only may fie aold for $10 to $20 per ton, trees are not 
have a clean garden, but one in which the garden apt to be mulched. Knowing how highly I value 
products will not suffer from drought as do those weedS) a near neighbor, having four or five acres 
of the gardeners who spare the hoe and elbow Gf bogmead, on which he dreaded to mow with

his own manual force, proposed to give me the 
entire growth of that ground if I would cut weeds 
and all, neatly, and remove the burden from the 
ground.

«The growth of vegetation on such ground must 
be removed every season, or the old and dry stems 

Sancnla Candida—Yah). Sub-order Coleoplera I will render it almost impossible to mow the succeed- 
Family Cerambydda. ing crop. There are thousands of acres of such

grass and weeds about the country which go to 
seed undisturbed, simply because the proprietors 
have not sufficient pluck to cut the heavy growth, 
cure and remove the burden, all of which would 

This pest, which has been so long in our country I ma]iC excellent mulching.—Aciv York Observer.* 
is widely distributed in our State. Very few, if 
any, orchards are exempt from its attacks. Not I
that it always, of generally, totally destroys the j||;umrjj|o; lll<‘ Soil abolit F mit TiCCS. 
trees, still those su tiering from its attacks are . _
always lessened in vitality, and it not infrequently Concerning this important subject, Casper ml- 
happeiis that the trunks become so riddled with jerj 0f Conestoga, Pa., writes :—“Chemistry has 
their tunnels that the tree becomes a prey to the satisfactorily demonstrated that the alkaline earth 
hard winds, which arc sure to come with each re- found in ashes of plants and their fruits, must 
turning year. abound in the soil, or good trees and good fruit

natural HISTORY. I cannot be expected. Potash, lime and phosphate
Tlio 1 with it, two .MP., "■ J™"‘ïï’fS, îyStiTJSS

of white, appeals call y m June, and thence these in a greater or less degree. It is estimated 
through July. N> the egg-laying 18hr that 120 pounds of these alkaline earths are taken 
done ,n,these two months I ho grub, « nt sh with I 0f each acre annually, by a crop of tobacco, 
a black head, eats through the ba'k ai l then wheat, corn, potatoes, trees and fruits, all take
ally passes m and up, frequemtlygating through1, j amoPunt „f this food,and we need, there-
the branches far out towaids the extremity^ I I n=t be surprised that our apple trees are
have frequently found apple tree limbs no huger short.lived and our fruit imperfect. Stable manure, 
than my thumb, with a tunnel as laige as a pipe experience has shown, will not supply
stem. Those arv.-e push the,r sawdust like parti- « ^ctont tl^tity of alkaline salts of which we 
cles back Of them and out<>f j he hoi « V^J^e they r()bbed Qur 0|.chard!f ,)y injudicious cropping. We 
lirst entered, so that it is not ililhuilt to find them. see evidence of this from the fact that no
They live and feed *1 laf a sfimle HrvI orchard can be successfully raised on the site of an
three years; henye wo see how that a single larva ^ These losses can probably be made up
might have bored if left undisturbed, for a.chstancL judicious usc (,f liine or phosphate of lime, ashes 
of several feet. They , finally bore a hole for exit, W “charcoal &c. No general rule can be 
fill it slightly with their sawdust, am a littie back P for the application of these special manures, 
'lf, ,ma.'rV :lf ^ 1! because we do not yet know enough about it to lay

EDITOR.A. PONTE Y

Gardening Operations for July.
This month will bring with it a necessity for 

extra care on the part of any one wishing to be the 
possessor of a beautiful garden in the months of 
August and September, when the majority of 
annual plants, such as asters, stocks, zinnias, bal
sams, &c., will be at their best. It will be highly 
necessary now, should the present dry weather 
continue, to give ample and judicious soakings of 
water to all newly planted things; we say soakings 
in distinction to the usual sprinklings that are gen
erally given, which merely moisten the surface of 
the ground and never reach to the roots ; in fact, 
such waterings are rather more injurious than 
otherwise for anything, tree, shrub or plant, for. 
the reason that they induce a root growth near the 
surface, which is influenced by each recurring sea 
son of drought. The flower beds intended to be 
watered should be thoroughly hard first, and what
ever weeds there may be, raked off ; then the 
water should be applied in the evening with a 
liberal hand. Should the surface appear to.bake 
after watering, hoe and rake again ; the labor will 
not be lost on the flowers;

Verbenas and petunias will commence to 
now, and should be pegged down; this will facili
tate the rooting process at the joints, and thereby 
furnish an extra amount of nourishment to the 
plant ; in short, instead of one plant with one 
root you get a dozen plants in one root, with a 
feeder of its own and the help of the parent root 
as well.

This is the month for roses, that queen among 
flowers. Who, having a garden, would bo without 
them ? The hybrid perpetual varieties, both of 
moss and others, furnish us With magnificent clus
ters of this incomparable flower of every shade of 
color which the rose is capable of. Those who 
the happy possessors of a bed of these delightful 
plants will now reap a harvest of pleasure and en
joyment in admiring them and enjoying their de
licious fragrance.

But along with the flowers or in advance of them 
will come an array of enemies to the foliage in the 
shape of the red spider, green fly and the 
slug. The two former can be kept in check by an 
application of tobacco water through a syringe or 
fine watering can; tiishurst s compound and whale 
oil soap will eradicate the slug. As soon as the 
first flowers show signs of fading, cut them oil 
three or four buds below the flower; this will 
courage the growth of fresh shoots, which will 
again give a succession of fine blooms within a few 
.weeks. *

Dahlias will require tying to the stakes as they 
(continue to grow ; those who want line blooms 
must also give them some liberal dressings of liquid 
manure or mulch the surface about the plant with 
well rotted manure (old hot bed the best), and 
water through it. tilass bottles, with wide necks, 
.filled with sweetened water and hung in the 
plants will attract and destroy the insects which 
.spoil so many good dahlia blooms iii the buds.

Hyacinths, tulips and crocusses that have clone 
flowering should be taken up and packed away in 
sand until the planting season again returns. We 
think it is preferable to leave fillies m the ground, 
marking the spot where they stand, so that they 
may not be disturbed; they gather strength by be
ing allowed to remain a long time undisturbed, 
and by-and-bye, instead of one flower stem to a 
root, you will have half a dozen.

Those who are anxious to propagate them
of the scales at the base
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Apple Vermin.

OLD APPLE TREE BORER.arc

From the forthcoming Report of the State Board of Agri
culture.
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can which they pupate. Soon after, in Jun<} and July, 
the beetles again appear.

- REMEDIES. . •

Soapy mixture* are
these liectlos, sp that in their egg-laying they _ .... a
found to avoid trees* to which such an application tine fruit by digging a trench a few feet from the 
lias been made, 
danger by
early in June, apd again early in July, with,soft I A successful grower of peaches scrapes the soil from

T. T. | the base of the tree and pounds half a peck or
......j of fresh lime around them. Old peach trees
have been renovated by pouring a few quarts of

„ _____ hot lye around them. Five or six years ago,
should always examine the trees early in Thomas Meehan planted an experimental orchard

down a regular formula. But we might say, as 
did the deetor, “quantity sufficient.” Some soils 
may want much, others little, and some one 

found to he obnoxious b> j and some another. Two pear trees that had for 
arc | years brought no good fruit, were made to yield

do so by taking off
of the bulbs and putting in clean sand.

Talking about propagating 
readers may have a favorite rose 
which he or she may wish to increase, 
the time to do so by layering. Take the shoots of 
this year’s growth and pug them down into some 
line sand; especially is this necessary with rosea, 
as many of the plants sent out by nurserymen arc 
budded upon the Manettii stock, and if allowed to 
grow a year or two under the supervision of people 
who are not adepts, the stock will outgrow .the 
variety budded on it, and instead of a good variety 
of hybrid perpetual rose, the single manettii or 

rettii stock will be all that is left.
In scanning over a horticultural work recently, 

article from a sufferer from

some
kindsome one of our 

bush or shrub 
Now is«r

Thus we may hope to escape all trees and filling it with suds mixed with two 
our trees bushels of charcoal and two pounds of potash.shim; the smooth trunks ofwa

soap, or a very strong solution of the same. 
|>Yon, now of South Haven, whose jud 

reliable in such matters, urges that w 
the soap itself.

is more
v c ry 
use

September and wherever we find this pernicious of 1,500 trees—apples, pears, peaches, cherries and 
grub’s saw-dust shingle out we should always give grapes—and from the start put it into grass, am 
him a call Perhaps we may reach him with a wire has since annually taken off over two tons of hay per 
thrust into the hole, and by a vigorous ramming acre. Those who have seen it pronounce it a model 
crush the culprit. lf we have doubts as to the I of perfection.

an

wc came across au 
budded roses, who graphically describes Ins ex-

one of his expressionsperience in the line, and

♦
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5 The Codling Motli. Insects on Flower and Plant Culture. soap to a pailful of water. Early in the mornçur 
use wash with a garden syringe, as with

can reach the under side of the leaf. ïb 
August, if any were allowed to escape in June, they 
avili return again, patch closely and at once apply 
the remedy.

A Long Island fruit grower gives his method of Mrs I. H. Williams,a successful florist,furnished 
dealing with the Codling Moth. After trying a paper for the recent meeting of the Wisconsin 
every suggested mode without effect, he says :
“I have now adopted plain woolen rags wrapped 
around the stems of the trees, and have caught 
many thousands in this manner. Last summer I 
commenced on July 20th, examining these traps 
each week until September 2Sth, and I killed dur
ing that period 2,841. Besides employing these 
traps, I collected and cooked all infested fruit 
which fell from the trees. By this means I de
stroyed the larvæ of a large number of curculio, 
which were also in the immature apples gathered.
By putting on the bands early in the season and 
continuing them late, examining at least once a 
week, both broods which usually appear in a sea
son are kept in check. If every man who has an 
appel orchard puts this simple plan of destroying 
the worms into practice, we should hear less of 
wormy apples.” There is nothing very new to us 
in Michigan in these suggestions. The band sys
tem has long been commended to the attention of 
fruit growers, but the trouble is to get them to 
adopt and practice it. They all hold up their hands 
at conventions in the winter time, but how many 
many go home and practice what is preached ?
That is the trouble !

>e one
3. Horticultural Society, of which the following is the 

main portion :le
1, The aphis or green fly is so well known to all 

plant-growers that it scarcely needs a description, 
and is the easiest to dispose of in the green house 
by smoking with damped tobacco stems, then 
syringing. This knocks the stifled bugs down into 
the earth, where their wings become covered with 
it, and soon die. Plants in the house may be 
washed with warm suds and rinsed off writh clear, 
tepid water, and then remove the surface of the 
soil where they will fall. Garden plants may be 
syringed with tobacco tea, made by pouring boil
ing hot water on tobacco stems. A decoction 
made from quassia chips is also recommended as a 
wash. Encourage the lady-bug and the toad in 
the garden. They are untiring, ever vigilant and 
valuable assistants in destroying those insect 
foes.

e-
Diiration of Pine Forests and Timber- 

Growing.
It is not a small thing to to be treated with __ 

tempt whether forests may or may not be planted, 
and the people and Government be guiltless. 
Scarcely enough timber for the supply of the neces
sities of a generation is left in this country. Ac
cording to a careful statistical calculation by the 
most intelligent lumbermen of the country, there 
is not an amount of pine timber now standing in 
the forests of the United States sufficient to sup
ply the demands of the market for the next eigh
teen years, allowing the rate of .increased consump
tion to be the same as it has been in the last ten 
years. Therefore immediate and extensive plant
ing of pine and other varieties of rapidly-growing 
timber alone can save the future multiplied mil
lions of population from distressing want. On all 
our own wide untimbered plains and among the 
hills and valleys of the Atlantic slope, let thia 
work be done. In a very few years timber may
be raised from seed-planting in abundance both 
for fuel, lumber and the mechanic
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"g The red spider is the mostinsiduous and annoying 

of all insects; its appearance is sudden and it is dif
ficult, on account of its minuteness, to be notiwed 
until much mischief has been done. They 
brought into life by a dry, hot temperature, and, 
when they have taken possession, are a difficult 
claimant to remove. A cool, moist temperature is 
death to them, and this can be obtained by repeated 
dippings and sliowerings. The instinct of self- 
preservation seems strong in all the insect tribe, 
taking refuge as most of them do, on the underside 
of the leaves. Oftentimes the red spider cannot 
be seen without the aid of a glass, but their pre
sence soon speaks for itself by the turning brown 
and curling up of leaves. A wash composed of 
two ounces of soft-soap to a gallon of quite hot 
water, into this dip the infested plants, let them 
drip and return to the wash again, then wasli off 
with clear water.

The mealy bug is the most repulsive looking of 
all insects. When viewed through a microscope it 
resembles a tiny poodle dog, pinkish white in color, 
oval in form, unpleasant to kill, and a very trouble
some intruder. It is found oil hard wooded pi 
such as the fuchsia, ivy, geranium, hoy a carnosa, 
or wax plant, and even taking possession of the 
most prickly of cactus. Smoking, freezing, drown
ing harms them not. The only remedy is a strong 
suds of whale oil soap applied with a tooth-brush.
It is found in the axil of the leaves, where it makes 
its nest, and to the inexperienced eye, looks like a 
mere speck of down, but at that speck take alarm 
and be on your guard, for they spread rapidly.
There is another remedy which is only superior for 
the reason that you are not obliged to rewash the 
plant in clear water to remove the soap. One 
part of alcohol, three parts water, applied with a 
small paint brush

The scale bug is a small, oval, brown-backed in
sect; with thick shell clinging so closely to the stalk 
or leaf that it seems to be part of the plant. They 
must cling by section, for I have never been able 
to discover any visible means of locomotion, or ever 
seen them move, as one may other insects.

They must be rubbed off with the hand, then 
wash with strong suds of whale oil soap. They 
found on obutilons, ivys, orange, lemon, and 
sometimes on roses. Liants thus affected should, 
in the Summer, be planted in the ground and let 
the busy little ants do the work of cleaning for you, 
and right well will they do it.

The thrip is a small, white fly, usually round on 
the under side of the leaves. The least touch of 
the plant will cause them tq rise and fly. They 
afre generally found where plants arc too much years
crowded, or in badly ventilated places. To- 12 to 20 feet in bight and a diameter of 4 to C inches, 
bacco smoke will dislodge them, or where there and valued for various purposes at 80 to 50 cents 
arc but few plants, sprinkle and wash often. They each. The removing of these pays for all the pre- 
be will found on bouvardias, salvias, lantanas and vious labor, and interest on land, and the stock 
roses. Plants so affected will have on the under left on the land, it is safe to say, in 0 years more 
side of the leaf a tiny white speck. This is the will sell for §2,000 per acre. So much for a calm 
egg or germ which produces the insect, so be sure view of judicious investment, where money can be 
and remove it. spared and the future looked to for its return at a

The rose slug is a small light-green worm which large profit. The few varieties I have named are 
makes its appearance about the first of June, to as nothing, for the Chestnut, Butternut, Black 
greet our lovely June roses. They, like the rest, Walnut, and many more of fruit-producing trees, 
shelter themselves under the leaves; they come have in them qualities of value for timber, and 
like a vast army in battle array, ready, to defy us. should the investor grow 1,000 acres, less or 
They make sad havoc, not only with the foliage, more of them, their production of fruit would 
but even destroy the buds, so that some yyys it fully compensate him, if he did not care to thin 
seems impossible to preserve this queen of flowers them out from time to time for sale as timber, 
from their ravages, and many in despair reluctantly This world is only half or a quarter peopled as yet, 
give up the culture of the rose. 1 have tried the and each and every yearmaniabecoming cognizant- 
following, and know it is valuable, destroying ts, and more and more dependent upon tne value 
the slugs without injury to the plants: One-fourth of the fruits of the earth for health and vigor of 
pounds of white hellebore and one-half pint soft life.
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Pole Beans without Poles.
J. B. Root, of Rockford, 111., tells in his Garden 

Manual, how he succeeded last year in raising 
Lima beans without poles. One-fifth of 
was planted in hills, six seeds of each, eyes down, 
and when the runners were three feet. high if 
straightened up the tips were nipped off", thus in
ducing prompt development of all blossoms, and 
a set of side shoots which clung to each other and 
formed a sort of cone. No more pinching in 
practised for fear of too late a growth. The result 
was the plant seemed content with a less stature, 
and a large proportion of the settings matured. 
The crop was fully one-half greater than ever be
fore, and more than a half greater than that 
poles the same season. Hereafter he will confine 
himself to this method, with the difference that a 
lath, set deep, will be used for each hill. This will 
furnish something for the cone to cling to in a wind, 
and the top of the lath will be a good point at 
which to nip the vine. It is added that if the crop 
is raised for ripe beans there should be several 
pickings, as some of the pods touch the ground 
and in a wet time the beans become stained. While 
others are advised, on the strength of this experi
ence, to try the pian, it is “recommended that 
with this, as with all new things, to 1 hasten slowly,’ 
and never risk an entire crop on an experiment. ”

Pear Blight.
G. B. Leighton, at the meeting of the Norfolk, 

Va., Horticultural Society, remarked about pear 
blight : “The Commissioner of Agriculture re
commended the use of carbonate of lime with 
sulphur added, say one pound of sulphur to six 
or eight pounds of carbonate of lime reduoed to 
the consistency of thick whitewash and applied 
to the diseased parts, and w here the bark is dis
eased remove the outer portion before making the 
application. 1 have used this with magical effect 
on blighted or diseased trees, but in the future I 
shall use the formula recommended by Hon. Wm. 
Saunders, of Washington, who has charge of the 
public grounds, as being more economical than the 
above, on account of the volatile nature of carbolic 
acid, to-wit : To half a bushel of lime add four 
pounds of sulphur; slack to the consistency of 
whitewash; and when applied add half an ounce of 
carbolic acid to each gallon of wash and apply as 
soon as needed.

jces
it arts, and all the

blessings of forest protection enjoyed. It was but. 
ten years from my first importation of European 
larch plants, then no larger than a goose-quill, that 
1 cut considerable number of forest-posts, and in 
the twelfth year hundreds, many of them eight to 
ten in "lies in diameter.

My forest at Elgin 111., encircles and covers a 
considerable portion of sixty-live acres of land, and 
has afforded a sufficient amount of fuel for the last 
ten years for two families. When it had been 
planted fifteen years I cut and manufactured into 
lumber several tons of the various kinds of wood, 
namely: European larch, white pine, white ash 
and soft maple, trees having a diameter at the 
stump of from eight to eighteen inches; which 
lumber I incorporated with the finishing lumber 
of my present residence in this city. This artifi
cial forest now standing on land which was bare 
prairie in 1851). This, the planting and raising of 
forests to a size sufficient to cut into lumber for 
building purposes is the work of only a few years. 
’The man of twenty-one years may plant the seeds 
of many of the most valuable varieties of woods, 
and at seventy see stately forests of pine and 
larch, and many other varieties, more than 100 
feet in height and from two to three feet in diame
ter and worth many thousands of dollars per acre. 
— Germantown Telegraph.
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1‘rolit From Forest Trees.
ft matters little whether it bo Norway Spruce, 

White Pine, Scotch Larch, American Elm, Red or 
Soft Maple, &c. ; all and each with many more are 
rapidly and easily grown. The simple course is first 
to sow the seeds thinly in beds with rows 4 inches 
distant each from the other. Shade them, from 
the time of seeding, both winter and summer, 
until they have grown to be 4 to 0 inches high; 

.then, having made the ground loose and pliable, 
transplant into rows 4 feet apart and the plants 1 
foot apart in the rows. This will give something 
over 10,000 plants to the acre. At the end of three 
years every three plants out of four should be 
taken up from out of these rows and replanted in 
another field at distances of 4by fi feet. The growth 
now of both plantations will be repaid,and in three 

more than one half of the whole will be of
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Thinning Fruit.
Marshall P. Wilder, in his address at the Am

erican Pomological Convention, at Richmond, Va., 
said :

This is a lesson which we have learned, and the 
necessity of which we have often endeavored to 
impress upon cultivators, and which successive 
lessons teach with stronger emphasis, 
lutelv necessary for all who send fruit to market 
to send large-fruit, and the markets arc Constantly 
progressing, requiring large and fine fruit, 
the Seckel pear, which once commanded in Boston 
markets the highest price, will not now, unless of 
extra size, sell for any more than, if as much, as 
common varieties of large size. A medium sized 
fruit, or even one of the smaller size, may be more 
economical for use, but until some decided change 
in the preferences of the majority of purchasers 
shall take place, larger fruit will sell better than 
smaller.
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W. have had exceptionally Z**? Ste“L’wk» .S
during the summer, b or ms^ce on the 19th nib Jta araglfs she used to apply a dressing of
ice was formed a quarter of an inch thick a tew p inches thick ; but that garden was
miles to the south of Owen Sound, and on the , when fruit trees
25th the thermometer indicated 92 c in the shade ^nted j.her’e a quantity of shavings had
at this place; and on another occasion the ther- ,,lace l in tlie holes dug for the trees before
mometer was 82= at 4 p.m., on one day, and to be placed in me noies uug
58 ° on the evening of the next day at the same 
place.

So the late Rector of the Agricultural College at 
Guelph has found it necessary to resign office. I 
have noticed the advertisement issued by the 
Minister of Agriculture for another Rector, which 
is the sickest thing I have seen for a long tiinè.
The College under its present management is a 
sheer humbug, a mere refuge for needy Govern
ment partizans, but if the whole establishment 
were let to a company of practical farmers, the 
rent would make some return for its cost, with a 

ch greater amount of benefit to farmers sons 
than will ever be the case at present.

June 8th, 1875.

To the Editor of the Farmer’s Advocate.

GDormpitittntt.
[In reviewing tor the press the communications 

from our many contributors, we have abridged 
them not a little. ‘ They will, we hope, excuse us 
for using the blotting stylus so freely. In all 
communications with our readers our aim is to be 
brief, pithy, and to the point. Some correspond
ence we do not insert at once, but hold over till 
we find less pressure on our columns. The letters, 
queries and observations we 
from the agricultural friends of our journal, even 
if brief, we value highly. They in many instances 
point out to us the want that needs remedying. — 
Ed.]
“ Sarawak ” on tlie Potato Beetle, a 

New Agricultural Implement, &c.
To the Editor of the Farm HR’s Advocate.

they were set out.
I would recommend this subject to the attention 

of vour readers, and hope some of them will be 
induced to experiment with salt and report the 
results. Vhari.es July an.

---- *

Queries on Onion Culture, Quack 
Grass, &e.
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To tlie Editor of the Farmer’s Advocate.

Sir,—Will you or some of your correspondents 
be kind enough to furnish some information re
specting onion culture.

Will it answer to sow the seed in the fall on soil 
that is too wet in tlie spring ?

What are the most profitable kinds ?
How much seed per acre '!
Which is the best way to harvest them ?
What is the average yield per acre ?
Will broadcast sowing answer 
I have read Mr. Hoyle’s method of killing quack. 

This is how we did last summer on a field that was 
part sod, part stubble, some of the stubble being 
very weedy and thistly, and all of it quacky. We 
plowed the stubble early in the spring very shallow 
with a gang plow, so as to cover the seeds of 
weeds, that they might start to grow; allowed the 
cattle to eat all they would, and kept them in till 
they ate everything close. Then about the middle 
of June we cut close with a scythe all thistles and 
weeds the stock had left; plowed deep, and as fast 
as plowed, harrowed slightly to smoothen the 
.rround a hit, and sowed thick with buckwheat, 
keeping the harrows close after the plow. I he 
deep plowing buried the weeds and quack, roots 
and all The close cutting left no stalks for the 
things to breathe out of. Plenty of animals can 
live under water so long as they have their noses 
out. The same rule applies to plants partly. Sow
ing immediately after plowing, while the soil 
yet moist, gave the buckwheat an immediate start. 
It came on well and smothered almost everything 
else that tried to grow, and left the field in fine
order. , , ,

I think this method less troublesome and 
profitable than Mr. Dople’s.

[Onion seed is very hardy, and if sown in the 
fall will, the greater part, if not all, live in the 
ground through the winter and grow the following 
spring. Fall sowing is practised by some gardeners 
in the milder climate of Britain, hut we have never 
known its being tried in Canada, 
in the autumn in our own ground here we have 
known to vegetate freely the succeeding spring, 
but we would certainly prefer spring sowing, if at 

Some of the seed might perish 
winter months, and the

inn

Sarawak.

Sir,—The crops generally are looking well in 
this part of the country, although 1 have heard 

complaints of rust and midge: hut 1 believe 
the damage is partial, although 1 cannot say so 
much for the potato bugs, as they are becoming 
more numerous than ever. 1 happened to pick up 
a bug in my hot-bed in May last, and, observing a 
peculiar appearance about it, I placed it on the 
palm of my hand, and on moving it, 1 found that 
the appearance was nothing but a lot of young 
ones, which began to run about on my hand in a 
very lively manner, so of course I threw the whole 
brood into the fire. This discovery, though of no 
practical use, may account for their being so very 
numerous when they first appear before any pota
toes are overgrown. 1 may add that the parent 
bug, though marked witli ten lines, had no wings 
developed. Farmers at a distance from large towns 
must only plant enough for their own use, and look 
well after them, and at the same time plant only 
the earliest varieties. Last year my Early Rose
potatoes were ripe in three months after planting, 
so that if only these and any other variety which 
may be equally early and possessing better keep
ing qualities, were planted as soon as possible after 
the frost is out of the ground, the whole crop, un
less checked by the June frosts, would be saved by 
the end of July, and the hugs would have to find 
something else to feed on for the remainder of the 

However, a great deal will depend on 
My Early Rose potatoes this year 

planted on the 14th May, and although they 
of a good size and quality, yet they will 

not be ripe in three months after planting ; still 
they will ripen long before the common varieties'. 
When a crop of potatoes can he got oft the ground 
by the end of July, they might he followed by 
crop of White Globe turnips, which would 
in handy for the cows late in tlie fall.

In the Report of the Exhibition of the Royal 
Agricultural Society at Bedlord, I find a Canadian 
drill on a new plan was exhibited by Hollings 
Bros., and I hope the attention ot some of our ag
ricultural implement makers will he directed to 
the new topping and tailing machine, and also to 
the turnip thinning machines, which 1 should 
think would be very useful to those farmers who 
raise large quantities of turnips.

1 have seen a statement that the farmers in the 
Western States are beginning to enquire what has 
become of the money they have subscribed for 
their respective Granges. \V ill you state in the 
Advocate next month to what purposes the money 
subscribed for the District and Dominion Granges 
is applied, and whether the accounts of the le- 

to he audited every year. 1

Is Suit of ally Value as a Fertilizer ?
Sir,—Several years ago Mr. Lawes submitted a 

paper to the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng
land, in which he detailed a number of carefully 
conducted experiments with salt, which showed 
conclusively that a general top-dressing of salt 
exerted no effect at all, either by increasing the 
growth of straw or by augmenting the crop of 
grain. A commission of eminent chemists, desig
nated by the French Government, reported that it 
had no value at all as a fertilizer. It is possible 
that salt may he of some value as a fertilizer in 
this province, which is so far remote from the sea 
that there can he no saline particles in the air, and 
it would he well if some carefully conducted ex
periments were made on different soils and in dif
ferent parts of the country. For such experi
ments to have any practical value it will not he 
sufficient to scatter it broadcast over the whole of 
a field either of grain or grass, and then report 
that the crop was benefited by it, but the salt 
must he used on part ot the field only, and the 
quantity used per acre carefully noted, ami also 
the yield of grain and straw, or of hay, as the case 
may he correctly ascertained.

It seems simply absurd to suppose that a top
dressing of salt, unless very heavy, can have any 
effect in destroying either grubs or wire-worms. 
Suppose 300 lbs. of salt applied to an acre ; that 
quantity contains 4,800 ounces, whilst there are 
4 840 square yards in an acre, so that there would 
be less than an ounce of salt for every piece of 
ground nine feet square or about as much salt as is 
sprinkled on a beef-steak when cooking.

The favorable result of applying salt to Indian 
corn or beans in the hill is owing to the salt being 
applied at planting time, and is explained on the 
theory that the salt being dissolved and taken up 
in the sap, renders the stalk of the corn or beans 
distasteful to the grub. 1 have read an account 
of the experiment being tried by an American 
farmer on part of a forty-acre field of Indian corn, 
with very favorable results. 1 have for the last 
two years tried it myself on beans by scattering 
the salt along the drills as soon as tlie beans were 
covered, and certainly 1 had fewer beans destroyed 
bv thv grub than in former years when 1 used no 
salt Nevertheless, 1 do not consider the result 
sufficiently satisfactory to form a precedent for 
others to follow. 1 intend to repeat the experi
ment this year with more exactness, as the grubs 
are more numerous some years than others. By 
weighing the quantity of salt used and applying it 
only to a part of the crop, I hope to be able to 
make a more correct report at a future time. 1 
have applied salt with a very good effect to onions 
that were being destroyed by tlie onion maggot, 
but it must he applied very thick and more than 
once during the season. 1 have seen brine from a 
beef barrel applied when the onions had obtained 
half their growth, hut although the ravages of the 
magvot ware checked, yet the tops of the onions 
were injured so as to interfere with tlie full de
velopment of the bulbs; so I prefer to use the dry 
salt, and if the weather should prove dry, give a 
good watering immediately afterwards, so as to 
dissolve the salt.

Salt may he beneficially applied to plants of 
cabbage tribe, and also to celery, hut these are 
marine plants originally. 1 have never taken the 
trouble to raise asparagus, as the soil of my gar
den is too heavy for that vegetable, hut a lady who

clean ground ?Oil
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consequence might he a failure or only a partial 
crop. Could not your soil, too wet in the spring, 
be drained ? There is little profit in the culture of 
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doubtful question.

to he best for a general crop, though the 
Danvers are better for keep-

hy some
yellow onion, or 
ing, and the White Portugal is by many preferred 
to all others, as having the finest flavor. To har
vest them you must pull them and then let them 
dry thoroughly. As much as four hundred 
bushels per acre has been raised on good soil, well 

There is no advantage in sowing 
broadcast, compared with drill culture ;

spective treasurers 
have no doubt that the Granges, if honestly 
managed, will prove very beneficial to the country, 
and if the Grangers would exert themselves in 
their respective localities to check the extension 
of horse racing and the consequent gambling, 
wliich, I am sorry to say, appears to he spreading 
amongst the farmers in this part of the country at 
least, if not elsewhere. It has long been a subject 
of regret that farmers’ sons are too fond of leaving 
home and seeking employment in the cities, for 
which their previous habits have not prepared 
them, and if the passion for horse racing and 
gambling should continue to spread amongst them, 
matters will only become worse. The farmers are 
the substratum on which the prosperity of the 
country depends, and if that foundation should 

become rotten at the core, how can the coun
try continue to prosper 1

are

cultivated.
onions
were there no other objection to it than the ex
pense of weeding, that would he sufficient. The 
„ld method of sowing broadcast has given place 
entirely to sowing in drills.—Ed.]

Fall or Winter Barley.
% giR__Would you please inform me through the
Advoc ate if there is any such thing as fall or 
•winter barley, and if it is as profitable to raise as 
surin", and also where the seed can be got.

Wm. Adams.

the

Pigeon Hill, Q., 24th May, IS# o.ever

\



could have but an odd ear here and there the pol
len carried away possibly to some other field in its 
course, if convenient by.

I am a purchaser of grain, and farmers from a 
certain neighborhood whose varacity could not be 
doubted, sell me wheat and assert most positively 
that it is fife, when I consider it golden drop or club, 
but neither the one or the other. I imagine I 
something resembling fife, but more particular to 
the other kind. I ask the question how this comes? 
and find in the locality there is very little fife 

rown, and what is, is soon absorbed by the other 
inds. Then, to have fife or any other kind of 

grain pure, healthy amhkept up, must go on get
ting seed from other localities, and mix equal pro
portion with your own family of grain if good, if 
not, get it in your neighborhood, and even then 
to keep it pure should be universally sown in that 
locality. Of course heavy soil should be sown alto
gether with fife. Grain may be improved by get
ting a good cross by sowing together.

The cereal kingdom goes through the same pro
cess that the animal does; therefore,how important 
it is to mix or marry them. How careful breeders 
of stock are in getting a good cross. A. M. C.—

To A. M. B. Many good farmers we are aware, 
sow wheat mixed as you recommend. This is in 
some measure practised in England, as it is be
lieved that by so doing they get heavier crops. But 
a person going to the expense of procuring choice 
seed, and desirous to perpetuate it, will be careful 
to prevent any admixture. Even in growing for 
the market it is doubtful it the increased yield 
would compensate for the lower price that mixed 
grain would bring. In sowing coarse grains for 
feeding purposes where quality is not so much de
sired as quality, a judicious mixing may be ad
vantageous.

sec

Caterpillars on Gooseberry Buslies— 
Sulphur for Fruit Trees— 

Vermin on Sheep.
Sir,—During my residence in Old England if I 

had a gooseberry tree affected with caterpillar, I 
would dredge it well with powdered white hel
lebore, they would all soon disappear. On one oc
casion, 1 threw a little chloride of lime under the 
tree, it answered the same purpose, but the plan I 
prefei red most, was to sprinkle about the joints 
of the tree a little Hour sulphur. On the south 
side of the large fruit trees 
hole 2 or 3 inches deep close to the ball of the tree, 
and put in a piece of roll sulphur about the size 
of a nut; the object was, that the heat of the sun 
would cause fumes of sulphur to arise, and thereby 
prevent insects from settling on the tree. 1 did it 
about the time that trees were budding. In dry 
weather, when 1 did so, the trees flourished, and 
were free from insects. It is a good plan to plant 
tomatoes by the side of the apple trees to prevent 
the worm.

It is a good plan to pour eold soap suds to the 
roots of the fruit trees; it destroys worms and feeds 
the fruit.

To cure lice or tick on sheep, I would advise 
giving them sulphur with their salt occasionally.

Yours Truly, James Shaw,

Diary ami Book-Keeping for Farmers.
I will just give a description of my way of 

book keeping as a farmer.
First, 1 keep a diary in the following manner: 

l take (say half a quire) of large white paper, 
which is sufficient to keep a diary four years. I 
make two straight lines down the left hand side 
half an inch a part—the first space for the day of 
the week, and the second for the day of the month 
—and head each page with the month and year, 
one page for each month. Thus,

April 187.1.
Commenced plowing, Cool Weather 
Plowing, ...
Plowing, repairing fences,
To Church,
Sowing and harrowing peas,

And so on through the month and year, making 
one line for every day. I make those entries every 
day, or, if I am not at home, or have not time, 1 
enter it the second or third day, or at night when 
1 come in from work. I make an entry of what I 
am employed at each day, such as above, &e.,

1 would also make a
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[We at one time introduced barley for fall sow. 
ing, but it did not succeed, though fall sowing 
does well in England. Bere or Bigg, specially 
adapted for fall sowing, you will find mentioned 
in the Advocate for June. We have not heard of 
its being tried in this country.—En.]

down to beams. I think any person will find this 
kind of.shed more convenient than one long and 
narrow with only room for one row of cows, 
pose 18x48 feet would do for 20, by commencing at 
the right side of the row to milk and loose each as 
she is milked, as we often do even when four feet 
are given to each cow,so as not to be obliged to go 
between two cows.

1 BUp-

Yours Respectfully, 
Winchester, April 101th, 1875. Wm. R. Allison.

From €arlhigfor<l.
Application of Salt.Sir,—I commenced taking your excellent paper 

for the first time this year, and I like it well. It 
is the best agricultural paper I have seen.

We have about sixty acres of land, which can be 
divided into nine fields nearly equal in size. It has 
been cropped with wheat and other grain crops 
until it will hardly bring an average crop. We 
intend going more into the dairying in future, and 
we want to try the soiling system. I have been 
thinking of the following rotation "as best suited 
to yield the most feed : 1st, western corn; 2nd, 
oats; 3rd, green crops for summer feed; 4th, roots ; 
5th, peas ; 6th, fall wheat ; 7th, 8th and 9th, 
meadow. I would like to know whether you think 
the above is the best order for the rotation or not.

Sir,—You will greatly oblige if you will inform 
me what quantity of salt to put on an acre of 
spring wheat or oats, and which is the best time to 
put it on. Also, what is the correct rule for the 
measurement of cattle, to ascertain their correct 
weight. By answering the above you will confer a

Alex. McKinnon.great favor.
Hillsburg P. O., Erin.
[Salt is generally applied sometime before sow

ing the seed, from ten to twenty bushels per acre. 
Mr. 0., of Essex, E., gave a dressing of salt in 
November, after the wheat was sown, about fifteen 
bushels to the acre. It produced at the rate of six 
bushels per acre more than that which was not 
dressed, and it was much better in quality.
(we are informed) for agricultural purposes can be 
purchased at the Huron salt wells for about .f2.50 
per ton.—Ed.]

Would you be so good as to inform me whether 
you know a good plan for destroying blue lice on 
cows, and oblige A Subscriber. Salt

Carlingford, Feb’y 10th, 1875.

[In designing a rotation system you must take 
into account the nature of the soil, as well as the

Thepurposes for which you design the farm, 
succession of crops given will answer, as, for in 
stance, oats after maize. By your system you 
accumulate large quantities of manure.

Pruning Fruit Trees.
Sir,—I write on pruning trees; the month of 

June is the best time; the sap at that time is form
ing into wood, anti is like thick paste. When the 
timber is cut the wound heals over at once; take 
a limb one inch in diameter of a good thrifty tree, 
it will be so near covered in the fall that you 
scarcely put the end of your finger in the space 
uncovered; the wound keeps fresh until covered. 
This time is the best for old and young pruning; in 
the spring the sap runs out and the bark sours, 
which causes a fly to lay eggs in the bark which 
hatches and becomes a worm, and kills the 
side of the tree, if not altogether, and the wound 
becomes black.

Pruning in the winter is still worse, the timber 
and bark dries together for some distance from the 
wound, and will take a number of years to heal 
over.

1 write this from experience. I have worked 
when very young till now, in pruning sn.l grafting 
fruit trees. The best way to convince men, is 
for them to prune in each season, and judge for 
themselves. There are some that you cannot 
vince any other way, and more no way at all.

Yours Respectfully, Henry A. Switzer, 
Blanchard, June 10th, 1875.

can 
It will

be all needed for such a continuous cropping; corn, 
roots, and, not less than others, the meadow, must 
have manure without stint—El).]

Lice on faille.
Sir,—We have had a very sever3 winter. Quite 

a few cattle in this vicinity are infested with lice. 
I will tell you a good remedy : sulphur in a little 
slop or cut feed. Jas. Burrows.

Top Keppel, May 22nd, 1875.

one

[Mr. B.'s brief communication gives a good in
ternal remedy for the disease mentioned by our 
correspondent from Carlingford. Carbolic acid is 
by some recommended as a good external applica
tion So is a solution of tobacco ; kerosene oil 
and ley also diluted, are said to be effectual. It 
is well to bear in mind the proverb—“ Prevention 
is better than cure. ” Good wintering on sound, 
well-saved provender is the best preventative of 
vermin on cattle.—Ed.]

con-

Seed Wheat.
Sir,—1 get your Farmer’s Advocate indirectly, 

and I notice an article in your number for May, 
about changing seed, signed “S,"giving the opinion 
of the Messrs. Gibbs of Oshawa, in the deteriora
tion of your fife wheat, and that you ask the 
opinion of parties in the matter, consequently 1 
will trouble you with a few remarks.

1 have always heard the theory of often changing 
the seed, which is a good one. But in my opinion 
there is one thing they lose sight of and which I 
consider a very important one. That for instance 
when parties change their seed, they sow it ex
cluding their own entirely, anil are particular 
ful that it should not get mixed with their previ
ous seed. Now my theory is the very reverse. By 
all means sow them together, mix as many bushels 
of the new with as many bushels of your own, if 
healthy and of the same kind, so that they flower 
together, for without a doubt impregnation takes 
place from one stem to another, and 1 have 
hesitation in saying that it might be carried 
siderable distance; certainly from one field to an 
other, and probably across some fields. We might 
ask the question, Why white and black oats get 
crossed ? in fact have found them in the 
stem distinct. You will also find corn cross from 
one field to another, white and yellow getting 
mixed, but even in the same field if the wind pre
vails from the same direction at that period, you 
will find very few cars in the side the wind 
strikes first, driving the pollen to the other further 
in, and should you only plant one or two rows 
north and south where the wind could strike it, 
and, if blowing strong from the west or east, you

Milk Sheds.
Sir,—I have not seen anything in the Advocate 

about a Milking Slied, and as I find it one of the 
most useful and convenient out buildings in 
nection with dairy farming, I thought I would 
give your many readers an idea of my plan of one 
( perhaps not the best). It is built for 16 cows, 
side to the road, 16x48 feet, two double stables, 
the bent to which the first row of rows are fastened 
is put four feet from the end of the building, with 
beam right height for the top of the stanchion and 
setback F] inches from face of posts to allow one 
set of stanchions to be nailed on, and then a joist 
11x6 inches nailed to posts, and solid stanchions 
forming a mortise for the loose one to work in, it 
being only 1 4 inches thick, coming two inches above 
the mortise, with the side next the cow beveled 
down to top of beam, and fastened by a loop of 
small round iron with a staple in each end which 
will drop over the stanchion, and by it being 
shoved to its place. These are fastened at the 
bottom between two planks, same as joist above; 
this gives room for four cows. The next bent is 
16 feet from this, and that gives room for four 
more, with their heads^in the opposite direction. 
This is one half the sheds. Seven oreight’feetfrom 
this another bent is put in, leaving room for two 
rows of heads, and,making the other like the first, 
you have the shed complete. The floor is small 
stones, covered; with a square timber for the hind 
feet, and forming a place for droppings. The posts 
are cedar, set on the ground without any timber 
foundation; square roof, and gable ends boarded
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heard.—all was solitary, desolate. A bell, covered 
with dust, stood under a table, and it was not till 
he had rung it with some violence that any one 
appeared. After a time, however, footsteps ap
proached; a door creaked on its hinges at the end 
of a corridor, and presently he who had once bee 
the butler, but was now the general servant 
Crumble Hall, stood before the visitor, 
they could not recognize each other. Kennedy, 
embrowned by an Eastern sun, wasted by the ter
rible A Afghanistan campaign, was hardly like the 
same gay being who, several years before, left the 
hall as a newly commissioned ensign. The old 
servant too, from a comely, well-dressed butler, 
had dwindled down to a shrunken ill-clad serving 
man. The greeting was, however, as cordial and 
as cheering as if prosperity, instead of adversity, 
reigned in the house. The servant was indeed a 
happily-constituted being, whose cheerfulness mis
fortune was no more able to shake, than it was his 
fidelity to his old and ruined master.

“ So, Penthouse/’ said Kennedy, as he threw 
himself into a crazy chair in a small parlor, ‘ ‘ things 
are quite as bad as I anticipated, I perceive. But 
my dear old uncle—how does he bear with all this 
terrible poverty ?”

“ Why, sir,” replied the old servitor, not quite 
so well as I do; but wonderfully wonderfully, 
Master Charles. The pride which led him to litigate 
our extinct peerage (Penthouse always spoke in the 
plural), supports us in the utter ruination which it 
has brought us to.”

“ Fatid perseverance!”
“ Fatal, indeed, sir, for he has not done with it 

yet. Though beaten out of the herald’s office, and 
condemned by the committee of privileges, lie 
fondly clings to the hope of one day obtaining the 
earldom of Crumbleton for himself and Ins heirs. 
He has completely secluded himself in the muni
ment room, reading and arranging the family re
cords in search of fresh evidence, in order once 
more to bring his case before the House of Lords.

“ And has he taken no steps to retrieve his 
broken fortunes by more practicable means ?

“ None, Mr. Charles. The lawyers have nibbled 
, the estate bit by bit, till the park and lawn 
all that is left; and as trees and deer pay no 

rent, I’ll leave you to judge of the short commons 
which have sometimes to be endured under this 
once hospitable roof.”

“ I suppose the old gentleman has become^quite 
a wreck since the decision against his claim ?

“ Ü no, sir; lie is, to all appearance, as hearty as 
ever. His mind, constantly employed m the 
search after some mysterious old parchment, has 
not time to dwell upon his troubles. We lead an 
easy life now, sir, compared to the hurry, bustle, 
and excitement there was while the suit was going 
on. As for me, 1 have had little else to do than 
to amuse myself in the library.”

In the library ? Well, 1 thought 1 found a re
markable alteration in your mode of expressing 

have not visited the library

$)imu Circle.^through the year, and scores of other things which 
take place through the neighborhood. I also take 
a note of the depth of snow at different times dur
ing winter—the time winter sets in and spring 
opens. The time the leaf comes out and haying 
and harvesting commences, and scores of other 
things too numerous to mention here. I com
menced this diary ten years ago, when I was only 
fifteen years of age. It was more to keep my hand 
in practice writing and pastime than anything else 
that I started it, but now I am only a small farmer 
and I would not give up my diary, and be deprived 
of the pleasure of keeping it on any account.
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The Mill and the Manor.
3PART I. At first

On a beautiful autumn evening, a branch coach 
from the Birmingham railway stopped at that most 
ancient inn known as the “ Tabard,” in the village 
of Crumbleton, not far from Warwickshire. This 
being an extremely unusual occurrence, the coach 
was soon surrounded by a crowd of children, who 

joined by an accession of gossips as soon as they 
could hobble up. Perhaps the feeling of curiosity had 
never been So intensely excited since the opening 
of the Stratford station, and the first starting of 
the cross-road coach which was now in the act of 
“dropping” the stranger in the village. The pas
senger was stared at without compunction, and 
each package of luggage minutely examined as it 
was handed from the roof of the vehicle to the inn 
door-step, to find out who could possibly want to 
stop at Crumbleton; not above ten strangers having 
been seen at the place for as many months. The 
schoolmistress, however, happened to place herself 

this very promiscuous committee of inquiry, and 
by dint of perseverance, and a little spelling, was 
able to read the inscription on one of the boxes, 
which ran thus:—“Charles Kennedy, Esquire,
—th Light Infantry.” Having perused once more 
the direction, she pointed her spectacles full in the 
face of the traveller, and throwing up her hands 
uttered a scream, at the same time articulating the 
information that it was ‘ ‘Master Charles. ” Though 
the juvenile part of the community did not know 
Mr. Charles from Adam, yet they shouted out of 
sheer imitation. The innkeeper looked on in stoical 
indifference, for his attention was absorbed by cer
tain slices of bacon which he industriously cut and 
ate from the top of a huge piece of bread, 
wife, however, dropped a respectful curtsey, opened 
the hatch, anil invited the stranger in.

“I would prefer walking up to the Hall at once,” 
said the stranger, “and will send one of the ser
vants for my luggage.” With this, having greeted 
the old “dame” with a kind but melancholy smile, 
he moved away. The schoolmistress 
elevated her hands, invoked a blessing on the young 
squire’s heart, the children set up a loud “hurrah! 
and the innkeeper, laying down his clasp-knife and 
bacon, shouldered the trunks unbidden, and fol
lowed the hero of this extempore village ovation. 
“That’s right, neighbor,” exclaimed the old dame.
“ Poor Master Charles wont find many servants to 
do his bidding nuir. 1 suppose the ruin of the 
family has brought him home from foreign parts.

. , , ,, , . „„ Poor squire ! poor Master Charles !” As the old
August 12.—Finished reaping the fourteen acie gchooln^istrcsa hobbled back to her cottage, she

Reapers and was obliged to stop to wipe her spectacles—they 
were dimmed with tears.

“So trade is very bad in the village ?” said 
Charles Kennedy, continuing a conversation he had 
begun with mine host of the ’1 abard.

« - Terrible, sir—the workhouse will be full again 
What’s to mend the 

The Brampton people
A new squire 
of trade the

I also keep a day-book in which I keep an ac
count of all my credit dealings, such as store
keepers’ accounts, blacksmiths’ shoemakers sad
dlers’ accounts, &c., so that, by looking over these 
accounts a short time, I can tell at any time the 
exact amount I owe to any creditor, as 1 keep each 
account in a place by itself. I also balance my 
Ixioks, or take stock at the end of each year thus:
I put a reasonable value on each parcel of property, 
:aud sum it up and then the debt, if any, ana su b- 
tract the less from the greater and I have the total 
amount I am worth clear of debt. In this way a 
man can tell how much he gains or loses each year. 
Some will think that this mode will take a good 
deal of time and trouble, but it does not take as 
much as one would imagine. The advantage and 
pleasure of knowing how we are prospering over
balances all the trouble or expense incurred by 
keeping an account of our financial affairs. H any 
of the readers of the Farmer’s Advocate bave an
other way of keeping their accounts, which they 
think better, we would like to hear from them; we 
may improve by so doing.

Markdale, Ont.
A system as given above by C. W. R. is such as 

should be pursued by farmers more generally than 
we fear it is. Not exactly the same, but, as it is a 
regular daily entry of the weather, work done, and 
receipts and expenditures.

The diary kept by the writer was more explicit, 
fuller in details, stating at the conclusion of any 
piece of work the number of hands employed 
it, and its cost as far as could at the time be ascer
tained, as, for example,—

Saturday, Feb. 28.—Finished plowing rock field 
Time plowing, 1) days. Flowed average 8 

Gold north wind. Same day finished

were

on

C.W.R

His

away
are

once moreon

6 a. 
inches.
turning composite heap in north field—6 day’s
work.

Very heavy crop of oats, 
binders 72, at 2s. fid. a day—£9. Note any plan
tation measure. Glorious harvest weather.

field.

yourself. 1 find you 
in vain.”

“ Alas ! sir,” rejoined the worn-down servant 
with a sigh, “ there is no plate to see after now; no 
cellar-book to keep; ‘Othello’s occupation’s gone, ’ as 
ghakespeare says; and so, sir, 1 have been obliged to 
go through a course of English literature for want 
of anything better to do.”

“ l)o not regret that, Penthouse,” exclaimed the 
young visitor; “better times are in store for us. 
In the first place, my uncle must be wakened out 
of his long dream, and that part of the estate which 
still remains to us must be cultivated, for which 
the small capital produced by the sale of my 
mission will suffice. It shall never be said that we 

No, no; the plate-chest

Sept. 9.—D"liv-rcd at L----- Mills 215barrels of
oats, produce ol fourteen acre field—nearly 151 
barrels, or SC . ’ Wiels, per acre—price, 12s. per bar
rel. Weather avorable for Autumn work. Brief 
notes as the nove for every day throughout the 
year would 1>; v\ : y valuable for future reference.

when the harvest’s done, 
times 1 don’t' know, 
totlier side of the park arc all alive, 
is building a big mill there, but none 
comes to us. There is some talk of the Hall being 
sold—perhaps that will help us. ”

Sold!” exclaimed the person addressed; “are 
things so bad as that ?” He walked rapidly on to 
conceal his agitation, but it was increased when he 
came in sight of the hall of his forefathers.

Crumble Hall was one of the most picturesque 
objects in or near the county of X\ arwiek. Seated 
on an elevation in the midst of a well-wooded park, 
the old manor-house stood out in bold relief from 

, , the rest of the landscape. The irregular, almost
[Trifolium is the botanical name of clover, a grotesque outlines it exhibited, showed even from 

genus of plants comprising many species, of which a distance that it was no modern building, and a

w* 7 “7j™clover), Crimson Clover, White Clover, ^ cllow sillee (Jharies Kennedy last quitted it. The greater 
Clover (Trefoil). Of the great value of clover Mr. portion of a decayed clock-tower had fallen down, 
S. needs no information; it is well known to every iU1q a stable had been unroofed. The lawn, which 

liv “Trifolium” you may refer to some in his recollection was neatly kept, was now over 
' y •' • We have run with rank grass and wild flowers. The park

fences were broken, and at the moment Charles 
entered the lawn, a couple of beasts were grazing 
close under tbe drawing-room window. The inn
keeper deposited his burden at the door, and de 
parted.

It was with great difficulty that .Kennedy was 
able to master his agitation while standing in the 
entrance hall of the decayed manor-house. No one 

there to greet him; not a sound was to be

on

Trifolium.
Sir,—Please tell me through your valuable pa- 

about Trifolium—where the
com-

per all that you can 
seed is to be obtained, price per bushel, and how 
much to the acre should be sown ; also, is it an

A. Schultz,
Clontarf, Ont.

fall without a struggle, 
shall be unlocked, and the cellars stored yet !

“Bravo, Master Charles !” exclaimed Penthouse,
yon’ll put new

annual plant.
started up in a sort of ecstasy; 
blood into us. I have not heard a hopeful, or—no 
offence to master—a really common-sense word 
since you left us. And now, then, let me prepare 
him for the news of your arrival. With this the 
old man tripped ont of the room with the lightness 
and alacrity of youth.

Meanwhile Kennedy walked into a back-room to 
get glimpse of a prospect over which he had ram
bled in childhood. There was a stream at the foot 
of the park, along the banks of which he had 
sported in younger and happier days. How often, 
while traversing the parched plains of the East, 
had memory pictured each shaded nook into which 
the little river forced itself ! For miles its banks 

familiar to him as his alphabet; and it was 
naturally the first object: he wished to seek out. 
On entering the room, which commanded a view of 
the stream, he found it dark; the window shutters

farmer.
particular foi age plant, not to clover, 
heard Lucerne called Trifolium, though it is not 
such, properly speaking. lu Europe it is 
sidered as of great value as a forage plant, but is 
not much known in this country, 
plant referred to, we can procure you a few pounds 
(enough for a first trial). The price is fibout 30c. 
per lb. It is well worthy of a trial.—Ed.]
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11 were closely barred. He unfastened them, looked 

out, and, instead of the romantic little brook he 
sought, he found a huge ugly dam, beside which 
there shot up to an immense height a chimney, 
which the bricklayers were at that moment crown
ing with the last row of bricks. A crowd of slaters 
covered the roofs of a vast series of buildings. The 
whole face of the exquisite landscape was altered 
and destroyed. Kennedy turned away with a mo
mentary disgust. These objects told the tale of 
his uncle’s ruin more forcibly than the choicest 
phrases of the newly-learned Penthouse. One of 
the finest portions of the Crumble estate had fallen 
into the hands of a new order of aristocracy—a cot
ton lord !

In the midst of these reflections Penthouse en
tered. He instantly shut the windows, and barred 
them as closely as if he dreaded a siege. Such 
were the squire’s orders; for, from the day the 
foundations of the new buildings were laid, every 
window in the house which overlooked them was 
shut up. Mr. Crumble wished to blot them out 
of his memory, in spite of the noise of the 
and the rushing of the waters. “ He heard the 
decision of the House of Lords against him," con
tinued Penthouse, “ without a sigh. When the 
lawyers came upon him with their folio volumes of 
bills of cost, he gave up his title deeds without a 
groan; but when he heard about the cotton-mill, I 
thought my dear old master would have died. It 
was then I wrote the letter which has brought you 
home, sir.” This was said as they wended their 
devious way, through narrow passages and dark 
stairs, to the muniment room.

In that apartment sat the appellant to one of the 
most celebrated “peerage cases” of the present 
century. He was surrounded on all sides by deeds, 
family registers, and county “histories," still in
tent on an object which had employed his energies 
and his means from the day he became of age to 
the present, despite the utter futility of his lab 
Charles embraced his uncle with the warmth of 
true affection, and the old man received him with 
a degree of pride almost amounting to exultation. 
Kennedy was an orphan, the last existing repre
sentative of his ancient lineage, and the natural 
affection which the old man felt was increased a 
hundredfold on that account. Charles sat with his 
uncle till a late hour, recounting his Eastern ad
ventures; but cautiously abstained from alluding 
at present to the decay of the estate, 
rible cotton-mill.

About a week after his arrival, Kennedy was 
strolling beside his favorite brook. He was deeply 
musing on a consultation with his uncle, from 
which he had just risen, and grieving at the firm 
hold family pride had taken in the old man’s mind. 
He had seated himself on a bank which, being at 
some distance from the new factory, had remained 
undisturbed by plans of the engineer or the spade 
of the excavator. He was comparing the scene as
it existed in his nonage with its altered, and, in 
his view, ruined appearance, when, amongst other 
objects quite novel to the scene, he espied between 
the trees a fluttering ribbon. On nearer examina
tion, he perceived that this delicate pennon waved 
from a bonnet, which surmounted the half-con
cealed person of one of the loveliest young ladies 
he had ever beheld. She was seated on a camp- 
stool amidst a thick plantation of shrubs, sketch 
ing so busily, that she did not perceive she was 
being overlooked. Kennedy's nearer approach, 
however, undeceived her; she looked up, and with- 
our betraying the smallest alarm or embarrassment, 
asked him what o’clock it was ? Charles answered, 
apologising in the same breath for having disturbed 
her. ‘Nay,’ replied the damsel, ‘it is I who ought 
to ask pardon—I am trespassing.’ Kennedy beg
ged she would not deem herself an intruder; she 
was extremely welcome to the use of any part of 
Crumble Park. ‘Really,’ thought the young lady, 
resuming her drawing as she cast a furtive glance 
at the shooting-jacket Kennedy wore, ‘this is one 
of the best-bred gamekeepers I ever met with. 
Have you much game in these preserves Ï’ she in
quired aloud; going on w ith her sketch quite un
concernedly.

T have seen very little yet.’
‘Perhaps you have not been long in this place ?’
‘Exactly a week. ’ A pause ensued; the young lady 

went on ‘washing in, a bit of the waterfall made by 
the weir which she was copying, the young gentle
man thinking all the time that, she was, in spite of 
her great beauty, by no means the' most retiring 

' young lady he had ever met with. The pause con
tinued to rather an unpleasant length; and Charles 
was on the point of soliciting a glance at the draw
ing, when the lovely artist looked up abruptly from

her picture, and said with the utmost naivete, T 
wish you would do me a favor. I find my sketch 
wants animation, and a gamekeeper in the fore
ground would improve it wonderfully; now, teould 
you kindly stand just at that turn of the brook 
where the bulrushes are ? for I always sketch from 
nature when possible. But you have not got'your 
gun.
Charles almost mechanically did as he w 
‘Thank you,’exclaimed the young lady when he 
had got into position; ‘that will do very well, if you 
will be good enough to lay the gun across your 
arm. ’ Charles obeyed her command as well as the 
parasol would allow, and stood for some minutes 
in the most picturesque attitude he could assume, 
wondering what was to come next.

Had he known what was really in store for him, 
he would not have remained so long where he was. 
Placed with his back to his new acquaintance, his 
eyes were turned towards the dam, which he had 
just time to perceive had not been very securely 
constructed. The thought hail scarcely crossedliim, 
ere a rushing noise warned him of an approaching 
danger. He had just time to step back and clasp 
the girl in his arms, when the dam gave way; and 
the waters with unresisted impulse burst over the 
very spot where he and his companion were stand
ing ! He seized with one arm the trunk of a tree, 
hoping to hold his fair charge in the other till the 
shock of the waters had passed. But the torrent 
was too powerful; it swept all before it. The tree 
to which he clung was uprooted, and the whole 
mass with its living freight floated rapidly down 
the stream. Kennedy, though separated from his 
lovely burden by the shock, called to her to keep 
fast hold of the tree. His warning was useless, 
for when he was again able to look round, she had

“Persevere and Succeed.”
When

e
your plans of life are clear, 
Persevere and succeed ;

But no faster than your brains,
Haste is always in the rear ;

If Dame Prudence has the reins, 
Persevere and succeed.

Do not ask too broad a test—
Persevere and succeed ;

Lagging never clears the sight ;
When you do your duty best,

You will beat know what is right— 
Persevere and succeed.

Never doubt a righteous cause, 
Persevere and succeed ;

Throw yourself completely in ;
Conscience shaping all your laws, 

Manfully through thick and thin, 
Persevere and succeed.

Do not ask who'll go with you— 
Persevere and succeed ;

Numbers ! spurn the coward's plea !
If there be but one or two, 

Single-handed though it be, 
Persevere and succeed.

Though before you mountains rise, 
Persevere and succeed ;

Scale them ? Certainly you can ;
Let them proudly don the skies ; 

What arc mountains to a man? 
Persevere and succeed.
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In the other years when Maine was a district of 
Mass., Ezekiel Whitman was among the chosen to 
represent the district in the M assachusetts legia- 
lature. He was an eccentric man, and one of the 
best lawyers of his time. In those days Whitman 
owned a farm, and did much work upon his land ; 
and it so happened when the time came for him to 
set out for Boston, his best suit of clothes was a 
suit of homespun. His wife objected to hie going 
in that garb, but he did not care. “I will get a 
nice fashionable suit made as soon as I reach Bos
ton,” he said.

Reaching his destination, Whitman found restât 
Doolittle’s City Tavern. Let it be understood 
that he was a graduate of Harvard, and that at 
this tavern he was at home.

As he entered the parlor of the house, he found 
that several ladies and gentlemen were there 
assembled, and he heard a remark from one of 
them. “ Ah, here comes a countryman of the 
real homespun genus. Here's fan.”

Whitman stared at the company, and then sat 
down.

“Say, my friend, you arc from the country," 
remarked one of the gentlemen.

“Ya-as,” answered Ezekiel, with a ludicrous 
twist of his face.

The ladies tittered.
“ And what do you think of our city ? ”
“ It’s a pooty thick settled place, any how. It’s 

got a sweepin’ sight o’ houses in it.”
“And a good many people, too ? ”
“Ya-as, I should reckon so.”
“ Many people where you come from?”
“ Wal, some."
“ Plenty of ladies, I suppose ? ”
“ Ya as, a fair sprinklin'.”
“ And I don’t doubt that you are quite a beau 

among them ? ”
a-as, I beaus ’em home—tew meetin’ and 

singin’ schcwl.”
“ Perhaps the gentleman from the country will 

take a glass of wine ? ”
“Thankee. Don’t care if I do."
The wine was brought.
“ You must drink a toast.”
“Oh, git eout ! I eats toast—never heard o’ 

sich a thing as drinkin’ it. But I kin give ye a 
sentiment.’’

The ladies clapped their hands ; but what was 
their surprise when the stranger, rising, spoke 
calmly and clearly in tones ornate and dignified as 
follows :

“ Ladies and gentlemen, permit me to wish you 
’health and happiness, with every blessing earth 
can afford; and may you grow better and wiser 
with advancing years, hearing ever in mind that 
outward appearances are often deceitful. You 
mistook me, from my country dress, for a country 
booby, while I, from the same superficial cause, 
thought you were ladies and gentlemen. The mis
take has been mutual.”

He had just spoken when Caleb Strong, Gover
nor of the State, entered and enquired for Mr. 
Whitman.

“ Ah—here I am, Governor. Glad to see you.” 
Then, turning to the dumb founded company :

“ 1 wish you a very good morning.”
And he left them feeling about as small and 

possible for full grown people to feel.
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mi- disappeared. By a strong effort he clutched, in pas

sing, the Lough of an overhanging tree,and thus stop
ped his own dangerous career. He strained his

re-
nce
Is.” eyes in the hope of seeing his companion, and present- 

lyperceived her struggling to free herself from a 
quantity of floating foliage in which she was entan
gled. Kennedy dared not move to her rescue, lest 
the whole mass should disengage itself before he 
could reach the spot where it had stopped. It 
was lucky he did not, for in another instant it 
swam rapidly towards him. As it passed the tree 
to which Charles clung, he seized the dress of the 
girl, and by a violent effort succeeded in staying 
her future progress, and in keeping her head above 
water. Presently his cries for assistance brought 
several workmen from the mill, and the young 
lady and her preserver were dragged safely to 
land.
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The female was to all apperance drowned. Her 
features were pale and calm as death; her pulsation 
was imperceptible; her arms were rigid. In this 
state she was hastily carried to Crumble Hall.

Charles rapidly preceded her, and, without re
gard to his own condition, gave such orders as 
enabled the old female domestic, who was Pent
house’s only remaining fellow-servant, to get a 
room ready for the reception of the stranger. 
Luckily, the rumor of the accident brought the 
village doctor to the spot. Under his directions 
the sufferer was placed in bed, and every means 
were used to restore animation that skill and ex
perience could suggest.
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To be Continued

/Laughing Children.
Give me the boy or girl who smiles as soon as 

the first rays of the morning sun glance in through 
the window, gay, happy, and kind. Such a lioy 
will be lit to “make up ” into a man—at least 
when contrasted with the sullen, morose, crabbed 
fellow, who snaps and snarls like a surly cur, or 
growls and grunts like an untamed hyena from the 
moment he opens his angry eyes till he is “confront
ed” by his breakfast. Such a girl, other things 
being favorable, will be good material to aid in 
gladdening some comfortable home, or to refine, 
civilize, tame and humanize a rude brother, making 
him gentle, affectionate and lovable. It is a feast 
to even look at such a joy-inspiring girl, and see 
the smiles flowing, so to speak, from the parted 
lips, displaying a set of clean, well-brushed teeth, 
looking almost the personification of beauty and 
goodness, singing, and as merry as the birds, and 
wide-awake birds, that commenced their morning 
concert long before the lazy hoys dreamed that the 
sun was approaching, and about to pour a whole 
flood of light and warmth upon the earth. Such a 
girl is like a gentle shower to the parching earth, 
bestowing kind words, sweet smiles, and acts of 
mercy to all around her—the joy and light of the 
household.
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pinnitHUMOROUS.62. I’m quiet and noisy, I’m narrow and broad,

I’m used alike by peasant and lord;
By my aid I succour, and also destroy ;
In various ways man doth me employ.
Still as the dead, like a lion I roar,
You’ll find I’m employed in scrubbing the ttoor; 
In every land yon will see me there,
And great the distress when my presence is rare.

Maggie Jane Stevenson.

Horn's ityartmtut.
HeThe Maiden’s Prayer— “Papa, buy me 

summer suit.”
“This,” thought a boy, while being whipped by 

his fond papa, “Is very like a whale.’
“I am astonished, my dear young lady at your 

sentiments; you make me start. ’ ^ ell> I liavc
been wanting you to start for the last hour.

I don’t wish to say anything against the indi
vidual in question,” said a very polite gentleman, 
lint would merely remark, in the language of the 
poet, that to him truth is stranger than fiction.

The latest conundrum is, “Why is the Fourth 
of July’'” That’s all. An interval of fifteen 
minutes is here allowed for guessing the

the conundrum is put again in this form.

a new

South Granby, June 4, 1875.
Dear Uncle Tom,—I wish to return my thanks 

for the three packages of flower seeds, which I re
ceived as third prize for the puzzles which I sent 
last month. Inclosed find a photograph of the 
Queen, also one of Lord Dufferin, which I take the 
liberty to send as a prize, to be given to the first 
correct answers received to the following conun
drums :—

1. Why is the wick of a candle like Mount Per- 
nassus ?

Whites of 4 e 
butter, 1 of swe 
milk, 1 of crear 
melt the butter 
then pour in thAnswers to Puzzles in June No.

46. Chair-hair-air. 
48. Horse. 49. Violin.

53 The
45. Pi - an - o.44. Clover

47. Ouse, Wye, Trent.
50. NINE. 51. Cow. 52 A quiU pen. 
whale that swallowed Jonah. 54. MDLXXV 11 
Macdonald, of Glencoe, Duke Ednc, Leognns. 

the warmest and Xenophon, Xantippe, Vandyck, Ira (Northumber- 
land), Isambard, K. Brunei.

Answers Received to June Puzzles.—M. E. Then ,,
g4>t« "to’tïenepïïrôï | tBSS&LTiSS&K Mar«.rio Mc- King Jna I. to ”=« ™"e‘*e‘1

f—- - D““Im"

! Charles Regan, London; J. Patterson, Du,art; M. mak> him a lord and ye wull, but it is beyond my 
... . ,1 i nof i Glass London Township; J. Hind, Goderich; J. power to mak’ him a gentleman.

55. There is something in your thumb that , ^ ottawa; C. Kind, Bluevale; W. S. Mont- Th best description of weakness we have ever
in your hand; . ,, . , Clemens West Williams ; Tom Ruston, , contained in the wag’s prayer to his wife,

l I* is in Jerusalem but not m Egypt; s 1lain , Sebringville; F. Lowry Richardson, March ; John ‘ h ave him some thin chicken broth:
It is in a mountain, though not in a hill Hn„aPSOanboro’- Margarie McDonell, Glennevis; '™e she please try to coax that chicken just toBut if you B^rchthe whole world through Hattie Haviland, ^Shtugfthe" solp once more.

you 11 find it in mill. Johnstox. | In^ersoU; W. A. Cross, Lefroy ; Jas. H. Cross,
56. * What is it that was two weeks old when Adam Ca' 6 TQ MaY Puzzles too Late for June

was no more, ! At.vopatf —D R Macdonald, Glen Norman; E.
Anfivebscore.,t "" h™ ^Frank’ £ ' ! Finn, Winnipeg; Joseph Hynes, San Francisco.

Half a poun. 
suet, i lb. brov 
crumbs, $ cup 
spoonful of flou

2. What garment is at 
the coldest ?

once 
Yours truly, answer. One cup grat 

of bread crumb 
suet, i of sugai 
as plum puudi 
from it.

Canadian Ciff.

Puzzles. One-half cup 
of sweet milk, 
Tartar, i soda.

Two cups of 
egg, J cup lard

much to thePerkins will get tight occasionally, 
astonishment of all liis friends. “For years, says 
he “it was unaccountable to me, for I ne\ei did 
drink but a mouthful or two; and the cause never 

did strike me until I measured 
my mouth that it held a pint.

A gentleman meeting a Wall-st. 
friend, said: “ I’ve just mort
gaged my house, and have several 
thousand dollars to spare. Can t 
you tell me something neat and 
safe to go into ?” “Yes,” replied 
the broker, “I can put you to a

One and a-1 
yolks of the < 
which add tin 
gether; whisk 
them graduall; 
the mixture, d 
lard. Let the

57. A word of three letters, easy 
and short,

Reads backwards and for
wards the same,

It\expresses the sentiments 
warm from the heart,

And of heanty has perfect 
claim.

Minnie A. Johnston.
58. We left our little ones at home,

And whither we went we did 
not know;

We for the Church’s sake did 
roam,

And lost our lives in doing so.
We went a straight and for

ward road,
With all the wicked full in 

view;
We lived to man and died to 

God,
YTet nothing of religion knew.

Jane Mari ah Lynn.

square word.
59. A large whirlpool; a chain 

of mountains in the old world; a 
narrow alley; to run from danger.

Aggie Johnston.

enigmas.
60. I am composed of 27 letters.

My 1, 6, 7, is a product of my 23 
My 11, 12, 18, 3, cannot do without my 23, 20, 

15, 22.
My 18, 13, 14, is generally seen m conjunction 

with my 17, 4, 10, 9.
My 2, 24, 4, 3, is sometimes caught with my

11, 17, 9. ,, .
My 23, 21, 26, 1, is no use except there is 

plenty of 16, 12, 18, 8, 4.
My 19, 6, 22, not many people would like to 

do without.
My 11, 25, 9, has caused much 27, 25, 26.
My whole is an old and true proverb.

Henry Fitzjohn.

One cup of 
teaspoonful of 
a little salt; si 
put the apple 
the batter ovething; buy that mortgage on 

house !”P sure 
your

A farmer was sowing his ground, 
when, two smart fellows riding by,

I one of them called out with an m-
! soient air, “Well, my good fellow,

’tis your business to sow, but we 
I reap the fruits of your labor.” The 

rustic replied, “ ’Tis very like 
you may, for just now I am sow
ing hemp.”

The heavy fall of “mountain 
dew ’ in the streets of Dublin, on 
the occasion of the great fire,

; attended with fatal results to 
three of the guzzlers. They drank 

I themselves to death because whis- 
i key was to he had for the dipping 

up, but didn’t die in vain, for it 
will give temperance lecturers a 
lever to work by.

One cup of 
lard, 1 teaspoi 
hot lard.my

One quart o 
1 cup of suga 
the whites to 
white sugar p 
for a few min

*

HE

Three cups 
butter, 2 egg 
soda, 1 lb. of 
together and 
It is best whe

was

■ -*«£23 The whites 
sugar, half cn 
tar, one teas] 
starch, one cu 
in the cream :

OF HUNTING THE ALLIGATOR.A MOORISH MODE
more heardThe horn of the liouse-lly is onceThe Alligator.

witnessed on the hills.
“I am afraid youThis is a scene of common occurrence 

bv travellers in hot Eastern countries, and in 
South America. It is also a sport frequently cm 
Hatred in by the Moors. I wonder how my nephews 
would like to amuse themselves at it during the 
summer holidays; metliinks they wouhl rather he 
be excused The mode of capture is simple, but 
remdres oourac-e. The Moor has one arm covered wX mail or mm, in the hand of which he ho da a 
barb, sharpened on either ends, and in- the otlie^

SS

the more he wrestles with it the tighter it becomes 
i Thus secured the Moor brings the ‘la«|er nto 
operation on him, and terminates ll s jt
The greatest danger lies in inserting the h. , 
chances to sidle, and the alligator makes another 
grab, then “Good-bye, Mr. Moor.

will come to want,’ said an 
“I have come to 
“I want yourold lady to a young gentleman, 

want already,” was the reply.
, 25, 26, 5.

Chop fine 
spoonsful of t 
gar, add a lit-^^grasshoppers have a new enemy in the north- 

west- having eaten up the crops, the inhabitants 
are retaliating by eating them The Mennonites 
are said to enioy them as food immensely. bo, 
from the fact that Mennonites are hearty eaters we 
expect that the grasshoppers will soon disappear 
and ere long this source of nourishment to the 
Mennonites will he at a discount.

The Old London papers tell a sad story of tha 
irreclaimable being tlie British Jack Tar At one 
of Moody and Sankey’s recent meetings theie was 
a great outpouring, and after the audience lia< 
given all necessary indications of a hopeful state of 
mind, Mr. Moody called upon all those who wished 
to go to heaven to rise m tlieir place. One after 
another all the persons present remained standing 
save one perverse sailor, who obstinately kept his 
seat Fixing this obdurate mariner with his eye, 
Mr Moody addressed him and asked if it could be 
possible he did not wish to go to heaven also kes, 
your honor,” responded Jack; I wish to g 
heaven.” “Then why don’t you rise with the 
rest?” “Because,” replied Jack, very slowly, ar 
surveying the whole company with a scrutinizing 
glance, “ because I ain’t going to ship with any 
such a looking crew as this? ’

Take soda 
enough to co' 
serve dessert 
and sugar am

One oz. of 
1 pint cold w

Four cups 
teaspoonful s 
lemon.

61. I am composed of 15 letters.
My 1st is in fancy; my 2nd in fame;
My 3rd is in bread; my 4th is in name;
My 5th is in paper; my 6th is in read;
My 7th is in search; my 8th in agreed;
My 9th is in day; my 10th is in verse; ot)ler night two men, evidently green ones,
My 11th in moon; my 12th m converse; wen(. into a telegraph office for the purpose of send-
My 13th is in able; my 14th in intend; ■ a aispatcli. The message was taken by the
For to close it at last with my loth in end. ®rator and the pair proceeded down stairs. They

My whole you will find is the farmer s best friend, P just’reached the sidewalk, when the gong at a 
To^read and to study, but not for to lend; neighboring hotel was sounded for tea. kV here-
’Tis so cheap and so useful to keep by the fire, 8 0ne of them excitedly exclaimed, “By
To read in the evening when from work you retire. there it goes, Jim !”

Beamsville
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139SUPPLEMENT TO THE FARMER’S ADVOCATEJuly, 1875.
v 3b

(gntotttobgy.white or brown soap. Fold a clean towel three or 
four times, spread it over your dress, and spread 
out the glove smoothly upon it. Take a large 

, _ . piece of white flannel, dip it into the milk, then
Household Recipes. rub it upon the soap, and rub the glove down-

delicate cake. ( ward toward the fingers, holding the wrist of it by
of flour 2 of sugar, 1 of the left hand. Continue this process until the 

^hites of 4 egg , • ? teasnoonful soda in the glove, if white, looks of a dingy yellow, but if
butter, 1 of sweet m^k, ^ i^Pfhe flour Dq not colored, looks dark and entirely spoiled, how let
S'tLtoU-, b„t b». ,« and together, th„

then pour in the eggs already beate . however, to omit no part of the glove in rubbing
Fio pudding. jt) an,i see that all the soiled parts are thoroughly

Half a pound of figs, cut small and bruise A lb. c]eaned. This process applies only to white and 
suet, A lb. brown sugar, 3 eggs, A lb. grated bread ; colored kid gloves. For black gloves that are
crumbs, $ cup jelly tilled up with water, a large soiled, turned white and otherwise injured, take a
spoonful of flour. Steam or boil. tablespoonful of salad oil, drop a few drops of ink

MARY’S PUDDING. into it, and rub it all over the gloves with the tip
One cup grated carrots 1 of grated I^atoes, 1 ! j>f a hoots andthppeL* can also be cfeaned by the 

of bread crumbs, l eur , 1 of ra s, )h.st ocess to i0ok “as good as new,” and black
suet A of sugar, à ^ 1l^wdh teU it boots and slippers can be restored to their
as plum pudding, indeed you ca.. hardly tell istine gloss by the latter method.

pinnit pay’s Sepvtmewt.
Flat-Headed Borer.

Chrysobothris femorata Fab. Sub-order Hemiptera.
Family Buprestulce.

At present this borer is quite as ruinous in our 
State as any, and I should not think it strange if 
in a well balanced account it was found even to 
surpass the others in the evil which it works to our 
fruit interests. 1 have seen young orchards nearly 
ruined the first summer after setting by this de- 

Not long since a nurseryman came from 
a distant part of this State to consult me as to the 
ravages of this pest. He said that during the past 
summer, in some regions of the State, more than 
half the trees lie sold were killed by this scourge, 
and of course he was unjustly blamed. At present 
no nurseryman should sell trees without tlirowing 
in advice in regard to practising against this de
vastator, for, as we shall see, such trees are pecu
liarly liable to attack.

These borers are not confined to the apple tree, 
as I have found them working in oak, maple and 
other trees of our forests.
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To Make Summer Drinks.
To make root beer, take a quantity of sarsapar

illa roots, sassafras bark and some hops, and boil 
till the strength is extracted. To three gallons of 
the liquor, after it is strained, add one quart of 
molasses and a cup of yreast. After standing in a 
warm place eight or ten hours, strain again and 
bottle. It will be fit for use the following day.

For ginger beer, take one pint of molasses and 
two spoonsful of ginger, put into a pail to be half 
filled with boiling water; when well stirred to
gether, fill the pail with cold water, leaving room 
for one pint of yeast, which must not be put in till 
luke-warm. Place it on the warm hearth for the 
night and bottle it in the morning.

For spruce beer, take three pounds of sugar,four 
gallons of water, one ounce of ginger, a little 
lemon peel or essence of lemon, and a little essence 
of spruce to give it a flavor. Stir all together, 

it a trifle; add a cupful of good yeast. hen 
fermented, bottle up close.

Mead is made by dissolving one part of honey in 
three of boiling water, flavoring it with spices, and 
adding a portion of ground malt, and a piece of 
toast steeped in yeast, and allowing the whole to 
ferment.

JELLY CAKE.
One-half cup of butter, 2 of sugar, 3 of flour, 1 

of sweet milk, 3 eggs, 1 teaspoonful of cream of 
Tartar, A soda.

my

ever 
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NATURAL HISTORY.

This brownish beetle with a coppery lustre is 
found from May till August, though I have found 
them more common in June and July. As with 
the striped Saperdct, the eggs are laid on the bark. 
The whitish grubs, with their enormous front, 
brown head and curled tail, usually bore only 
superficially, eating the inner bark and sap-wood; 
yet 1 have seen, and have now on exhibition here 
at the college, sections of young trees over an inch 
in diameter bored completely through by these 
big-headed rascals. They eat but a single season, 
and come forth as imagoes early in the spring.

They usually work on the trunk, though some
times in the branches, almost always on tne south, 
the west, or the south-west sides of the tree ; and 
their whereabouts may always be ascertained,. not 
only by the saw-dust, but also, and more certainly, 
by the black color of the bark. When the black 
color offers the suggestion of the presence of this 
borer, we can quickly become assured by striking 
a knife into the same. If the blade pierces the 
bark and goes on still a little further, we may be 
sure of the enemy’s presence. ‘‘5

SHINGLES.

Two cups of butter-milk, 1 teaspoonful of soda, 1 
egg, A cup lard, roll soft and thin. Fry in lard.

OYSTER FRITTERS.
One and a-half milk, 1 f lbs. flour, 4 eggs, the 

yolks of the eggs must be beaten very thick, to 
which add the milk and stir the whole well to
gether; whisk the whites to a stiff froth and stir 
them gradually into the batter; take a spoonful of 
the mixture, drop an oyster into it and fry in hot 
lard. Let them get a light brown on both sides. 

bird’s-xest pudding.

One cup of cream, 1 of sweet milk, 1A flour, 1 
teaspoonful of cream of Tartar, A soda, 3 eggs and 
a little salt; stew and sweeten a pint of tart apples; 
put the apples in the centre of the dish and pour 
the batter over them. Bake 1 hour.
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DOUGHNUTS.

One cup of sugar, 1A cups butter, milk, A cup 
lard, 1 teaspoonful of soda, a little salt. Fry in 
hot lard.
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pudding.

One quart of sweet milk, 1 pint of bread crumbs, 
1 cup of sugar, yolks of 4 eggs; when done, beat 
the whites to a stiff froth, with 3 tablespoousful of 
white sugar put on top, then return to the oven 
for a few minutes.

This borer is far more liable to attack feeble 
trees. Anything, therefore, which serves to 
diminish the vitality of the trees, promotes the 
ravages of this borer. Hence, after such a winter 
as we have just experienced, or after having the 
growth of our trees interrupted by the removal 
from the nursery to our orchards, we are in special 
danger of harm from these destructive borers. 
Hence, the coming season, when loss w ill be in
evitable, we should more than ever be on the alert 
to mitigate the damage by our vigilance and care, 
and by the timely application of

About Cooking Peas.
Green Peas.—Have the hands and the dishes 

clean in shelling, so that the peas need not be 
washed before cooking. If the pods are very nice 
and sweet, they may be cooked in the water before 
the péas aie put in; but usually this does not pay. 
Have the peas a little more than even full of water 
and cook them twenty minutes after they begin to 
boil. As the season advances, cook them longer. 
Be sure to have them tender, and do not cook them 
after they are tender. If done too soon, let them 
stand hot without cooking. Serve warm, full of 

white CAKE. juice, and, if you wish for the full benefit of the
The whites of six eggs, a large cup of white sweat pea flavor, serve without seasoning.

sugar, half cup butter, teaspoonful of cream tar- ---------
tar, one teaspoonful of soda, one cup of corn- Strawberry Syrup.
starch, one cup of cream; dissolve the corn-starch . ,. , ,, ___
in the cream and mix thin; flavor to taste. Make a syrup in the proportion of three pounds

mint sauce of sugar to half a pint of water. Boil and stir until
MINT SAUCE. clear6 Allow two and a half pints of strawberry

Chop fine some spear mint, to every 2 table- - ice to t)ie half pint of water. After you add 
spoonsful of the mint put 3 tablespoonsful of vine- j^is, let it boil hard for not more than five minutes, 
gar, add a little brown sugar. Serve cold. Take it from the tire before it loses its fine color,

BRUCESIDE pudding. and pour hot into self-sealing glass jars—the kind
Take soda biscuits, pour boiling water over them that only need the top to be screwed on. I his 

enough ,to cover them, let them stand till ready to syrup preserves even the odor of the fresh straw- 
serve dessert; give a biscuit to each with cream berry, when opened months afterward, and flavors 
and sugar and a teaspoonful of jelly. ice cream delightfully.

AMMONIA COOKIES.
One oz. of baking ammonia, if lb. lard or butter,

1 pint cold water or milk, 1A lbs. white sugar.
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RAISED CAKE.

Three cups of bread dough, 2 cups of sugar, 1 of 
butter, 2 eggs, 1 .wineglass of wine, A teaspoon 
soda, 1 lb. of raisins, stoned; beat all thoroughly 
together and let it stand to raise till quite light. 
It is best when warm.

REMEDIES.

The remedies for the flat-headed borer are the 
same as those given for the old borer, soap in June 
and July, and a knife in September; though those 
grubs may he fouud in July and August, and to de
lay the cutting out till September would often be 
fatal, especially to trees in newly set orchards. I 
have known cases where labor of this kind in July 
would have paid more than $100 per day, l>e6ido8 
saving a great amount of vexation.
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ionites Apple Tree Bark Louse.

Myt'daxpix conchiformi* Gamclin. Sub-order, Ifem- 
ijitera. Family Coecidié.

This old enemy, though less destructive than 
formerly, probably because of parasites and, mites 
which prey upon it, so that, like the Hessian fly, 
wheat midge and many other insects, it has proba
bly done its worst work, yet to leave it to itself at 
the present time would be to yield the strife pre
maturely.

So,
ers, we 
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A Wonderful Cloak.
King Kalakaua’s famous feather cloak will be 

exhibition at the Centennial Exposition a Phila
delphia. The manufacture of this article was 
be"un about one hundred years ago by the order 
of some of the ancestors of Kamehamcha, former 
king of the islands, and upwards of fifty years 
were required for its completion. It is made of 
the feathers of a peculiar species of bird, each bird 
furnishing only two feathers, one from under each 

The color of the cloak is a golden yellow.
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COOKIES.

Four cups flour, 2 of sugar, 1 of butter, 5 eggs, 1 
teaspoonful soda, 2 of cream of Tartar; flavor with 
lemon.

NATURAL HISTORY.
The bark colored, oblong scales, so harmless in 

appearance, serve, from August to May, only for 
protection to the GO or 70 wee white eggs which 
are found underneath. About the first of June 
the young lice appear—so small that, though clad.

* hardly be seen without a glass, 
under the scale, they roam about

Fannie Walker. >

Beamsville, Ont.

Cleaning Kid Gloves.
During the warm weather kid gloves are easily 

soiled, particularly as the prevailing colors 
quite light, and as it costs some time and money 
to have them cleaned at the dyer’s, we let our 
readers into the secret of cleaning them at home, 
which can be done just as well as if paid for out
side. Take a little sweet milk and a piece of

wing.
are in yellow, they 

Coming forth fi 
for a few days; are sometimes blown to other trees, 
thus spreading their evil work, but very soon settle 
down to earnest business. This consists in insert

• can 
romGrf.en Pea.—Thicken the water with green 

peas run through a colander, with or without vege
tables Turnips, carrots, potatoes, parsley and 
tomatoes are the vegetables that best harmonise 
with green peas.—Science of Health.
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Condition and Changes of Eggs.ing their tiny beak and sucking the vitality from time of sowing will often prevent, but new soil, not
the trees. Very soon a scale commences to form more than two years from the sod, is always to be The late Prof. Agassiz, in a lecture in which he
around them from an exudation, which is a secrc- preferred. told that the egg is the origin of all animal life,
tion from the general surface. By August the im- Woody and tough radishes occur on soils so stated the following in relation to the properties 
pervious scale is complete. The eggs are then heavy that roots have not made a thrifty growth. and changes in the eggs of fowls :
soon deposited and the parent louse dries up, and The early varieties should not be sown after the it appears to have been really ascertained, and
shrinks away to nothingness. middle of May, but the summer sorts instead. tj,e fact is important, that the albumen of the egg

Lice in cabbage are usually due to a slow growth, ()f the common fowl, newly laid, has properties dif- 
either on account of poor soil, drouth, or other fering in some particulars from those of the stale

As the scale is impervious to most fluids, though caUses, and can better be prevented than cured. egg_ One of these, and that which is best known,
oils will penetrate it and destroy the eggs, the best An application of a pinch of salt to each head often is the milkiness which it exhibits when dressed for
time to tight these insects is just after the eggs proves of service ; but plent of .manure and the table, provided the egg be not put into water
hatch. At this time soft soap or strong soap-suds fji>erai and constant use of the oe and cultivator 0f too high temperature, and kept there unduly 
sure death to the young lice.- Hence, the trees are the best preventives. long; another is seen in the matter coagulating.
should be washed the first week of June with soft -------- = Experiments showthat the white of the newly laid
soap, not only making the application to tlietrunk, , egg is more readily affected by heat of a certain tern-
but also to the main branches and limbs as far as Galvanized D ire Baskets. Æture, than that of an egg exposed to the air,
possible. | Messrs. Crooker Bros. & Co., of Wellington indicated by the appearance of milkiness it presents

_and yet that, within a certain range of tempera
ture the amount of coagulation or the degree of

our apple trees, mane tne nrst ween in u unu, is in . , ,1; , , t have heard of *‘rmneB3 ’s ^ess" That a difference in qualities
exceeding value. It not only exterminates the there is no establishment that we have heard ot should reault from exposure to, and the action of,
sappers (bark lice), but banishes the miners that has ever turned out such large quantities ot atmospheric air, can hardly be doubted. The newly-
(borers). We thus understand why our fruit trees baskets; or of such good quality. They manufac- laid egg contains, of course, little or no air; and, 
thus treated seem fairly to laugh, as if grateful for t w sixty different sizes and kinds of baskets, if atmospheric air be excluded, and its absorption 
such timely aid in banishing their enemies. I have , ' % . . OJ1 , • Hlp prevented, as by lubricating the shell with oil or
no hesitation in affirming that the apple grower will differing in usefulness, ornament and size from the , any oleaginous matter, the albumen retains for a
find, the above one of the most paying operations large barn baskets for chaff, to the smallest sizes considerable time the qualities of the newly-laid
that he can undertake in his orchard. Let all, for holding eggs, 
then, scrape their trees early in the spring, apply | 
soft soap—not lye—the first of June, and again the !
first of July, not forgetting to adjust cloth bands and handsome ; the ladies' work baskets are
by the last of June.—ProJ. A. J. Cook. j branched, and look and are very useful and neat.

REMEDIES.

as

IMPORTANT FACT. Square, Out., are, we believe, the most extensive 
We thus see that an application of soft soap to mannfacturers of wire baskets in Canada; in fact, 

a^le trees, made the^firet^wee^iiWune, of ia no establishment that « h.„ heard ,.I

egg-The fact just stated is femiliar to all experienced 
and observing egg dealers. The exact time, how
ever, for the change to take place is believed to- 
vary in some measure according to the season, a 
shorter time in Winter being required than in Sum
mer—the egg, in the former season, owing to a 
lower atmospheric temperature, contracting 
in bulk as regards its substance than in the latter. 
A very few days, five or six at farthest, seem to 
be sufficient.

It is also ascertained that, with the absorption of 
oxygen, in the instance of the stale egg, carbonic 
acid is formed, and ammonia, and the color of the 
albumen is darkened, it becoming of a light brown
ish yellow, and at the same time acquiring an un
pleasant smell and taste. But the putrefactive 
process does not take place, however long the egg 
may be kept, unless there be some admixture of 
the yolk and white.

Their ornamental flower baskets are very neat

They have made a great improvement in the root 
baskets, as they are now much strengthened by 
having an additional twist given to the wire. The 
galvanizing is rather an expensive process, 
half of the rank used is wasted in dross.

moreGarden Pests.
STRIPED BUG, OR CUCUMBER BUG. as one 

TheseAfter trying many methods, I find nothing so 
cheap and effective as to keep a close watch, and as 
soon as the bugs appear, scatter wood ashes over 
the vines, either by hand or with a dredging box Their baskets for packing up potatoes and for 
made for the purpose. To the Hubbard and other 
winter squashes, it should be applied both on the 
upper and under surface of the leaves. It is im
portant to begin hostilities as soon as the bugs seem
to determine upon a point of attack, and in order found a profitable one in our country.
to confuse them—and it does assist greatly to dis- —______ <■»«.------------
tract their attention, and sometimes they quit in 
dismay even at this—whenever crossing the field I 
find they have begun operations, I at once scatter 
over them fine pulverized dirt to answer until some head on t]ie Provincial Fair Grounds in Toronto,
It! "liSSSte «- a., .«« M,™. *«.«,, MM,, Cochran's
I have rarely lost an acre of vines from their sale. The following is a list of the prices Belle 
ravages, though I can boast of as many billions of 0f King, John B. Craig, $70; Carlotta, M. J. Cor- 
bugs to the acre as any man on this continent.

galvanized baskets must gradually come into use.

putting potatoes in, and for putting them in pots 
for boiling, must be approved of as soon as seen. 
This is rather a new business, and we hope will be

Shorthorn Sale.
Death to Potato Bugs Without Paris 

Green.
One 11). sulphur and one lb. quick lime, mixed 

in four gallons of water, is said to be death to the 
bugs, and is preferred by many to the use of Paris 
Green. We have not yet tried this, but intend 
doing so.

Mr. Seth Heacock, of Kettleby, Ont., sold 12

kery and W. Long, Thornhill, $195 ; Cherry 
Duchess, Corkery & Long, $150; Daisy 4th, S. T, 

If balls of fresh clover or other green grass be Spangler, Winthrop, Iowa, $520; Minnie Herman,
Corkery & Long, $320; 2nd Duchess of Oakland, 
E. T. Noel, Nashville, Tenu., $135 ; Susie Mow-

cut worms. A Step in the Right Direction.
The members of the Forest City Grange, Pioneer 

Grange and Delaware Grange, are offering rewards 
for the conviction of persons destroying insectivor
ous birds.

scattered throughout the field, the cut worms ai e 
said to be attracted to thorn and crawl into them, 
where they can easily be destroyed, 
not be entirely effective, especially 
badly infested, and close watch mu 
whenever traces of their work are seen they must |200; Oakland Duke 2nd, John Little, Greenwood, 
be dug out and killed. With early tomatoes and q. |100; Alpheas Oxford, S. T. Spangler, $4(j0. 
other early crops which would justify the expense,
I have saved the crop by scraping away the dirt 
at the surface and applying from a pepper box 
Paris green mixed with flour or plaster. Under
this treatment—though many plants are attacked . .
__yet little damage is done. Tomatoes in particu ' cheese making 111 the Dominion since 1870.
lar, when eaten half off, do not seem to suffer much ^ total production in 1870, was 4,984,843 pounds of 
from it. home made, and the value of this made in factories

B sandy land bray, S. T. Spangler, $300; Garlotta 2nd, Corkery 
st be kept, and & Long, $255; Waliflower 10th, S. T. Spangler,

Oil

“ We read in de good hook,” says a colored Bap
tist brother down South, “of John de Baptist— 
nebber of John de Methodist. And that is the 

most of the colored Southern peoplj arereason
Baptists.Ciieese making in Canada.

There has been something of a revolution in
The market Report.

The reports of crops throughout the country being light, 
has had its effect on our markets. We consequently find 
prices firmer, though with little advance. The very favorable 
change in the weather these few days has raised the spirits 
of the farmers, and though much of the winter wheat was 
injured beyond recovery by the spring frosts, there has been 
a great improvement in the spring crops. The reports from 
the Western States, on the whole, give promise of good yield; 
the majority of reports indicating atleastan average condition.

The prospect in Great Britain and the Continent of Europe 
is always of the highest importance to producers of bread- 
stuffs. So far as heard from, t,he weather in England has 
heen propitious, and the prospects of a good return at least 
fair ; markets continue to rule low. On the Continent there 
is, in most countries, a promise of good crops. In others, as 

sections of France, the prospects are not good.
Breadstuffs dull.

COLORADO POTATO BEETLE. 1.601,738. But in 1873 the exports rose to 
A tablespoonful of Paris green in a ten quart 194330]! pounds, while last year the quantity 

pail of water, applied with a hue rose sprinkler, 1,1 
having but half the usual number of holes, is at 
once the cheapest, most effective, safe and lasting
Usual'S alwTbn-'the^eason. ftl,1,llCat,""b j Hall’s Journal of Health urges rest from stimu-

latine brain labor. Insanity, it says,always comes 
. CABBAGE OR TURNIP FLEA. ; hx ■ ...... , , 1 on with increasing sleeplessness ami the first stepThis little pest often eats oil the young plants so . . , r„

Boon after they break through the surface that if toward recovery is a growing ability to sleep. Too 
close watch has not been kept an inexperienced much business stimulates the brain ; and if this is 
person would believe the seed had never grown. I continued too long the inevitable results are either 
An application of ashes scattered highly along the jnsanjtv, paralysis or apoplexy. Insanity is caused 
rows at the earliest possible moment will generally 1
stvc the crop j

‘ In extensive field culture of'turnips, immediate Wain ; paralyse isal^ of power-üi^ lyrtsliavç Oxr, ^
re-sowing of the crop as soon as the loss is dis- . worked so much they can woik no moie, apoplexy Barley. $1.25 to #1.30; peas, 81.20 to #1.30; oats,Si.30to SI.32;
covered is perhaps the best course. is when the vessels of the brain are so full, so corn, #1.20 to #130; beans, 90c to #1.25; rye. $1.10 to #1.20;

To he’ sure of cabbage plants, the only safe distended, that they are ruptured. The person buckwheat, #1.15 to #1.25; keg butter, 16c to 17c; roll butter 
course is to make several sow ings a few days apart, who is kept >p to the working point by any art;- #3.75 to’ S4.C0j

Worm eaten turnips are due to their growth on I heial stimulant runs a dangerous risk ot losing life flour, *2.25 to $2.75; oatmeal, $2.75 to $3.00; corn meal, $l.o
Ashes scattered along the rows at the or reason.

was,

to 24,050,982 pounds.rose

m some
Liverpool, June 25.—Weather fair.

Flour, 21s to 22s; wheat, 8s to 9s 2d; barley, 3s 4d; oats,3s 4d; 
coin, 31s to 32s; peas, 30s; pork. 32s; cheese, 58c.

Chicago Market.—Wheat, 94c to $1.02; corn, 65c to GGc; 
oats, 40jjfc to 50c; rye and barley quiet and unchanged.

Toronto Market.—Continues dull and unchanged in price 
for wheat and oats.by too much blood being in the arteries of the

to $2.00; r^e flour, $1.75 to $2 00.old soils.
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Selection am
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All grain has a 1 
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that we can, by ca 
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None other tha 
grain should be us 
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sure that your pui 
You must rely 
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seed, by treading 
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In selecting see 
all, to see that it 
Farmers should, i 
the introduction c 
of the fungus tri 
farmers in some < 
hardly needs desc 
know its appearai 
It is most deleter 
diseased ear uttei 
never be sown fri 
as the spores of s 
to affect the crop 
as to escape obsi 
naked eye. In 
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the spores are so 
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